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Introductioa.
Recent studies in apocalyptic literature have thrown
much light on the taokground of Christian thought. "Endless
labor has been spent in exploring this dim hinterland of New
1
Testament thought and no one can say that it has been wasted."
The pioneer works in this field of study were Dillman's Henoch
1851. and Hilgenfeld's Jtldis che Apokalyptik 1857. V/hen E.
Schttrer in 1886 brought out his most valuable work of
Geschichte des Jtldis chen Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christ! , he
included an important study on apocalyptic literature. However,
It remained for R. H. Charles to explore the apocalyptic
literature and present it to the English speaking world In a
masterly fashion* In 1893 he began to issue several of the
apocalyptic books with careful introa.uctions. He continued his
laborious task for two decades, and as a result issued two
comprehensive volumes entitled. The Apocrypha and Pseud epigrapha.
Soon after these studies of apocalyptic literature were
Inaugurated New Testament students delved more deeply into the
problem of apocalypticism in the New Testament. It is beyond
our scope to enter into a discussion of this larger problem,
1. E.F. Soott. Studies in Early Christianity. P» 8.
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suffice it to show how the thesis of this dissertation arose*
Many New Testament aoholars have ooncentrated their attention on
the apocalyptic element in the Synoptic (Jospels* Dr. Albert
Schweitzer for instance, has traced the debate, v;hether Jesus
proclaimed primarily an apocalyptic kingdom, or an evolving
spiritual kin^om* The point that we should observe in this
debate is that the apocalyptic element in the first three
GrOSDels cannot be watered away. Students of the New Testament
aaree that there is an element of aDOcalyot icism in the SynoDtic
Gospels* Since that is the case, and since we know that the
Fourth Gospel is a part of the Gospel literature, the present
writer raises this question; What happens to the apocalyptic
element in the Gospel of John? We are thus confronted with a
problem that invites our attention. In accepting the invitation
it will be the task of this dissertation to examine the Fourth
Gosnel to determine whether there is an aDooalvDtic element in
it. In still other words what is the relationship between
apocalypticism and John*
In order that we may have a clear understanding of the
term apocalypticism and its related major terms, such as prophecy
ajid eschatology, it may be desirable to define them briefly in
this introduction.
(1) Prophecy, accordij:^ to R. H. Charles, is defined in
the following manner:
Prophecy was the declaration of the counsel
or will of God, either spoken or written.
1* A* Schweitzer, Ton Reimarus zu Wrede*
* •
7>
*
It was the task of the prophet coming
forward in his own person to deal mainly
with the present and with the future
only as arising out of it»l
P.O. Porter defines prophecy in a similar manner* It seems to
"be a matter of common agreement that prophecy is to be under-
stood as an agency oonveyijpg the will of Grod in a personal way,
primarily for the present, either written or spoken. It is in
this sense that we shall use the term*
(2) Apocalypticism is used in a wider range of meanings*
As a religious movement it is regarded as "the successor of
3 4
Prophecy", or "a development of elements latent in prophecy*"
0* Pfleiderer quotes Hilgenfeld as defining apocalypticism as
5
the "Nachtrieb der alt en Prophetie*" The meaning of the term
becomes clearer yet vben we explain it in its etymological
sense; (AttoK oi Au ^ means to \incover and thus bring into sight
that which was before unseen, hence revelation* C«C. Torrey in
the Jewish Encyclopaedia defines apocalypticism as follows:
An apocalypse in the terminology of
early Jewish ard. Christian literature
is a revelation of hidden things
given by God to some one of his chosen
saints* ^
F*C* Porter on the contrary believes that prophecy and apoc-
alypticism represent two contrasted conceptions of the natiire
of revelation, two ideas of the supernatural, two estimates of
7
the present life, two theologies, almost two religions* These
1* R*H* Charle s.Religious Development between the Testainents,p»14
2* P*C* Porter, Messages from Apocalyptic if^iters, p. 246*
3* C*A* Scott, Revelation, p* 25*
4* H*M* Hu^es, Ethics of Jewish Apocalyptic Literature, p*12*
5* 0* Pfleiderer, Urchr istentum, II, p* 54*
6* Volume lo p* 669*
7* P* C. Porter, op. cit*, p* 97*
1
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8several interpretations "bring out the different phases that are
covered by the same term» Yet the distinctive feature in
apocalypticism as compared with prophecy is the forward look to
God, niho, by a catastrophic intervention, will remove the
enemies and turn present despair into victorious ^oy, ushering
in a new age* This tar \ia is essentially the meaning of
ap ocalyptici aiB»
(3) Eschatology is the third term that calls for
definition. The word itself is derived from i<rqc^r^rt last
things© As a doctrine it deals with the last thiiigs*
As such it can form a division of
prophecy or of apocalyptic, and so
we have an eschatology of prophecy
and eschatology of apocalyptic.^
I. T. Beckwith adds, "In its broader \ase it denotes the doctrine
of the end, whether the aspect ho individual or general, earthly
3
or heavenly." Eschatology appears consistently in the Old
Tes tament , in the apocalyptic literature, and in the New
Testament ; but it never appears as a systematized doctrine.
Unless otherwise specified the term will be used here to embody
the general teaching of the end.
For the sake of clarity we may add a further note on
terminology. Terms like "John", "the Fourth Evangelist",
"Johamine", "The Fourth Gospel", and the "Gospel of John", will
be used either in referencje to the writer of the Gospel of John
or his document commonly known by the foregoing term.
1* R. H. Charles, op. cit., p. 71.
2. I. T. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 3.
3*
*
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Chapter I.
The Problem.
1. Apocalypticism In the New Testament . In order to
gain a comprehensive grasp of the problem let us first note the
basis, or the producing causes. Apocalypticism runs through
the New Testament like a stream culminating in the Apocalypse
of John. The thirteenth chapter of Mark and the corresponding
chapters, Matthew twenty-four and Luke twenty-one, represent
the synoptic apocalypticism at its best. Catastrophic disturb-
ances, which are typical of apocalypticism, are predicted in
Mark 13j7~^> "And when ye shall hear of v/ars and rumors of wars,
be not troubled these things must needs come to pass; but the
end is not yet. For nation shall rise against nation, and
kingdom against kingdom; there shall be earthquakes in divers
places; there shall be famines, these things are the beginning
of travail," Matthew 2^:30-31, predicts among other events
that the Son of man shall come "on the clouds of heaven with
power and great glory." When the end is here Luke writes,
"there shall be signs in sun and moon and stars; and upon the
earth distress of nations, in perplexity for the roaring of the
sea and the billov/s; men fainting for fear, and for expectation
of the things which are coming on the world: for the powers of

the heavens shall be shaken."
The hope that Jesus will return, is perhaps the out-
standing feature of New Testament apocalypticism. The author
of the book of Acts makes note of it also. "Ye men of G-alilee,
why stand ye looking into heaven? This Jesus who was received
up from you into heaven, shall so come in like manner as ye
2
beheld him going into heaven." That the Son of man would
speedily return for Judgment, vindicate divine righteousness,
and fulfil the purpose of the ages is also seen in passages
of Paul's letters. For instance, Paul writes to the Thessa-
lonians; "But concerning the times and the seasons, brethren,
ye have no need that aught be written unto you. For yourselves
know perfectly that the day of the Lord so coraeth as a thief in
3
the night." In the second letter to the same church Paul tells
the expectant people of his church that the coming of Jesus will
be preceded by the falling away of many. "It is certain that
at all events until near the close of his life, St. Pa\il was
earnestly looking for a catastrophic return of his Master in
glory, to Judge mankind, and to set up on earth a Messianic
5
kingdom." But as time went on, and as the first generation of
Christian believers passed away, it became evident that the
promise of the Lord's coming, as they understood it, was not
1. Lyq^e , 2^+; 25-26.
2. Acts, 1:11.
3* I. Thessalonians
.
5:1-2.
^. II. Thessalonians
. 2.
5. P. iraraner. Tne Ephesian Gospel , p. ISl.
11
1
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fulfilled. Apparently Jesus was not returning; consequently
the apocalyptic hope was waning. That this was the case is
evident from the letter of II. Peter, a docmient of compara-
tively late date. The writer of this letter warns his adver-
saries: "Forget not... that one day is with the Lord as a
1
thousand years and a thousand years as one day." J. H. Leckle
siimmarizes the apocalyptic influence on the New Testament as
follows:
Wherever we find, in the Christian Scriptures
spiritual realities described and future events
predicted in an imaginative fashion; wherever
we read of a visible coming of the Son of Man
in His glory; wherever the drama of the last
things unfolds itself in resurrection and judgment,
in the reward of the blessed and the doom of the
unrighteous; wherever we are told of the angel
hosts, of the New Jerusalem, of the eternal
fire, the outer darkness, and the vengeance of
the Lord, wherever, in short, the evangelic
message of retribution and redress is conveyed
...we are in the presence of apocalypse.^
2. A statement of the problem. The previous account
shows that apocalyptic teachings left a definite impression on
the literature of the New Testament. At times it is more
1
prominent than at others, but it is present. Since apoca-
1
lypticism is in vital relationship with the writings of the
New Testament in general the question raised in the disserta-
tion is this: what is the relation between apocalypticism
and John in particular? The significance of this question
1. II. Peter 3: S-10.
2. J. H. Leckie. The World to Come and Final Destiny, p. 21
1
1
1
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appears still more important when it is remembered that John
does not, as the other Gospels, predict any violent cosmic
disturbances, nor does it describe a catastrophic passing of
the present age. Save for the mention of a future resurrection
and a futiire judgment, the Gospel of John is seemingly void of
any apocalyptic teachings. At any rate there is no clear-cut
statement of apocalypticism in this document such as is foTind
in many of the New Testament writings.
The problem resolves itself into the following question:
what happens to apocalypticism at the hand of John? Was the
author of the Fourth Gospel receptive towards some apocalyptic
teachings? If so, then it is of value to know more about his
sympathy for apocalypticism. Did he disregard apocalyptic
ideas that had been passed on for centuries and had been as-
similated by many Christian writers? If certain concepts were
neglected then it is of vital interest to know why he ignored
them. There is a particular difference betvveen the Synoptic
Gospels and the Fourth Gospel on the point of apocalypticism.
The how and why of this variation again calls for investigation.
The solution of the problem is best effected thro\igh
I
a comparative study of apocalypticism and John. But the
syncretistic nature of the Fourth Gospel further complicates
the problem. For it is evident that the writer of this docu-
ment was in the company of many contemporary religions. For
instance, the Jewish religion in its various branches played
a dominant role. The Mandean and Persian influences were part

of the religious temper of that day, Hellenism was likewise
of decided religious significance. If we add apocalypticism
to these elements a more intricate mixture of religious ideas
results. It will be difficult to determine the value and
relationship of these various elements, but a careful study
should throw light upon the problem.
11
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Chapter II.
Method and Procedure,
1. The methods of study for this dissertation are
simple, (a) The Immediate tool will be the descriptive method,
which will be used in taking account of the work done by
previous scholars. This same method will again come into
play when the various approaches to the Fourth Gospel are
under consideration, (b) The selective method will be employed
extensively in the search for outstanding apocalyptic elements.
This method will serve also in seeking similar apocalyptic
elements in the Grospel of John, (c) The method of comparison,
however, will be the major instrument. As a matter of fact,
this investigation will ultimately be a study in comparisons.
2. The procedure will be as follows: (a) It will be
necessary to give an historical statement of past research
and a consequent justification for the investigation, (b) This
done it will be essential to gain an understanding of the
place and significance of ^ocalypticism. (c) The first main
part of the research will be a study of the primary sources
in order to select representative elements in apocalypticism.
These will serve as standards of comparison. (d) It will be
.1
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essential then to note the various approaches that have been
taken towards the Gospel of John and to state the approach
of this investigation, (e) The second major part of research
will be the examination of the Fourth Gospel and its comparison
with the apocalyptic elements from apocalyptic literature
selected previously. A possible procedure would be a compari-
son of the Crospel of John with the apocalypticism in the
Synoptic Gospels , but the latter are secondary sources. An-
other approach might be a comparison of the Fourth Gospel with
the Apocalypse of John , but since this is almost contemporary
with the Gospel, and since the book of Revelation reflects the
problems of its own time, one could point out common elements
.
However, such a procedure would prohibit the tracing of any
apocalyptic influence of an earlier period. It is therefore
necessary to examine the primary sources, namely, the apoca-
lyptic literature which arose in the second and first century
before Christ, (f) A clear-cut statement of the conclusions
reached and a comprehensive digest of the entire dissertation
will q)pear in the final chapters.

Chapter III.
An Historical Statement of Past Research.
All available records indicate that the problem of
the apocalyptic element in the Fourth Q-ospel took its rise
1
with K. Frommann in 1^39 • He, however, does not regard it as
a problem of New Testament apocalypticism, but he treats apoc-
alyptic features under the heading of Johannine eschatology,
which for him is simply a part of the New Testament escha-
tology. Frommann interprets the Judgment in the Fourth G-ospel
in numerous ways. It is first an inner judgment. "Ein inner-
liches ist es , dem durch den G-eist die G-lftubigen die Lttge
und Siinde in ihrer Geraeinschaft als solche erkennen und sich
des Gegensatzes in welchera diesselbe zu dem gttttliohen Principe
2
des Glaubens st^iit, bewusst werden." The second feature of
Johannine judgment according to this scholar is a manifestation
of the inner Judgment, or what he calls, "ein ausserliches .
"
Then he explains that it is not only an external Judgment,
well durch den G-eist, der eine ftusere
geschlossene Gemeinde der Christen ge-
stiftet hat , das in ihr wohnende gtttt-
liche Princip auch ftusserlich von dem
bttsen Princip in der Kirche entgegen-
stehenden Welt geschieden ist; sondern
auch darum, well, durch denselbigen
1. Der Johanneische Lehrbegriff .
2 . ibid
.
,
"
p'
^T^r:
I
G-eist das innerlich aus der (lemein-
schaft der GlAubigen sich. entwick-1
elnde Bttse als solches manifestirt
.
Besides these two features of the Judgment, which may be re-
garded as a present judgment, Frommann recognizes e future
judgment, "welches Christus bei seiner Parusie vollziehen
werde." Yet the future ..Judgment, "das sonst in Neuen Testament
sehr genau und ausftthrlich beschrieben, wird in Johannes nur
2
hie und da gelegentliche und flttchtige Bemerkungen gegeben."
However, the v/orld judgment in the interpretation of this
scholar, "ist nichts als die Fortsetzung und letzte entscheid-
ende Vollendung des Gerichts, welches schon gegenwftrtig durch
3
den Geist Qhristi in der G-emeinde vollzogen wird."
Frorarnann regards the resurrection in the Fourth Gospel
as universal. "Ihr GewAhr hat die Bibllsche Lehre von der
Universalitftt der A.uferstehung thejls in ausdrttcklichen Aus-
prttchen wie Johannes 3* 2^-29, theils dem nothwendigen
Zusammenhang der Auferstehung mit dem Gerichte." From these
considerations Frommann turns to a discussion of the power of
opposition in the Gospel. Having described the ant-'ohrist in
the first letter of John he says:
Diese mehr ftusserliche und sinnliche
Vorstellung, nach v/elcher das anti-
christiliche V/esen in seiner Macht
und StSlrke in einem einzelnen histor-
ischen Individuum zur Erscheinung
1. ibid,
,
p. 675.
2. ibid.
,
p. 6^0.
J. ibid, , p. 6^3.
4. ibid.
, p. 6S7.
17

koramen sollte, sucht Johannes zu be-
richtigen und zvl vergeistigen. In
dem er daher das antichristliche
PrinciD in den raannlgfachen Elementen
der Lttge und Irrlehr . . . erkennt , lehrt
er, dass man die Erscheinung des Anti-
christs nicht erst noch zu erwarten
habe, sondern dass sie schon erfolgt
sei in dem Auftreten der Verftthrer,
In line v/ith the interpretation of a present Antichrist this
scholar believes that "die letzte Stunde" for the writer of
2
the Gospel is already here. Fromraann^s position is best seen
in his own conclusion, which reads as follows;
Das hauptsAchliche Moment aber in den
eschatologischen Vorg*!.ngen, v/elches
Johannes hervorhebt, ist das endliche
G-ericht. Ja hierin geht ihm die ganze
Bedeutung der Pariisie Christeauf
,
das sie eben eine Wiederku.nft des
Heilands zum Gericht ist....Mit hin
betrachtet auch unser Apostel wie
dieses dem die allgemeine Vorstellung
des Neuen Testaments ist, das Gericht
als aas wahre Ende der Welt. "3
K. R. Kftstlin, a few years later in 13^3, followed
essentially the -footsteps of Frommann in that the former like-
wise speaks of a true eschatology in the Gospel. He writes:
"So reich bel Johannes auch die Gegenwart ist an gftttlichem
Inhalt, so ist doch alles nur dazu da, urn in eine andere Das-
5
einsforra, ins Jenseits, Hber zugehen." Kttstlin's position is
further supported in the following statement: "^ber die Zeit
der ir~i^^T^ ist nichts gesagt; aber die Lehre von den
1. ibid.
, p. 691.
2. ibid.
,
p. 691.
5. ibid.
,
p. 695.
4. Der Lehrbegriff des Evangeliums .
5. ibid.
, p. 276.
Ig
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letzten Dingen ist nichtsdestoweniger , sehr ausgebildet. " In
addition to these statements v;e find another passage in his
exposition that corroborates his position. He writes: "Das
Leben der GlAubigen v/ird ewig dauern , sie werden nieraals ster-
ben; denn vor und nach dera Jilngsten Tage bleiben sie in der
2
Hand Chris ti."
A. Hilgenfeld in his interpretation of the Johannine
eschatology, appears to be the first one who differs in a
marked manner from the two previous scholars. He does not deny
out-right the apocalypticism of the Fourth Gospel, but his
interpretation of it is equivalent to a denial. "Innerlichkeit"
may be regarded as the key word for Hilgenfeld. His ^^f^ition
may be ascertained from the following passages. Commenting on
John 6; ^,^^,5^, he writes'
Nach so bestimmten Ausserungen kann
man nicht anders urtheilen, als das
der johanneische Lehrbegriff zv/ischen
der gnostischen unter der ftltesten
Kirche herschenden Eschatologie ver-
mittelt, mit jener in der Auffassung
der Art und Beschaffenheit des ewigen
Lebens Hbereinstirarat , und deshalb eine
innere geistige Auferstehung kennt...
daneben aber auch die ftussere Aufer-
stehung am Jttngsten Tage in tPoerein-
stimmung mit der Kirche festhalt. *
But the feature of a future resurrection is so " verinnerlicht"
by Hilgenfeld that there is nothing left but a shell of
1. ibid.
, p. 279.
2. ibid.
,
p. 2S2.
3- Das Evangelium und Die Briefe Johannes
4-
. ibid.
,
p. 317.
r
120
tradition. He writes, "die kttnftige Auferstehung fiir
Johannes eine geistige, unkttrperliche v/ar scheint sich... so
nothwendig aus dem allgeraeinen Grundscharacter seiner Theologle
zu ergeben. . .das die Auferstehung sich nur auf den G-eist nicht
1
auf den Kttrper erstreckt." This scholar moves consistently
on the "inner" line of interpretation, and one might e3<pect
that the Parous ia should become an easy subject for such a
view. The following lines illustrate this fact.
Zv;ar die judaistische Erwartung einer
allgemein sichtbaren p;lftnzenden Wider-
kunft des Messias wird l^l-:21f'. entschie-
den verworfen, die persttnlich^ Wieder-
kunft Christi wird aus ihrer :'*usser-
lichkeit ginzlich in die Sphftre der
Innerlichkeit verlegt.
It is furthermore the belief of Hilgenfeld that it is the
"Eigenthttralichkeit dieses Evangeliurn das es...die Kluft des
Diesseits und Jenseits aufhebt, das ewige Leben 8.us der Xus-
serlichkeit eines nur kttnftigen Zustandes in die Innerlichkei
t
3 1
des Geistes verlegt." It is readily conceivable that the pre-
sent possession of eternal life becomes the basis for Hilgen-
feld 's interpretation of the apocalyrjticisra in the G-ospel of
John. Accordingly, John 5 1 becomes the cornerstone of such
a position. "Wer meint Wort vernimmt
. . .der hat das ewige Leben
und geht nicht in das Gericht sondern ist vom Tode zum Leben
ttber gegangen, ist der hflchste, in so vielen Ausserungen wie-
1. ibid.
, p. 31g.
2. ibid.
, p. 306.
3. ibid.
, p. 315.
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derketurende G-rundgedanke der Joiiannelschen Eschatologie . "1
2
A. Neander, the outstanding historian, in 1^51 sought
to check the left moving tendency of Hilgenfeld. For Neander
the Judgment is not only a present fact,
But the idea of this outward moral
judgment as well as the idea of the
continued spiritual av/akening of
mankind by the publication of the
gospel, by no means excludes a final
judgment and a universal resurrection;
but the former appears as a symbol and
preparative of the latter.
3
In 1&^6 another scholar, H. Messner, took up the
problem and moved another step to the left, even beyond
Hilgenfeld. Messner denies all apocalypticism in the G-ospel
of John. In his own words he tells us:
Da die Unglftubigen schon jetzt ge-
richtet , die G-l#ubigen aber dera G-e-
richt enthoben sind, so scheint ein
noch zukfinftiges G-ericht in dem Lehr-
begriff des Johannes kelne Stelle zu
finden. Und so soil denn auch bei ihm
die Idee des ftusseren Wiederkommens
Christ! am Ende der Tage zum G-ericht
in die Idee eines durch die Geschichte
immer Fortgehenden Gerichtes vergeist-
Igt sein.5
It is evident that according to Messner the future judgment
finds no place in the Johannine eschatology. And apocalyptic
features which are not denied are regarded as spiritualized by
this scholar. Concerning the Parousia he V'irltes: "Nicht das
1. ibid.
, p. 315.
2. Planting and Training of the Christian Church.
3. ibid.
,
11, p. 4S.
^, Die Lehre der Apostel.
5. ibid.
,
p. 35g
.
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1Aussere Wiederkommen Christ! am Ende der Tage, sondern sein
Komraen zu den GlAubigen in seinera Geiste...ist G-egenstand der
1
Verkiindigung Christi in den letzten Reden bei Johannes.
From 1^52 to 1360 F. C. Baur, the great Tttbingen
2
scholar, lectured on New Testament theology. The lectures
were published by his son F. F. Baur in Baur offers a
nev/ approach, in that he interprets the entire eschatology of
the Fourth G-ospel as a present process. He Questions the
worth of a future resurrection and a future judgment. The
emphasis is upon the present. He writes:
frberhaupt welchen Werth kann eine
blbliche Auferstehung , d.h. eine
Auferstehung der <^'</>/ in einem
Evangeliur^ haben, das als allge-
meine Wahrheit aus spricht 6:63.
Der Zeitpunkt der Auferstehung ist
auch der des G-erichts
,
aber auch
das Gericht setzt das johanneische
Evangel ium ebenso aus der Zukunft
in die Gegenw^^rt. Der Vater hat
zwar dem Sohn alles Gerlcht ttber-
geben 5^22, aber auch der Sohn
richtet eigentlich nicht, denn v/er
an ihn p;]aubt wird nicht gerichtet.-^
Baur appears to be consistent in interpreting eschatology as a
present process. "Und wie rait der Auferstehung und dem Gericht,
so verhM.lt es sich auch mit der Parousie."^ Accordingly
there is a Parousia in the Gospel of John, "aber auch sie ist
1. ibid.
, p. 35g.
2, Neutestamentliche Theologie
.
ibid.
,
o. 40M-.
4. ibid.
,
p. k06.
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1
nlcht an die Zukunft gebnnden, denn wer ihn liebt, den wird er
lleben una siob ihm off enbaren , . . Schon jetzt ist er also ,^edera
der die wahre geistige und sittliohe Erapfftnglichkeit fl!ir ihn
1
hat, gegenwftrtig.
"
Hilgenfeld'g and Messner's denial of apocalypticism in
tVip Fnnrth rrn.qpf=il found a milmi nation 1 n F. Rpiifls 1n IP^f^k-.
That Reuss not only denied ^ohannine apocalypticism but also
Johannine eschatology will be clearly seen in the following
passage:
Ainsi les idees eschatologiaues
ordinaires du christianisnie prim-
itif mauguent dans I'Evangile de
Jean, ou tout au plus, s'il en
est question dans certains locu-
tions populaires , elles sont
tenement Isoldes qu' elles ne
touchent en aucune facon au nayou
du systeire. Le quatrieme ^vangile
est le seul ecrit du Nouveau
Testament qui ne sache rien de la
fin prochaine du raonde. 11 n'est
pas non plus fait mention de la
parousie. On aurait certaineraent
tort d'y rapporter des paroles '^ui
doivent s' entendre du retour spit*it-
uel de Christ,.,. 11 est dit ex-
plicitement que ce retour dependra
de L'Simour que chacun aura ponr lui;
ceci exelut jusqu'a I'idee du dograe
de la parousie, et il est inutile de
chercher ailleurs, pour notre expli-
cation, des preunes subsidiaj res
.
It Is further the belief of Reuss that the parousia of the
3
fourteenth chapter is meant for the chosen ones of Christ.
1. ibid.
,
p. ^
2. lis to ire de la Theologie Chretienne, 11, p. 556-57
•
3. ibid., p. 557.
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On the question of the resurrection this same scholar is of
the opinion that, "de tous les faits eschatologiques , le
seul aont 11 solt question en iDassant, c'est la resurrection
1
des rnorts." The passing mention of a final resurrection in
John is not significant for Reuss. "Je ne dis pas que la
notion d'une resurrection a la. fjn des teraps soit rejetee par
cet enseigneraent Johannique, mais Je dis que la theologie
mystiaue n*en a aue faire et vise a se I'assimilar, a la
2
transformer en son image." Moreover, the Gospel of John is
according to Reuss profoundly silent on all the other
eschatological ideas and Questions which are elsewhere
3
intimately associated with the resurrection. He treats the
question of a future judgment in a similar manner.
L'idee d'un jugeraent futur et un-
iversel est repudie'e comrae queloue
chose de sup erflu, comma denue'e de
fonderaent au point de vue tehologi-
cue; et s*il est question dans cette
circonstance du dernier Jour, il
s'agit evidemment de la raaniere dont
le sort de chaoue Individu sera regli
lors de sa raort, conformement au ran-
port dans lequel itj^sera place a
I'e'ffard du Sauveur.^
Two years later the New Testament theologian, W.
Beyschlag, (1366) directl}/ denying the claim of Reuss
vigorously asserted the presence of apocalypticism in the
1. ibid. , n. 55^.
2. ibid.
, p. 559.
3. ibid. , D. 559
.
4. ibid.
, p. 559.
5 . Neutestamentliche Theologie
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Fourth G-ospel. He holds that "alle die synoptischen und
urapostolischen Ideen von der Vollendimp; der Dinge liegen auch
bel Johannes vor, und keine vorgefasste kritische Meinung liber
1
johanneischen Lehrbegriff schafft sie hinweg." Following this
general statement he tuir*ns specif ica.lly to the idea of the
Parousia: "Hat Johannes in den Abschiedsreden des Evangeliuras
die Wiederkunft des Herrn schon von Ostern und Pfingsten
anheben lassen, es hindert ihn nicht im G-eringsten mit dem
gesararnten Urchristentuin auf eine . . . sichtbar e und herrliche
2
E>arusie Christi zu hoffen. (Ep.2:2S)." This last statement
Beyschlag moaified somewhat on another occasion. He v/rites;
Ohne Zweifel ller?;t . . ,der Parousie G-e-
danke Jesu auch den Joha.nneischen Ab-
schiedsreden zu G-ronde; aber wfthrend
derselbe bei den Synoptikern unter dem
Druck liberwiegender Zukunf tsrichtung
der Urzeit fast nur zu eschatologischem
^
Ausdruck kommt und seine G-eltung 'oj^T t^r/ oiiro
Too »oy eigentlich nur einraal deutlich
heraustritt, ist dagegen in den Ab-
schiedsreden das escha tologische Moment
des G-edankens nur etv/a in der Stelle
zum Ausdruck gelangt, im Ubrigen abet^
die Zukunft wesentlich in die der pro-
phetischen Anschauung in eins zusammenfall-
ende Oster und Pf iiqgstthatsache gesetzt.^
Concerning the judgment Beyschlag insists that while
it is rer)eatedly assigned to the future, it is still more
frequently and emphatically presented as being already in
operation. It is not the Judgment aloae that has this doul)le
aspect, but also the resurrection. "&ber beides liest eine
1. ibid., II, -0. ^7g.
2. ibid.
,
II, p. ^7^.
3. ibid. ,1, p. 227.
4. ibid. ,1, p. 293.
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dopplete Vorstellung vor, die ira Qedanken gleichwohl kemen
Widerspruch enthftlt." Of the resurrection, however, Beyschlag
writes
:
and do oh gibt es in Wahrheit nur
eine Auf erstehumf? , die voile Wie-
derherstellung der Persttnlichkeit
derer, welche zuvor innerlich vom
Tode z\m. Leben ttberpegangen sind
(Ep. 3:1^), ujid in diesera Sinne
wird auch Ev. 6:39,^0 nur den
Glftubigen die Auferweckung am jttngs-
ten Tage Verheissen.
The consistency of Beyschlag »s eschatological interpretation
is broken in that he regards "the last day" as an inadequate
symbol for that which comes to all, the final and ultimate
result which God will draw from every life. The particular
3
day is only a pictorial form.
The following year (1367) sl Dutch scholar, J. H.
k
Scholten, dealt briefly but decisively with the ouestion of
Johannine apocalypticism. Scholten, in line with Hilgenfeld
and Messner*s interpretation, holds that Johannine
apocalypticism is "vergeistigt . " Having given an account of
New Testament apocalypticism he continues:
Alle diese Vorstellungen werden von
dem vierten Evangelisten als liidische
TrAumerein abgev/iesen. Die Auf er-
stehung geschieht nicht durch das
Machtwort Christi , sondern kraft des
Lebens selber, welches er den Seinen
in seiner G-emeinschaf t giebt. An die
Stelle des von Jesus abzuhaltenden
1. ibid. , TI
, p. ^yg.
2. ibid. , II
, p. kj^.
3. ibid. , I
, p. 299.
4. Das Evangelium nach Johannes.
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jttngsten Gerichts tritt...das Gericht,
welches die VVahrheit selber ttber alle,
welche ihre Stimrae verachten, halten
wird, 12t^7,i+g, und beide Aufer-
stehung und Gericht, fangen schon in
diesem Leben an. Das Kommen Chris ti
ist ein geistiges Gegenwftrtigsein
,
ein fortv/ahrendes Leben Christi in
den GlAubigen. Hiermit fftllt die
Annahme einer sichtbaren Wiederkuinf
t
Christi.l
Scholten concludes his interpretation in the following words:
"Diese Jttdisch-christlichen Auschauungen wurden von dera vier-
ten Evangelisten vergeistigt. Gleich wie er die Auferstehung
und das Gericht vergeistigt, ebenso lehrt er auch eine V/ieder-
2
kunft Christi, aber in s:eis tiger Bedeutung." The verses in
3
John 5 1 22,29 f5ire regarded as interpola.tions by Scholten.
With B. Weiss, l&G?^ and 1S6S respectively, our problem
takes on a yet more polemic aspect. He affirms that it is
"durchaus unrichtig wenn die Tttbinger, Kritik behau-otet, das
unser Evangelist die (apolcalypticism) gehoben habe."
Supporting this assertion he adds that the synoptic sqDectatlon
of the return of Jesus "wird auch hier noch f estgehalten.
"
This same opinion is again expressed and on the ba-sis of John
"auch nach dera JohanneSevang el iura hat Jesu seine nahe
Wiederkunft verheissen und der Apostel denkt dieselbe
unraittelbar bevors tehend . " Proceeding along this line of
1.
2.
I:
ibid. , P. 351f
.
ibid.
, p. 359.
ibid.
, p. 129 ,130.
Der Johanneische Lehr begriff
,
p . 26k-.
Biblische Theologie fles Neiien Testaments
, p 752.
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interpretation Weiss draws an interesting parallel between
Paul and John.
Wie Paulus und der Apocalyptiker , so
geht auch der Apostel von der Vor-
aussetzung aus, das die V/iederkunft
Christi nicht eintreten kann, be-'^or
nicht die gottwidrige und christus-
feindliche Macht sich in einer ge-
schichtlichen Erscheinung aufs
Hfichste potenzirt und concentrirt
hat .1
To his belief of the return of Christ, Weiss adds an
apocalyptic interpretation of the last day. He writes:
Die an dies em Tage erwartete
messianische Todtenerv/eckung (11:2^)
verheisst Jesus auch in unserem
Evangelim ( 6
: 39 ,^0 ,^1-^ , 5^^-) und be-
zeichnet sich selbst als ihren Ur-
heber. . .An dieser Thatsache scheitern
alle Versuche der Johanneischen Es-
chatologie ihre allgernein Urapostol-
ische Basis zu entziehen, wie die
vdllig misslungenen Bemtthungen von
Reuss (II S.55^^)pund Bauer (SA05)
deutlich zeigen.
Weiss remarks further that in John 5i23,29 "wir haben hier
die allgemeine Todtenerweckung die v/ir mit Aushp.hme von
Act. 2^:15 nur bei dera Apocalyptiker fanden." Again concerning
the Judgment Weiss writes; "v/enn .. .Jesus bereits bei seinem
ersten Koramen ein G-erieht vollzieht so soil damit keines wegs
der Begriff des G-erichts ira herkommlichen Sinne negirt werden,
wie noch Kfistlin (S.2gl) und Baur (S.2^5). As evidence for
this statement Weiss quotes John 5 J 22, where all judgment is
committed to Jesus.
1. ibid., p. 753.
2. ibid.
, p. 754.
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Among the scholars who hold that there is apocalyp-
ticism in the G-ospel of John, Weiss is the first to point
out an "Endvollendung. " Ke describes it 8s follows:
Die Endvollendung 1st bei Johannes
zv/eifellos eine himrnlische. Wie
Christus von oben her gekomrnen (3J31>
8:23) so ist er auch zum Hiramel ge-
gangen und kommt die Seinigen dorthin
zu holen (1^:2,3). Dorthin konnen die
Unglaubigen ihm nicht folgen (7 1 3^5
8:21) aber den Seinigen verheisst er
das sie sein sollen wo er ist (12:26)^
B. P. Westcott, an English scholar of great repute,
is another of the famous scholars who have treated the
problem. He takes it up not in the body of his "G-ospel" but
only in the introduction. Contrasting the Apocalypse of John
with the GosT^el of John, Westcott observes that in the former
"The victory and the transformation are from without by might
and the 'future' is psAnted under historic imagery: in the
latter, the victory and the transformation are from within by
p
a spiritual influence." Comparing, the G-ospel of John with
the Synoptic Gospels, he observes that the latter are full
of warnings of judgment.
Pictures of speedy desolation are
crowded into the r'ecords of the
last days of the Lord's ministry
(Mt.2^: Mk,13: Lk.2l). His coming
to Judgment is a. central topic. In
St. John all is changed. There are
no prophecies of the siege of the
Holy City; there is no reiterated
promise of a Return; the judgment
1. B. Weiss, op. cit.
, p. 7^^.
2. B. F. Westcott, The Gospel of John, P. 85-
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had been wrought. Christ had come.
There was no longer any need to
dv;ell upon the outward aspects of
teaching which had in this respect
found its accomplishment.^
Furthermore, V/estcott interprets the judgment in a spiritual
manner. He says, "in one sense judgment is immediate. It lies
in the existence of an actual relation which carries
with it, its final consequences." Westcott recognizes as well
a future judgment, "so far as it will be realized in a spirit-
2
ual order of being in the last day." Though he does not go
further into detail on this point he speaks of another
interesting feature, namely, the opposing forces of evil.
He writes:
In the G-ospel the opposing forces
are regarded under abstract and
absolute forms, as light and dark-
ness, love and hatred; in the apoc-
alypse under concrete and definite
forms, G-od, Christ and the Church
v/arring with the devil,
3
The "spiritual" interpretation of V/estcott seemed
unimportant to A. H. Franke , v/ho , in a treatise tracing the
Old Testament influence upon the Fourth Gospel , included
some observations on Johannine eschatology. In speaking of
Hilgenfeld's denial of Johannine eschatology Franke says*:
Ja es ist dieser Punkt in der neueren
Diskussion so sehr in den Vordergrund
getreten das die Eliminirung des es-
1. ibid.
, p. 38.
2. ibid.
,
r^. 4q
.
3. ibid.
,
p. m.
Das Alte Testament Bei Johannes.
, 1
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chatologlschen Elements aus dera Christ-
lichen Ideenkreise geradezii. als die ei-
gentllche Tendenz dargestellt v/ird,
welche ihn zur Bildung einer neuen
evangelishen G-eschichtsform antrieb,
also els bestimmendes Princip seiner
Darstellung zu betrachten ist.
Franke then proceeds to discuss the chapters l4~17 in John.
In these he shows that attempts have been made "den
Wiederkunftsgedanken durch geistige Vorstellungen zu ersetzen."^
Such an interpretation he denies. He says: "Wir halten es '
vielraehr flir einen erainenten historischen Zug, das in diesen
Reden die verschiedenen Arten der Wiederkehr Jesu. . ,mit der
3
Voraussagung der Parusie Hand in H8.nd gehen," Indeed it is
the belief of Franke that the primitive Christian eschatolog-
ical conceptions are not strange to John. He believes that
"Alle Wesentliche Momente derselben treu bewahrt vorliegen."
Tv/o years after (IS^J) Franke 's eschatological as-
5
Sertion, 0. Pfleiderer also touched the problem. Commenting
on John 1^: 16-23 and 16: 13-??, "Neben diesen beiden Formen
des Wiederkommen ist fttr die dritte, auf welche die Hoffnung
der Urgemeinde gerichtet war, die sichtbare Parusie zur
bleibenden irdischen G-egenv/art Christi, bei Johannes kein
6
Raum mehr." This position of Pfleiderer he restates more
explicitly in another work eighteen years later;
1. ibid.
, p. l^J-S
.
2. ibid.
, p. 15^.
3. ibid.
, p. l^k-.
4. ibid.
,
p. 166.
5. Urchris ten turn.
6. ibid.
, p. J'SK.
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An die 'Itelle der apokalyptischen
Parusie Erwartung tritt hier teils
das Komrnen Christ! ira G-eiste,...
teils die Verheissung der raancher-
lei Wohnungen in des Vaters Hause,
...also die religiftse Mystik und
die jenseitige Unsterblichkeit er-
setzen hier die urchristliche Hoff-
nimg auf das Komrnen des irdischen
Messiasreiches
.
It is further the opinion of Pfleiderer that the speeches in
the G-os^el of John do not come "aus der Uberlieferung , sondern
ausschliesslich aus der theologischen Reflexion des Evangel-
2
isten;" consequently Pfleidere comments on John 1^: 2-3,
as follows: "So tritt also die hellenistische , auf die
obere Himmelswelt gerichtete Hoffnung, . . .hier vollends ga-nz
an die Stelle der S.lteren jttdischchristlichen Hoffnung auf das
'3
zukttnftige Erdenreiches wiedergekommen Messias." We have
noticed that John ^: 22,29 has been a stumbling-block for
A
many students v/ho spiritualize the eschatology of the Fourth
G-ospel . For Pfleiderer, however, it is no hindrance.
writes: "Wohl redet auch Johannes noch von einer Auferstehung
im eigentlichen Sinn, als kttnftiges Hervorgehen der Todten
aus den G-rftbern. Daneben heisst es aber auch wieder,
G-lAubige sind schon jetzt vom Tode zum Leben
hinubergeschritten.
"
1. 0. Pfleiderer, Die Entstehung des Chri s ten turns , p. 235-
2. ibid.
, p. 236.
• U^chrj .sten turn , p. 775*
.
ibid.
,
p. 775.
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H. K. V/endt (1^90) somewhat follows Pfleiderer in hlg
spiritual interpretation of the Johannine eschatology. He does
not treat it on a large scale, but he touches on it in his best
1
known v/ork. Wendt lists the passages fbp-^ -^neak of Jesus'
return and remarks that Jesus speaks here "von h8heren
2
VorgJ.ngen." Just what he means by this may be learned from
the following quotation;
Wenn wir dies berttcksichtigen (htthere
Vorgftnge) v/erden, v/ir in Betreff der
Ausserungen, in denen er sein Wieder-
koramen zu den Jttngern und Wieder-
gesehen werden von ihnen nach einer
kurzen Zeit des CJ-etrenntseins ver-
heisst, zu der Erkl^lrung gedr^ngt,
das er an eine solche dauernde geist-
ige Wiedervereinigung mit seinen
J-yingern gedacht hat in welcher er den
Seinen als Trotz des Todes Lebender und
Trotz der irdischen Trennung nfther zum
Bevmsstsein kommen Vv'erde.
But Wendt departs from the spiritual interpretation by
insisting that there is no suggestion of Jesus* return as
3
a judge. "Der in den synoptischen Reden hervortretende
G-edanke an diese zukttnftige G-erichtsentscheidung hat hier im
johanneischen seinen Ersatz das sich schon in f^f^"^
G-egenwart durch die Verkiindigung Jesu eine Gerichtsscheidung
vollziehe." The express statement that Jesus will return
as a .ludfje in John S: 23.29. is considered by Wendt as
an interpolation.
1. Die Lehre Jesu.
2. ibid. , n. ^Sj
.
3. ibid., p. 575.
4. ibid.
, p. 576.
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Denn der Hinweiss auf dieses zukunftige
G-ericht in 5:2Sf. ist, offenbar eine
Einschaltung des die johanneischen
Redequelle bearbeitenden Evangelisten
,
ebenso wie die Sclilussworte in 6:39,
^0,^^,5^ und das T'fi *«~>^V^ 'j.^t'yjci
am Schlusse von 12:^2.-*-
The next scholar who took ^ro our problem v/as 0. Cone,
an English scholar. Cone in 1391 saw no reason to depart
from the accepted spiritual interpretation of the Johannine
eschatology. In a summary fashion he writes;
In its eschatology the Johannine
transformation of the gospel of
Jesus maintains the spiritual
character which has been from an
earljr time attributed to its re-
cord... there is no trace of the
Pauline idea of a renovated earth,
the groaning creation liberated
from its bondage in the Messianic
age to come, or of the terrestrial
glorious throne of the Son of Man
spoken of in the first Gospel....
Here there is no abomination of
desolation, no Sign of the Son of
Man in heaven, .. .Christ will come
not v;ith the sound of a trumpet or
*the voice of an arch-angel' but
in the silent power of his spirit...
Accordingly, the sharp, distinction
between 'the present age* and 'the age
to come' fades pway in the conception
of a continuous spiritual economy....
That such is the predominant ides
of the Johannine doctrine of the
future is manifest to the careful
reader of the Fourth Gospel.
This general statement of Cone is supported by his comments on
more specific items. Concerning the judgment he writes; "it is
1, ibid.
,
p. 575.
2 i 0
. Cone
,
Gospel Criticism and Historical Christianity
P. 313.
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evident that the author's idea of the worid-judgment is that of
1
an inward separation by recognition or rejection of the Logos."
The resurrection in Cone's interpretation is "transformed into
2
that of an inward, eternal life." "The visible retiirn of
Christ," is for Cone, "changed into an enduring spiritual
3
fellowship." Or, as he puts it in another place, "the doctrine
of the second comln<^, of Christ passes over in this G-ospel into
that of the pouring out of the Holy Spirit." Cone admits that
there are "some traces of the persistent popular (apocalyptic)
notion," but "the prominent and peculiar eschatological
feature of the losoel is, hov/ever , a sniritualization of the
Parousia and the judgment. All sensuous traits of e second
5
coming are banished in favour of a spiritual presence."
He goes still further; having described the Johannine Messiah,
he says of the writer of the Fourth G-ospel : "finally the
master hand that has drawn this picture sweeps from the
heavens the apocalyotic paraphernalia or rather a dream un-
6
fitted to a world religion." Cone's position may be well
summarized in his own words; "The author appears in general to
have left all such (apocalyptic) conceptions far behind him,
and to have subordinated all externality in his apprehension of
7
Christianity to a predominant spirituality and immanence."
1. ibid.
, p. 2kk.
2. ibid.
, p. 2k-^.
3. ibid.
,
p.
ibid.
,
p. 290.
5. ibid.
,
p. 209.
6. ibid.
,
p. 24-7.
7. ibid.
,
p. 31^.
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With G-. B. Stevens (1^9^) the problem received a
different, almost a new, interpretation. This Yale professor
has treated the Nev/ Testament theology in a comprehensive
1
manner, giving special attention to the Johannine theology.
In dealing with the Johannine eschatology, which he approaches
from the eschatological point of view, he sa3'-s; "those themes
of religious thoioghts which are commonly comprehended under
the term 'eschatology' are less prominent in John than in
p
most of the New Testament writers." He explains this as
John's * tendency to contemplate religion as a TDresent
3
possession and experience." Stevens then proceeds to discuss
the Johannine eschatology under three headings (l) the
parousia, (2) the resurrection, (3) the judgment.
(1) The parousia. Perhaps the most striking passage
is John 1^:3. Concerning it Stevens writes: "Christ's coming
again seems to be set over f gainst his going away to heaven
and preparing a place for his discinles
. . . The language is
regarded as referring to Christ's second coming." Regarding
"the coming" of verse 1^:12, Stevens says: "the connection
seems to me to make it practically certain that this
5
coming refers to the gift of the Spirit." This same scholar
applies a similar interpretation to 1^:23. He writes; "Jesus
seems clearly to speak of a spiritual coming of both the
1. G.Bi .S^te^ens, The Johannine Theology
, p. 335.
2. ibid.
, p. 33f^.
3. ibid., p. 339.
^. ibid.
, o. 340,
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Father and himself to those who love him;, 'If a man love me
he will keep my word, and my Father will love him and v;e
1
will come unto him'." Then Stevens adds, "and v/hat he after-
wards says in can hardly be meant in any sense
2
specifically different." The following results seem clear
to Stevens.
(a) The Johannine writings as well
as the Synoptic Q-ospels and the
Epistles e5q:)ress the expectation of
the near parousia of the Lord.
(b) The exoressj-on *I come*, I am
coming is not always used in the
same sense, Jesus is represented as
predicting comings which cannot be
identified v/ith the parousia. 3
(2) The resurrection. In discussing John's idea of
the resurrection Stevens calls attention first of all to the
phrase "raise up at the last day" which occurs in 6:39,^0,^^,
5^. "The passages clearly assert a future resurrection of the
believer from the state of death, though they do not define
the nature of it." Examining 5:2^,25 Stevens believes that
the language of these verses cannot, without violence, be made
to refer to anything but a spiritual resurrection, and .lust as
little as that of verse 5'2B,29 refer to anything but a phy-
sical resurrection. Stevens further comments on 11:23-25 as
follows, "the contrast betv/een the thought of Jesus and that
of Martha is the contrast between the spiritual and physical
1 . ibid.
, p. 335.
2. ibid.
, p. 33S.
3. ibid., p. 339.
4. ibid.
, p. 340.
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resurrection." It is evident, from these quots.tions that
Stevens makes room for tv/o resurrections in his interpretation
of the text; however, the spiritual resurrection is for him
primary
.
(3) The judgment. "John emphasizes the process of
Judgment which is continually taking place more than he does
the final Judgment at the end of the present world period....
The future Judgment appears to be regarded as the culmination
2
of a present process." This statement represents the positlDn
of Stevens concerning the idea of Judgment in John. Having
examined the text of John on this point Stevens notes several
significant features: (a) the distinction between Judgment
when it stands in contrast to salvation, and Judgment in the
sense of the moral testing of men according to their acceptance
or rejection of the truth; (b) the distinction between Judgment
in the neutral and in the condemnatory sense; (c) the contrast
betv/een present and future Judgment, and the relation of
Christ to each.
For a time it appeared as if Stevens had said all there
was to be said concerning the problem. In the next decade up
to 1906 there are but three scholars v/ho give summary Judgments
on the apocalypticism in the Fourth Gospel. H.J. Holtzmann
(1^97) is of the opinion that
Annstatt also die ursDrttngliche kurze
Zukunftsperspective nur zu erweitern,
1. ibid.
, p. 34-6.
2. ibid.
, p. ^k-G,
j
i
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den Terraien der Wiederkunft des
Messias nur irnmer wieder hinauszu-
schieben wle in der synoptischen
Literature geschieht, ersetzt
Johannes die eschatologischen Reden
seiner Vorg8,nger mit Abschiedsreden
,
welche den popularen G-edanken einer
•Vollendung dieses V/eltalters' durch
die Parusie in erkennbarstem G-egen-
satze zu den chiliastischen Erv/a.rt-
ungen des vulgaren Chris ten turns und
allem, in der Richtung nach dem
Montanismus wirkenden Treiben ein
und umschmelzen, Und zwar geschieht
dies in so schv/ebendem Stil da,s rnit
demselben in die Zukunft weisenden
'Ich komme' zu euch zwar schon
das in des Evangelisten Vergangen-
heit liegende Ostereigniss gemeint
sein muss
.
"That the Fourth G-ospel... practically omits the syn-
optic teaching of the parousia" and "a final future judgment"
2
is the opinion of G. H. G-ilbert. On a previous occasion
Gilbert (1S99) had written: "When this G-ospel was v^ritten,
the coming of Jesus on the clouds had long been a reality in
the history of the Church, and might easily be dropped; and
the coming with angels at the end of the age does not appear,
3
for the author lays all stress upon a present judgment."
In this decade the last scholar to discuss the
problem was A. Loisy (I903) . He treats it as a part of
eschatology believing that the apocalyptic idea, in John is
subordinated.
Dans les premiers Evangilies, L*eschat-
ologie tlent une tres grande place; Je'sus
1. H. J. Holtzmann, Neutes ta.mentliche Theologie
, p. 511.
2
.
The Revelation of Jesus
, p. 3^^.
3. ibid.
, p. 331.
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ne cesse pes d'announcer l*avenement
die roA'-aume des cieux et de presenter
cet avbneraent comae prochain; sai^s
,
doute il le coucoit comrae d^ja realise
en quelque fpc^on par I'Evangile, mais
la perspective escha+ologique est raain-
tenne jusque dans les derniers discours
et jusque dans^ le derni^re cene; tout
^
est subordonne'' a cette idee du royanme.
Comparing the return of Jesus in the Synoptic G-ospels and in
Paul with that in John, he remarks; "1 ' eschatologie devient
?
mystique et morale."
He went beyond Stevens' expository v/ork and placed the
Johannine ideas in a more historical setting. The title
Son of Men, in the opinion of Scott, "lent itself naturally to
the Johannine conception, and is employed with much the seme
general effect as in the earl"^ er G-ospels. But a more careful
analysis of the tv/elve passages in which the name occurs
discloses an essential modification in the meaning assigned
the return of Jesus, Scott holds that the passages in question
undoubtedly hold "some genuine tradition of the liiought of
Jesus' return. They bear evident traces of the great hore
In I9OD E. ^. Scott issued his The Fourth Oospel .
In speaking of the suTDper discourses as suggesting
I
I(
i
I
L
which animated the -nrimitive church."! Scott believes, moreover,
that the idea of the return of Jesus is- a central theme in
John, as in the Synoptics and Paul. "He wrote, however , not as
fhpy had done under the influence of the ''^o-ne. but fhe loter
age when it had ceased to be a real power in the life of the
2
church." Scott suggests further that the idea of the parousia
had entered so deeply into the Christian tradition that John
could not afford to dismiss it; nor has John any desire to
break away from it. He perceives that although in its crude
immediate form it had proved vein, it yet enshrined a great
spiritual truth... John reinterprets it... The rea.1 narousia
3
has taken place already." He adds:
John is seeking to reolace the cur-
rent expectation of an outward Par-
ousia by His own spiritual concep-
tion. He indicates in three ways
that the church had misunderstood
the promise of Christ... (a) It had
failed to perceive that the second
coming was to follow immediately on
the exaltation... (b) Again the
Church had taken for granted that
the return of v/hioh Christ had
spoken was to be outwardly manifest
... (c) Once more, the Parousia,
according to the popular belief,
was the^jLord's coming back for His
people
.
having shown how John corrects these mi sunders ta,ndings on
the part of the early church, Scott continues: "the hope
1. ibid.
, p. 300.
2. ibid,
, p. 301.
3. ibid.
,
p. 302.
4-. ibid., p. 306. cf. Introduction to the Literature of
the New Testament
,
p . 253'

of the parouRia is . . . adopted in all its outstanding fea-
tures
,
and at the same time corrected and interpreted in a. new
sense. Christ had already returned, not in visible glory man-
1
if est to the whole world, but as an inward presence." Further-
more the coming of Christ v/ill be "universal .... "He will hence-
forth be an inward presence ,.. .as distinguished from His brief
earthly sojourn, it will be permanent."
Another possible apocalyptic element that Scott finds
in John is the idea of the judgment. Concerning it he writes:
"the Fourth Evangelist accepts the doctrine of a Messianic
judgment, which he,... found current in the Church and gives
it a new development in line with his characteristic ideas.
The judgment is taken out of the future and carried back into
?
the actual life of Christ." Scott explains further "that
the old conception of the final judgment is replaced by the
different conception of a present and continual action of
Christ." Scott seems to think that when John is not able
to reinterpret he simply incorporated apocalyptic ideas.
Scott moves more and more to the left in his inter-
pretation of apocalypticism in John. In th e Q-ospel and its
Tributaries
.
he writes; "in the Fourth G-ospel the apocalyptic
ideas which are still retained in the Epistle to the Hebrews
1. ibid.
,
TD. 306.
2. ibid.
,
p. 21^.
3. p. l&O,

are boldly exchanged for others derived from the Alexandrian
system." In 193^ Scott expressed the follov/ing belief: "the
others (Evangelists) rest their appeal on the assumptions of
Jewish apocalyptic. They try to show that Jestis v/as the
promised Messiah. John gives up the apocalyptic ideas alto-
gether. He interprets the Christian message in terms... of
1
the famous Jewish thinker, Philo of Alexandria."
On the other hand, H. C. Sheldon (1906) cannot
agree with the negative position. It is Sheldon *s belief
that "the apocalyDtic element, or the thought of the outward
2
crisis is not prominent in the Johannine teachings." Sheldon
adds: "Its favorite point of view is that of spiritualism
which makes minor account of distinctions of time and place
and centers its contemplation unon the relations of the soul
to G-od.... Still the sr^ooalyptic element is not v/anting. The
ordinary postulates of New Testament eschatology evidently
lay in the background of John's mental picture of the future."
It is here to be noted that A. Schv^reitzer ' in his
great v/ork Von Reimarus zu Vifrede
, (1906) concentrated his
attention on the apocalyptic element in the Synoptic O-pspels
and not on the G-ospel of John . In 19 3^ Schweitzer produced
another work with a strong eschatological interpretation,
Die Mystik des Apostels Paulus . As the title indicates,
1. Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament
, p. 253
2. New Testament Theology, p. 357.
3. ibid.
, p. 357,

he dealt with Paul and not with John. Schweitzer does not
deal with the specific problem of this paper.
When J. Moffatt wrote his Introduction to the Litera-
ture of the New Testament in 19IO he believed that traces of
1
the apocalyptic element appear in John; but in 1913 he says:
"There is no real problem of eschatolop;y in the theology of
2
the Fourth Gospel." He continues: "There are problems, but
not of eschatolof^y proper e s in the criticism of the synoptists.
There is an outlook now and then UDon the end, but the dora-
3
inant interest lies elsev/here in the eternal life." Moffatt
suggests further: "the Evangelist reinterpreted the faith
in a form which was not bound up with eschatological or
apocalyptic categories. He did not look forward to see the
glory of Christ; he had seen it." Furthermore;
it was no longer a question of anti-
cipating a p;lory of dramatic inter-
position from the clouds of heaven
in the person of Jesus.... the judg-
ment is not a dramatic catastrophe
at the close of the present age so
much as a process of inv/ard dis-
crimination.^
P. Feine (19IO) recognized apocalyptic elements in the
following passages 6
: 39 , ^0 , i^-^^- , 5^ and 3:2S, but he adds, "trotz
allem G-esagten ist aber dem Johannes der G-rundgedanke der
1. Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament
, p. 53^*
2. The Th eology of the Gospels
, p. ^4f.
3. ibid.
,
p. 44.
"
4. ibid.
, p. ^5.
5. ibid.
, p. k^.
![
1
urchristlichen Eschatologie entschwunden. " Having commented
on Jesus' return (1^:2) Feine adds, "auch an andern Stellen
haben die Aussagen vom Wiederkoraraen Jesu ihren esch.atologisch.en
2
Character verloren." Concerning the judgment Feine writes:
"Das Gericht ist nicht das des jttngsten Tages, sondern es
vollzieht sich in der Stellungnahme der Menschheit zur
3
geschichtlichen Erscheinung der Person Jesu."
In the next year (1911)
,
appeared an article by
W. A. Brown on "The Parous ia" in the New Testament . Brown
differs from Feine and considers the parousia a gradual
process
.
The antichrist ... is no longer exter-
nal but internal... It is natural then
that the chief stress should be laid
on present communion with Christ...
In such a theology the Parousia is
no longer, as vith the Synoptics,
the center of Interest.
5
6
P. Gardner commenting on the problem in I9I5 thinks
that the Fourth Evangelist starts from the universal beliefs
of this time, which he even shares; but he rises above them
through the Spirit into a higher life. And yet "there are sev-
eral passages which prove that the writer, like his contempor-
aries, Jewish or Christian, was looking for a catastrophic
^' Z^^.ojLosie <^es Neuen Testaments, p. 70^.
2. ibid., p. 705:
-
3. ibid.
, p. 705.
^- Hastings Bible Dictionary
,
III, p. 679.
^.
ibid.
, p. 679.
b. The Ephesian Gospel, p. 170f.

coming of the Messiah and a grea.t judgment of souls. Gardner
speaks evidently of John Later he remarks: "the
Fourth Evangelist in this matter (apocalypticism) .carries
on the line in which his Master had moved. He makes state-
ments which imoly that aDocalyptic beliefs were familiar to
1
him a.nd not unacceptable . "
According to W. Morgan: "No more than St. Paul does
the writer of the Fourth G-oepel contemplate a formal breach
2
with the traditione^l apocalyptic ideas." In elaborating
upon this statement he holds, however, that "if the Evangelist
yieBs this recognition to traditional views his own peculiar
thought moves on other lines"... Having discussed the sTOirit-
ualization of the judgment in John, Morgan adds:
But notwithstanding the spiritual-
izing train of thought, the tradi-
tional apocalyptic notion, the
parousia, a resurrection of the
just and unjust, final judg^nent
by Christ and eternal punishment
for the last, succeeded in main-
taining themselves in the Church's
faith.^
Thus we see that both Gardner and Morgan recocrnize apocalyptic
ideas in John; but in their judgment these ideas are spirit-
ualized, or in other v/ords they are brought into harmony with
John's conception of eternal life.
War experience apparently gave S. J. Case the
1. ibid.
, p. 172.
2. W. Morgan, "Judgment", Dictionary of the Atpos tolic Church
I. p. 664f. ' '
3. ibid.
,
p. GGh

incentive to make his study Millenial Hope (191^) . Concerning
the Gospel of John he writes: "Its author has no sympathy with
national ambition of the Jev/s, and he is only half-heartedly
1
interested in apocalyptic expectations." In accord v/ith this
statement Case holds that references to the resurrection and
the judgment are hardly more than mere Tooints of departure for
2
the exposition of a fundamentally different type of teaching.
He points then to John 6: 39-5^; H: 2k~26; 12:^2 as references
speaking of a resurrection and the "last day", "but in the
immediate context these more primitive ideas are overlaid by
other notions having little or nothing in common with tradition—
7
al viev/s." A colleague of Case, E. J. G-oodspeed, does not
agree with Case that the apocalyptic ideas are subordinated,
Goodspeed believes that
the long delay of the return of Jesus
to the world had caused that hope
which had been so strong at first to
decline in confidence and power. The
new evangelist at once acknowledges
and explains this by showing that
the return of Jesus has already taken
place in the coming of his spirit in-
to the hearts of Christian believers.
He thus transforms the Jev/ish apoca-
lyptic ejODe^tation into a spiritual
experience.
I. T. Beckwith (19?2) differs essentially from the
"spiritualizing" interpretation of Goodspeed. Beckwith
1. Millenial Hope
, p. l"^6f.
2. ibid.
,
p. 1^6.
3. ibid*, p. 136.
4. The Story of The New Tes tament, p. II6.
IL
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believes that the
1
fujndamental factors which appear in
the common Christian predictions of
the coming age, that is, the parousia
the resurrection, the judgment and
the kingdom, are all found in the
Johannine writings; it might be said
that they constitute a kind of scheme '
or program into v/hich has been set
the practical teaching of-j_the Gospel
for "the life that now is.
He proceeds to discuss the parousia, the resurrection, and thp
judgment. Concerning, the parousia he writes; "while the
spiritual coming of Christ to his Church through-out the
present age stands in the fore-ground of Johannine thought, yet
the traditiona,l (doctrine of a final, visible "oarousia with its
2
attendant events is also taught." It is furthermore the
opinion of Beckwith that the GosDel of John embodies the tra-
ditional ideas of the resurrection and the judgment along with
the spiritual interpretation of both.
One of the later English scholars A. K. McNeil (I923)
eliminates with one stroke Beckwith' s recognition of apocalyptic
ideas. McNeil believes that "there is not p trace of the
scenic accompaniments of a great final event. Christ spea.ks
of "coming in the future (1^:3,15,22) and seeing the disciples
3
again in the sense of the coming of the Holy Spirit." McNeil
comments further in the following manner: "it is very difficult
1. Apocalypse of John. d. 101.
2. ibi d.
, p. lO^f
.
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to think that St. John wrote ^:2S,,. The question of inter-
polation arises also in the case of 12:^^t);.. with this passage
however must be considered the series "the Ipst day" in 6:39}
1
?.
In the opinion of B. W. Robinson (19?5) no Christian
leader ever used more tact or showed a wiser spirit in handling
this subject of ar>oc8,lypticisra than John. ""e never exDlicitl3/
denies any feature of the current J^nocalyptioisra . . . What he
does is to trv to induce them all to take ud into their
3
apocalyptic ideas of the second cominp; a spiritual meaning."
From this point of viev; Robinson interprets the final judgment
in John as secondary for the unbeliever, becausf^* he is al-
ready condemned in this life by refusing the light. And the
believer has en+ered into e'oernal life by believing in Christ.
"John did not deny the apocalyptic view of the judgment, but
construed and interpreted it as spiritual imagery." Le P. M.
Lagrange remarks
:
L*intention de Jo. etant d*ecrire
biogra-ohie, quo ique d*une nature
tres speciale, il s'ensuit que son
ouvrage n's rien de coraraun avec les
allegories des apocalyptioues comme
H^^n.och, Esdras
,
Baruch, repassant
l*histoire du passe'' sand le voile 5
dQ visions qui en degagent les lecons.
1. ibid.
,
p. 269.
2. The Gospel of John, p. ^6.
3. ibid.
, p. 36.
4. ibid.
, p. I9g.
5. Evangile Selon Saint Jean, 0. ^0.
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M. R. Ely from an internal stud.v of the CrOs^el of -Tohn
corroborates the judgment of Lagra.nge. Ely says that on the
whole, "the Fourth G-ospel loresents itself as a reaction from
these two characteristic (legalism and aioocalypticism) em-ohases
1
of Palestinian Judaism of the time." Or even more s;necifi-
cally Ely holds that "the spiritualizing of eschatological
expectation shows its reaction from the materialistic hopes of
2
the Palestinian apocalyptic school." In harmony v/ith this
line of interpretation she believes that "the second coming
of Jesus was not to be outwardly manifest. . . but was to take
olace in the hearts of believers, an inv/ard and sTDiritual
3
presence." Furthermore, "the judgment was not future and
epochal, but a continuous process present, automatic and in-
voluntary." Ely regards these theories of the parousia and
the judgjnent as a definite correction of Semitic eschatolo^ical
ideas, a purposeful spiritualization of popular concepts."
This writer p. few years later under the name of Lyman, arrives
at the following judgment: the Fourth 'rosnel must "free
itself from the already outworn concepts of apocalypticism
and offer an eschatology that could commend itself in a more
sophisticated world."
According to R. H. Strachan "apocalyptic forms are to
1. Knowledge of G-od in the Thought of John, p. 62.
2. ibid.
,
p. 62,
1. ibid.
,
p. 62.
4. ibid.
, p. 62.
5. The Fourth Gospel and the Life of Today, p. 6g.
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be found even In the Fourth Gospel, ... but the Evangelist has
clothed the thoughts connected with the return of Jesus... in
1
tenderer and more personal forms." Strachan clarifies this
statement on another occasion by saying that "the Fourth
Evangelist is the first to realize that this doctrine of the
Parousia has to be presented in a form which shall be in-
2
telligible to the mind of his day." In other words, apocalyptic
expectations are to be interpreted in terms of a spiritual
presence. The concluding statement of Strachan is that "the
Fourth Evangelist has put the whole Christian world in his debt
by his transmutation of our Lord's apocalyptic languaj?e into
3
a speech that is un.derstood by every Christian heart."
H. T. Fowler (1925)
,
commenting on the apocalyptic
element in John, summarizes the judgment of many when he says:
in view of the fact that the Apoca-
lypse, G-osT)el and Epistles of John
all come from the same general en-
vironment; ... it is passing strange
that the apocalyptic expectations
which we find in Paul, in all three
Synoptic G-ospels
,
in James, and in
Revel8.tion, a.re almost completely
absent from the G-ospel.^
Why this should be the case according to Fov/ler is seen in the
experience of disappointment on the part of John. The latter
had hoped for a sudden return of Jesus: instead, he came
1. The Fourth Evangelist, 0. 1^9.
2. ibid.
, p. 1^5.
3. ibid.
,
p. 139.
^. Hi_st,ory and Literature of the New Testament, td. ^13.
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"to know Jesus in the Spirit and had adjusted himself to the
1
frustration of the ho^es of the early disciples."
Our problem receives passing attention from C. F.
Nolloth in 1925. Like many of his predecessors Nolloth leans
towards a spiritual interpretation of the apocalyptic element
in John. Accordingly, "the promised return of the Master was
2
being fulfilled . . . in the power and in the gifts of the Spirit."
Even though Nolloth emphasizes the spiritual interpretation
on the basis of 5^22,2^^, he leaves room for a future resur-
rection and Judgment.
A. C. Zenos writing two years later adopts a similar
Dosition concerning the a^pocalvutic element in John. Zenos
3
thinks that the dominant spirit of John's thinking did not
furnish an atmosphere favorable for the luxuriousness of an
ela.borate eschatology, "In the lip-ht of the emphasis laid
on the inwardness, spirituality and present immanence of the
supreme good eschatological ideas naturally recede into the
background." And yet according to Zenos^John waged no war-
fare against apocalypticism,
but on the contrary allowed it to
remain in the shadow where it is
traceable both in the Gos"oel and
Epistles.... But everywhere the
apocalyptic eschatology is trans-
formed by the new spiritual tone
peculiar to John. A glf^nce at
1. ibid.
,
p. H-lk,
2. The Fourth Evangelist, p. 15^.
3. The Plastic Aa:e of the G-ospel, p. 25^.
4. ibid-7, p. 253.
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the eschatological ideas as affected
by the genius of the Johannine mind
will clearly show this spiri tualization
A
From this point of view Zenos looks at the parousi? , the
resurrection, and the Judgment in the following manner. The
parousia is a spiritual return of Jesus, ""he promise of the
Paraclete (John l^:l6; 15:26; 16:7) suggests this form of re-
2
turn." Furthermore, "closely linked with the second coming
of Christ in the Johannine thought is the expectation of the
3
end of the v/orld, "which, according to Zenos, is spoken of in
John as "the last day". John lifts the idea of the resurrec-
tion "into the thought of deliberate "oersonal work of Christ."
Concerning the idea of the judgment in John, Zenos writes:
"In the Johannine system the idea under-goes a broadening
similar to that of other conceptions."
In 1930 appeared an important study entitled
Eschatologie und Mystik im Neuen Testamen t by H. E. Weber. The
chapter on the Q-ospel of John represents a violent reaction to
the idea that the apocalyptic element in John Is spiritualized.
Approaching the subject from a general point of view Weber
holds
,
das Urchris tenturn ist gewachsen auf
dem Boden des Judentums. Von dorther
hat es seine eschatologische Grund-
richtung, seine Einstellung auf die
Zukunft GrOttes, die Kommende , die
1. ibid.
,
p. 253.
2. ibid.
,
p. 253.
3. ibid.
, p. 25^.
4. ibid.
, p. 255.
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Jenseitige Welt, seine Apocalyptik.
Later, in speaking specifically concerning the apocalypticism
in John, Weber writes: "Man ist es gewohnt, das Johannes-
•evangelinm vom eschatoloc:ischen Urchristentiim stark abzuheben,
2
Er habe das Christentura vergeistigt, verinnerlicht. " Over
against this commonly p.ccepted verdict Weber asserts: "Die
eschatolo;^,ische Mystik bildet den Hintergrund p.uch fttr
Johannes.... Auch durch das Johannes-evangeliujn scheint ein
3
apokalyptisches Weltbild." In speaking of the future this
same author remarks: "Auch Johannes blickt auf Komraende Entr*
scheidung am jttngsten Tf^e... auf den koramenden Herrn... und
die Winftige Auf erv/eckung. " Concerning the dualism in John,
Weber finds the following solution: "eben v/eil das Problem des
Dualismus, das an der G-eschichte erlebt wird , fttr den Glauben
voile Wirklichkeltschwere hat, darum drangt es auf eine es-
5
chatologische
,
apokalyptische Lflsung." Furtherm.ore
,
according
to Weber, Jesus as an intermediary is best understood "im
Rahraen der epokalyptischen Weltanschauung... Christus tritt an
6
die Stelle aller Hiramels und aller Gottesspekulation . " In
closing his discussion on the apocalypticism in the Fourth
Gospel, Weber adds the following warning:
Wer die Eschatologie v/irklich ^.us-
scheiden wollte, musste das ewige
1. H. E. Weber. Eschatologie und Mystik in Neuen Testament, p.?.
2. ibid.
,
p, l^g.
3. ibid.
, p. 169.
4. ibid.
, p. 195.
R. ibid.
, p. 195.
b. ibid.
, p. 171,
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Leben rein diesseitig deuten. Das ist
elne bare Unmflgliclikeit , Das *von H-ott*
zu G-ott, das ganze 'apokalyptische Welt-
bild als Hintergrund wehrt solcher Moder-
nisierung, die nichts wenicer als ein-
fache Vergewaltigimg ware.-^
W. F. Howard in 1931 remarks that "by transposing the
thought of the return of Jesus from the dialect of Jewish
apocalyptic into the universal language of mystical fellowship,
he (John) has given it a permanent place in Christian experlenc^i
Looking at the problem from another angle, H. Windisch remarks
in an article on "Angelophanien ura den Menschensohn auf Erden"
;
"Die Tendenz, Jesus auf Erden m.it der Macht des apokalyptischen
Menschensohnes auszustatten , ist in Johannes krMftig ausgeprftcht,
vgl. vor allem Kap. 6, wo die ganze Rede vom Lebensbrot als eine
3
uber den T^enschensohn gestaltet ist."
In his last book, published posthumouslv in 1933 > B. W.
Bacon, in contradiction to Windisch, says that the manifesta-
tion of the Son of Man must no longer be expected as an appear-
ance 'to the world,*' It v/ill be an inward manifestation.
Furthermore
in Johannine theology, therefore,
the Son of Man is not the iudge
v^ho comes with 'the clouds of
heaven' surrounded by hosts of
8.ngels , but the deliverer who
opens the gates for ascending
prayers of men as well as for
1. ibid.
, p. 196.
2. .The Fourth G-ospel in Recent Criticism and Interoretation
,
p. 2^^,
3. Zej.tschi?if t fttr die Neutestamentliche Wissenschaf t , Heft
J-^, 1931, p. ^ib-^33.
1 1
1
1
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1
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1
descending heavenly pov/ers.
Having discussed the "Son of Man " in John 3^13-1^, Bacon re-
marks; "it is significant that the next paragraph 3*16-21 pos-
itive4.y denies the apocalyptic conception that the Son of Ms.n
2
comes to judgment." Bacon writes: "the execution of judgment
is incidental and is interpreted in a sense com-oletely trans-
3
cending and spiritualizing the apocaly^jtic . " Concerning the
entire apocalyptic element in the Fourth G-ospel, Bacon holds
that "the eschatological sense, properly belonging to the term
in Jev/ish aoocalyptic as v/ell as in some elements of Synoptic
tradition is completely transformed."
K. Knudsin in a paper on "Die Wiederkunft Jesu in den
Abschiedsreden des Johannes evangel iums
" ,
says;
an Stelle des Menschensohns auf den
Wolken des Himmels , des P.ichters ttber
die Lebendige u.nd Tote, dessen Er-
scheinung grosse Trttbsale sowie Zeichen
an Sonne, Mond und Sternen vorau^gehen,
und vor dem die Vttlker erschrecken
tritt bei Johannes das schlichte "Tch"
Jesu.
5
Knudsin interprets the references to the return of Jesus "a.ls
ein Kommen Jesu zu den Jiingern in ihrer Todess tijade, respective
6
in der Stunde ihrer Martyriums . " In concluding his study,
Knudsin holds that "der Evangelist denkt also.... nicht an das
1. B. W. Bacon, The G-osoel of the Hellenists, p. 322.
2. ibid.
, p. 323.
3. ibid.
,
TD. 325.
4. ibid.
, p. 322.
5. Zeitschrift fttr die Neutestar.aentliche Wissenschaf t , Heft,
2-3, 193^, p. 210.
6. ibid.
,
T>. 213.

Wiedersehen rnit dem Auf ers tandenen zu Ostern, geschv^eige denn
1
an die endgescliichtliche Parousia Jesu." G-. W. Broorafield,
however, does not agree with I6nudsin on this point. In the
opinion of the former, "the idea of a second coming for judg-
ment is not so Drominent in the thought of the Fourth Evangelist,
2
as it is in earlier v/ritings of the New Testament."
Apparently without knov/ledge of "the present" inter-
pretations of C. F. Bauer in 1^62, H. H. Hubert takes up the
thread of the former asserting that
der vierte Evangelist lehrt die
PrAsenz der Eschatology, die
Synoptiker ihre Zukunft; jener
stellt sie im gross en und ganz-
en da.r als gegenv;M.rtiges Ereigniss,
. . . das gegenwftrtige Moment der
Eschatologie folgt aus der Chris t-
ologie dieses Evangel iiims
.
Having stated his position Hubert suggests further, "das
Problem verschiebt sich dahin, das einerseits alle escha-
tologischen Spekulationen v/egfalien Oder nur Rudimente bilden,
andrerseits der Krisis begriff unmittelbare Aktualitat gewinnt.
Dafttr typisch ist die konstante Anwendung des Terminus ".
Hubert observes that "t^^ is "ein johanneischer Lieblingsbegrttf."
It occurs "27 ^el bzw. 29 mal im 4. Evangelium." As further
evidence for his position, Huber says: "weiter bezeugen alle
1
.
ibid.
, p. 215.
2. The Fourth Gospel
, p. 19^.
3' Das Eschatologlsche Moment
, p. I23.
^. ibid.
, p. 123.
5. ibid.
, p. 123.
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1
Stellen vom Auferstehen die Gegenv/art des Christus, des es-
chatologischen Jetzt... Auch mit der Rede des Christus von
1
seinemTage, S:56, ist die Eschatologie Qegenv/artsaclie . " Again,
Huber points out that
der vierte Evangelist a.bstrahiert
vom kosmischen limfang der Fsche.t-
ologie; sie ist p.ls solche dadurch
nicht abgesch.wM,cht ihre Wirkung ist
wie die apokal^'-ptische , aber ihr
Wirkmngskreis reduziert sich auf
den Menschen... sie hat, bei gleich-
en Effect einen anderen Vollzugs-
modus .
2
1. Summs ry . The scholarly work done up to the
present time may be summarized as follows! We find that some
scholars contradict themselves (e.g. Scott, Lymen)
,
and that
hardly any two scholars agree on the interpretation Of the
apocalyptic element in John. The variety of positions that
have been taken on this problem may, hov/ever, be grouped
under six headings. (l) The first p-rouD holds that the
Fourth Gospel is dominated by apocalypticism. Frommann,
Kttstlin, Neander, Beyschlag, B. Vv'eiss, Franke, Weber, and
Windisch believe that this is the case. (2) Over against
these assertions of apocalypticism we have the interpretation
of numerous scholars who believe tha.t there is no apoca-
lypticism in the Gospel of John. Among these are Peuss,
Holtzmann, Gilbert, Feine
,
McNeil, Lagrange, Lyman, and
Knudsin. (3) Between these tv;o extreme positions are four
1. ibid.
,
p. 12^.
2. ibid.
, p. 125

mediating interprets tions . The most commonlj'^ accs'oted of these
is that the apocalyptic element in John is spiritualized.
Scholars who hold to one or another kind of s:niritualization
are Hilgenfeld, Messner, Scholten, Westcott, Pfleiderer, V/endt,
Cone, Sheldon, Oardner
,
Morgan, Robinson, Nolloth, Zenos,
Howard, and Bacon. {k) Several of the New Testament students
are of the opinion that the apocalyptic element in John is
reinterpreted in the light of Greek thought. Such is the
belief of Scott, Goodspeed, and Strachan. (5) A fifth group
of scholars holds that apocalyptic ideas ere subordinated, or
are at least in the background of the Gosnel. The following
take this stand: Stevens, Loisy, Moffatt, Case, Beckv/ith,
Fowler, and Broomfield. (6) F. C. Bauer, Brovm, and Hubert
hold that the a^pocalypticism in John is to be regarded as a
present process.
2- Justification. It is evident that most of the
scholars who have worked on our problem have approached it
from an internal study of the GosT)el of John. Thus they have
taken the outstanding apocalyptic ideas in John and treated
them in the liQ-,ht of the Grospel or contemporary thought.
Moreover, when some of the scholars made cora-oarisons
,
they
compared the apocalypticism in John v/ith that of the Synoptic
Gospels, or v/ith Paul, or with the Ar)Ocalvpse of John. That is,
they compared the apoca-lyoticism of John with other secondary
sources, and not with the primary sources, namely, the body
of apocalyptic literature.
iji (
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Our study in past research on the epoca-lyptic element
in the Fourth Gospel reveals that the attem^oted. solutions of
the problem are most unsatisfactory. Besides assertions and
denials of apocalypticism in John v/e noticed numerous inter-
pretations that are inadequate. Furthermore, some scholars
have contradicted their earlier conclusions with studies of
later 3''ears. Uany of the studies are limited to a fev/ apoca-
lyptic ideas or passing remarks; others shov; a narrow approach
These facts challenge a new investigation into the problem of
Johannine-apocalyptic relationship
,
1
.Chapter I7^
Place and Significance of Apocalypticism*
!• Ori^n and occasion * Since this dissertation is
primarily concerned with the relationship of apocalyptic and
Johannine thought it will be necessary to limit oxir study
regarding the origin of apocalypticism to a brief survey of the
theories that have been advanced. E* Sellin takes account of
several theories that have been proposed* He holds that the
most naive theory appears in the interpretation of Hensgatenberg*
•Die Schule Hengatenb ergs," Sellin continues, lehnte schon das
Aofwerfen der Fragen nach Alter, Ursprung und Herfcunft der
Eschatologie ab*,* Weissagungen und Vorhorsagungen so nahm Ejan
an, seien um so hOher einzusch£ltzen, ^e vereinzelter sie
stSnden, ^e weniger gesetzmflssig, Oder drttcken wir's deutlicher
1
aijs, ^e unver s tandener sie bei den Zeitgenossen waren*" Such a
conception, Sellin adds, has hardly any followers today* This
Berlin scholar further observes: "Est ist seinerzeit von
Hofman. ..gianzend bewiesen, dass die Schrift selbst ein
Vorhersagen Iceant, **• das die Weissagungen zunftchst duroh
Ursprung und Bestimmung ihrer Zeit angehttren*"
In tracir^ the various theories Sellin reports that with
!• E* Sellin, Der Altest amentliche Prophetiamus
, p* 105»
2* ibid*, p* 106*
11
u
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1
*
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Wellhausen a new problem arose: "welches war der Verlauf der
Alt estamentlichen G-eschichte war es wirklich der, den die
jtldische Tradition zeichnet?" Wellhausen holds that "in der
jaachexilischen Zeit hielten sich die religGsen Hoffnungen nicht
mehr in den G-renzen gegebener Gnindlagen, sondern nahmen einen
1
freien FlTig und schwarmten z-umeist ins Ungemessene." Sellin
Boaggests further that "Bei Ezechiel in dem ersten und
Iclassischen Beispiel der Metamorphose von der Prophetie in
Eschatologie haben die Skythen in Gog und Magog ihren Reflex
erzeilgt... Mit dieser vVeissagung Wbev Gog un Magog "beginnt die
2
JtLdische Eschatologie*" Wellhausen in the words of Sellin
concludes: "An die prophetische Literatur schloss sich die
3
eschatologische an. Ihr Begrttnder war Ezechiel." Sellin,
however, claims that "eine noch klarere Antwort auf die Frage
inach der Sntstehung der silt estamentlichen Eschatologie findet
4
man bei seinem Schtller Smend»" Smend writes:
Bei Amos tritt zum ersten Male die
Weissagung von dem Untergange Israels
auf, dieae ist der Ausgangspunkt
aller prophetischen Predigt... Mit
der Weissagung vom Untergange ent-
stehen die Ideen des Weltgerichts
und der zukunftigen v/elt» Das V/esen
der Apokalyptik um das gleich hinzu-
zuftigen, die aiich nach SmencL mit
Ezechiel beginnt, besteht dann
darin das die Intui tion_durch
Reflexion ersetzt wird»*^
!• ibid.
2. ibid*
3. ibid*
4. ibid*
5. ibid*
p* 106
p. 107
p. 107
p* 107
p* 108
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1
Sellin himself is not satisfied to regard Amos as the originator
of apocalypticism* He holds it irapossitle that "die Unheil-
sesohatologie Israels erst mit Amos ihren Anfang genommen haben
kann, das die Faden derselben weit in die voraraosische Periode
1
hinein ZoarUcklaufen, " namely, to Moses»
Aside from Sellin' s position all of the previous inter-
preters agree that the prophets created the eschatological
expectations in Israel* Gfonkel expresses still a different
opinion. Sellin reports concerning him: "Schon in seinem
Werke SchBpfung und Chaos. 1895 war ersterer dafttr eingetreten,
das manche altorientalische St off e, die uns im Alt en Testamente
israelitisch verarbeitet entgegentreten, bereits lange vor der
2
assyrischen Invasion nach Palastina gekommen sein mussten."
CJunkel has shown how eschatology used "vielfach Bilder, die vom
Weltuntergange und vom Werden einer neuen Welt handeln, Bilder
die ihrer Art»..z\im grossen Teile nicht auf israelitisch em Boden
3
gewachsen sein konnten." J.H. Leckie evidently agrees with
this interpretation. He holds that "tlie roots of apocalypse
stretch far into history and must be so-ught in the religions of
4
Babylon, Persia, and in the dreams of silent vanished races."
Shis line of argument receives f-urther support from V/. 0. E.
Oesterley, who writes: "it must be recognized... that the
!• ibid., p. 113
2* ibid., p. 110
3. ibid., p. 110
4* J. H. Leckie, The World to Come and Final Destiny, p. 8

prophets made use of extraneous traditional material in their
prophecies concerning the last times. A convincing preliminary
argument which bears this out is the fragmentary character of
the eschatological picture presented in the prophetical
1
writings." After quoting Gressmann on this point, Oesterley
remarks: "This fragmentary character of prophetical eschatology
can be accounted for only on the assumption that it originated
outside of Israel, and was adapted as occasion served; and a
fact of significance in this connexion is that the later
apocalypses (taken as a whole) present us with a full and
2
complete eschatological picture."
Against these claims we have the ideas of C. C. Torrey
who believes that the origin of Jewish apocalypticism is to be
sought chiefly in the natural development of certain well-
defined tendencies in the national literature, possibly also in
part, in the influence of foreign religious ideas and literary
3
models. A. C. Zenos holds that.
In view of the fact... that the
Hebrew prophets frequently in-
corporate visions into their
vomitings (Is. 6: Jer.24:103;
Ez. 1:37; Is. 24-27) it is scarely
necessary to go outside of Israel
to search for its origins. ITever-
the-less the Persians, the Babylonians,
the Egyptians and the Greeks had
their apocalyp tics.^
1* W.O.E.Oesterley, An Introduction to the Books of the
Apocrypha
,
p. 59.
2. ibid., p. 59.
3* CO. Torrey, "Apocalypse", Jewish Encyclopaedia , I, p. 671.
4* A.C. Zenos, "Apocalypticism." Dictionary of Christ and the
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Shua it would "be a mistake to ignore outside influence upon
Jewish apocalypticism. Yet "it must be said that the evidence
of any direct borrowing from Greek or Egyptian sources is
1
wanting."
There is a general agreement among students of
apocalyptic literature as to the occasion of apocalypticism.
In its earlier stage the situation was always one in which the
righteous were in trouble, because in the Jewish community
itself there was social injustice* Furthermore, the ruler of
a foreign power usually added to the hardship of the oppressed.
Prom a later point of view especially, it is clear that
apocalyptic literature was barn of distress, spiritual and
civil. The seer is aware that this world is full of wickedness,
sin is triumphant, the (Jodly are oppressed. The present,
whether for the ri^teous individual or for God's kingdom, is an
era of great darkness. G. L. Hurst puts it as follows:
Apoci lyptic was a product of distress
it expressed the prophetic passion in
its critical mood, often a dangerous
mood and therefore wisely disguising
its personal and local references g
under a cloak of suggestive symbolism.
From a canonical angle the main reason for the occasion
of apocal^ ticism was unquestionably the fact that the divine
voice of prophecy was believed to have ceased. The wei^t of
the Canon blocked the way of the ap ocalyptist , who might think
1» C. C. Torrey, op. cit., I, p* 672»
2* (>• L* Hurst, The Background of the New Testament, p. 71.

of addressing his fellowmen in his own name* E« F. Scott is
apparently missing the point when he thinks that the gloom of
the £5)0calypses may he ascribed not so much to pessimism as to
disillusion. Moreover, according to Scott "apocalyptic dealt
not with moral and religious duties, but with purely intellec-
tual and theological interests."^ 35iere was illusion,
Jealousy between factions, strife and poverty; however, the
occasion for apocalypticism was not due primarily to internal
condition, but external oppression and persecution caused the
apocalyptic temper to rise.
2* Nature and value of apocalypticism. The nature of
apocalypticism may be divided into two parts: the subjective
expectation on the part of man, and the awaited objective action
on the part of God. The former expectation is motivated by
the evil of the present age and the hope for the new age. This
hope was strengthened throu^ the reading of apocalyptic
writings. The author of such documents succeeded in encourag-
ing his reader by presenting in a series of visions and by the
use of symbols and images, predictions as to the over-throw
of the oppressor and the restoration of Israel. Thus he
would endure sufferings and buoyantly hope for the future.
This hope for the future is impatient. It cannot await
the working of the slow moral forces gradually evolving the
66
!• E. F. Scott, The Kingdom of God in the New Testajnent
, p. 39.

oonsumniat ion» Yet man can do nothing to hasten its ooming.
He must wait until GrOd stretches forth his mighty hand for
action*
In an objective sense God will vindicate himself. This
conviction was "based on a belief in GrOd*s righteousness* The
sudden action of God would be of a terrific character; the
order of nature would break and be reconstituted in harmony
with Grod's purpose*
Apocalypticism strove to show, alike
in respect of the nation and of the
individual that the righteousness of
GrOd would be fully vindicated; and
in order to Justify its contention
it sketched in oatline the history
of the world and of mankind the
origin of evil and its coarse. .^and
the consummation of all things
It is to be noted here that apocalypticism in its own
time had religious and ethical value* In the words of F. C*
Porter:
The worth of the message is to be
measured not by the truth of the
predictions it contains, as tested
by events, nor by its objective
accuracy of its descriptions of the
unseen world...., but by the under-
lying faith it expresses and the
duty it enforces*^
It is this underlying faith that gave the people courage and
persistence. Thus they maintained an indomitable hope and
scorned death* The true value of apocalypticism lies in the
maintenance of the faith in a righteous GrOd.
1* R*H* Charles, "Apocrypha", Hastings Dictionary of the Bible,
2^ p.liU*
2o P*C* Porter, The Messages of Apocalyptic Writers, p. 42.
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3« Apocalyptic lit eratiii*e. In order to gain an under-
standiJTg of the "backgroand for the problem under consideration
let us first take note of the scattered fragments of apocalypti-
cism in the Old Testament* With the exception of Daniel,
Isaiah £4-27 is probably the most impressive "little Apocalypse"
in the Old Testament.
These chapters contain a connected
apocalypse which deals with the
Jud^nent and the coming of the world-
dominion of Jahweh, the punishment of
the Grod-opposing heavenly Powers, and
of the Power of this v/orld, with the
fate of the Nations, the salvation
and gathering of Judah amid this v/orld-
catastrophe, with the abolition of
death and the resurrection of the just.
ConcerniJog authorship and date, Sellin holds that this
apocalypse is not by Isaiah; "however it cannot be doubted that
the apocalypse is of post-Exilic origin, yet it is impossible
Z
to date it more exactly." Isaiah 34 and 35 are also
apocalyptic in nature. "In these chapters we have also before
us an apocalypse which deals with the Judgnent of the world and
3
the Deliverance of Judah from that Judgment."
Chapters 38 and 39 of Ezekiel constitute another apoc-
alyptic section. It may be characterized
as Jehovah's final victory over the
world. Ezekiel here develops in a
new form his fundamental thought
that Jehovah's name must be vin-
dicated in history, and acknowledged
1. E. Sellin, Introduction to the Old Testament, p. 137.
2. ibid., p. 13y.
3. ibid., p. 138.
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in its greatness by the nations of
the earth* He imagines an attack
of Hordes from the north. • •agains
t
the restored nation, but ending,
through Jehovah's intervention in
their total. •• discomfiture.^
Another apocal;yptic fragment is found in the book of Joel .
"wahrend nftml i ch die erste Hfllfte (Kap. lu.2) aus einem (Jedicht
besteht . .•beschaftigt sich die zweite Haifte ausschlieslich mit
dem Tag Jahves... Das Gericht tlber die VOlker und die Jrilnftige
2
Segenszeit ftir die Jxiden bilden den Ausklang des Buckle ins."
Even Sellin observes an £5)0calyptic strain in verses 15-21 of
Obadiah . Here is "a little apocalypse in which Edom plays the
3
part elsewhere assigned to (Jog, the Foe from the Horth."
Oesterley deecribes ITahum, chapter 1:2-10 as follows: "These are
remains of a psalm in which apocalyptic traits are adapted and
applied to the historical situation." An unknown author also
presents chapters 9-14 in the book of Zechariah as apocalyptic
material. There is a difference of opinion regarding the origin
of this material, but the interestii^ position of Sellin is
worth noting. He believes "that the whole work is derived from
an apocalyptic writer of the third century B.C. who, however,
5
wrote in the character of a pre-Exilic prophet." Finally, "die
Hbffnung auf ein baldiges Kommen der Endzeit, . ..flammt in
Maleachi noch einmal kraftig auf, diesmal ohne bestiramte
geschichtliche Ereignisse."
One of the most prominent apocalyptic books of the
!• R.I. Driver, Introduction to the Literature of the Old
TesTsament
,
p. ei'/\:>*
2. Max Haller,Die Schriften dea Alt en Testaments , 3.Band,p. 235.
3. E. Sellin, ibid., p. 172.
4« W.O.E. Oesterley, Introduction to the Books of Apocrypha
,
p. 57
5* E. Sellin, op. cit., p. 190.
6» in. Haller, op. cit», p. 118#

Old Testament is that of Daniel * Si/ice it falls into the period
of 175-165 B«C», we have left it for discxission until now«^
The "book may be divided into two parts. The first section
(chapters 1-6) contains a series <£ hortatory narratives center-
ing about Daniel and his three friends. In these narratives
the courage, wisdom, and loyalty of Daniel and his friends
are pointed out. The secoJxL section (chapters 7-12) is devoted
to a series of visions witnessed and described by Daniel, "in
which the general ground of the dream of chapter 2 is several
times traversed, and the four kingdoms, the Babylonian, the
the Median^ Persian, and the Macedonian or Grecian are described*
A next consideration is the larger bulk of Jewish
apocalyptic writiiigs which arose in the period from the second
century before Christ, to the first century after Christ. The
Jewish literature of the so-called int ertestamental period falls
naturally into two large groups, the Apocrypha proper and the
Pseudepigrapha. Since most of the apocalyptic writings have
appeared under assumed names, we shall regard the apocalyptic
literature as a subdivision under Pseudepigrapha*
The apocalyptic literature of the secorrL century B.C.
presents I. Enoch , also known as ghe Ethiopic Snoch , as the
first document.
The Book of Enoch is a collection
of writings of different character,
authorship, and age, and incorporates,
besides revelations in the name of
Enoch, pieces of a similar kind taken
from a book (or books) of Noah. The
obvious divisions of the book are:
! For dates see E. Sellin. op. cit., p. 97.
2. H.L. Willett, "Daniel", The Abingdon Bible Commentary
, p. 746,
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(I) chapters 1-36: (II) CC. 37-71:
(III) CC.72-82: (IV) CC. 83-90:
(V) CC» 91-105. Some of these parts
are themselves manifestly composite
aM the analysis uncertain. Dis-
locations and interpolations com- -
plicate the problems of the critic.
!Phe following characteristics of the various sections are to be
noted carefiilly. Chapters 1-36 comprise the oldest part of the
book. Most of this section appears to have been written before
the Maccabean Rebellion. Chapters 106 and 107 seem to belong
to the same period. Chapters 83-90 were written probably about
175-160 B.C. This section relates a series of dream visions.
Past disasters are treated as a series of world Judgments
calminating in the final ^d^ent. Chapters 72-82 are of
I. Enoch and constitute a semi-apocalyptic work, written in the
last part of the second century. These chapters present
descriptions of the sun, moon, stars, divisions of the year,
and the succession of the seasons.
The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs are ascribed to
2
the sons of Jacob and were written about 125-100 B.C. Each
testament follows a literary standard and presents ilB material
in a threefold division. The first division gives an
historical survey of the life of the Patriarch, the second sum-
marizes the lessons to be drawn from the virtues or sins of the
Patriarch, and the third contains apocalyptic material dealing
primarily with the immediate future, of the writer's own age.
1. Gr. F. Moore, Judaism, II, p. 281.
2. For dates of the various additions see R. H. Charles,
Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, p. 54.
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The first century E« C. presents other sections of !•
Enoch. Chapter 37-71 may "be assigned to abowt 100-75 of this
'period. The section just mentioned is also known as the
Parables of Enoch . We may note here that these parables deal
with the cooing of the pre-existent Messiah, and the kingdom
of Grod. Chapters 91-105 are quite homogeneous, and apparently
come from the first part of the century, about 100-75 B.C.
The first century A.D. presents a number of interesting
apocalypses, (a) The Assumption of Moses was written about
44-64 A.D., but "opinion is very much divided regarding the date
of the composition of this book." The document consisted of
two parts, the Testament of Mosea and the Assumption of Moses .
The content of the book reveals the protest of a Pharisee
against the growing tendency of his party to blend political
ideals with the Messianic hope, (b) II. Enoch , also known as
the Slavonic Enoch or the Secrets of Enoch s appears to be a
Jewish Hellenistic production of about 50 A.D. The significance
of the book lies in its teaching with reference to the final
judgment, artels, the pr e-existenee of the soul, plurality of
the heavens, and the temporaiy Messianic age of one thousand
years, (c) II. Baruch or Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch comes
from the period of 50-90 A.D. There are two types of narrative
in this book. Chapters 27-30, 36-40, and 53-74 are the
optimistic sections and appear to have been written before the
fall of Jerusalem. Chapters 1-26, 31-35, 41-52, and 75-87 are
!• E. SchtJrer, A History of the Jewish People in the Time of
Christ. Ill, p. 7B.
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largely pessimistic, protably because they were written after
Jerusalem was destroyed. Siiice III. Baruch, also known as the
Greek Apocalypse of Baruch, deals especially with the function
1
of aii^els, it is cf special interest to us» IV* Ezra (Esdras)
is a complete work, and is the same as II • Esdras, originating
ahout 60-90 A»D. The heart cf the book, also referred to as
the Salathiel Apocalypse, is found in chapters 3-10 • Here the
author attempts a harmonizii^ of sin and suffering with the
Justice of GrOd. Chapters 11 and IE contain the famous "Eagle
vision," the following chapter deals with "the Man from the seay
and the last section gives an account of the "Ezra legend."
4. The development of apocalypticism may be pictured
(1) in describing the unfoldir^ of its teachings century by
century, or (2) in tracing specific teachings through the
centuries in question. Since the second promises a clearer
presentation, this method will be followed here.
a. The Kii^dom in its Old Testament usage is freq^uently
interpreted with reference to a new age. Though (Jod's work is
often treated with contempt in this age, the prophet believes,
his will and purpose shall be supreme in the new age. The coming
-1. "The designation 17. Ezra is current only in the Latin
, Church and is to be traced to the fact that the
canonical books Ezra and TTehemiah were reckoned as I«
and II. Ezra while the Ezra of the Creek Bible was
regarded as Third Ezra." E. Schflrer, op. cit., p. 108.
2* e.g. Isaiah.^ 1^
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kingdom would "b© an expression of the character of God himself.
!Che blessings of the coming kingdom will be the return of the
Israelites to Palestine. Then animals of all kinds will fcsrget
their savage habits ani become the friends of men» Besides
these material blessings there will be spiritual enjoyment.
no
Sin will have place in the kingdom* Peace between CJod and man
will be a reality.
Many of these Old Testament features of the kingdom
were retained in the apocalyptic literature of the second
century B«C» Material prosperity is increased. The
3
members of the kiiigdom are to live for a thousand years, and
beget a thousand children. Every vine will have a thousand
branches, every branch a thousand clusters, and every cluster
a thousand grapes. Israel is at the center of the kingdom,
even in the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs. Another
4
feature was introduced in this century. The Old Temple is
folded up and carried away with its pillars and its ornaments;
then God briji^s a new and much larger Temple with pillars and
ornaments and sets it upon the old Temple site. This might be
interpreted to mean that the temporary kingdom will be replaced
by a more permanent kingdom.
In the first century B. C. the hope of an eternal
1. Isaiah, 25:9.
2. Isaiah, 2. Micah, 4.
3. Enoch, 90 : 28.
4. II. Barucjh, 29:5.

kiJQgdom of God on the present earth was almost completely
alDaMoned. The reason for this change was the growing belief
that this earth in its present form is not fit for the
manifestation of God's kir^dom» In I. Ihoch 37-71, the kii^dom
is still eternal but its establishment is preceded by a complete
transformation of heaven and earth. The members of the kingdom
are righteous Israelites, who are given transformed bodies.
They will live forever, growirig and developing constantly.
Significant chaises in the concept of the kingdom are
introduced in the first century A.D. The writer of the
Assumption of Moses announces that the kingdom of God will be
75
established 1750 years after Moses. Its coming is to be
preceded by a period of repentance and a series of woes and
signs, such as earth-quakes, the turning of the moon into blood,
1
the darkening of the sun, the retirement of the seas. The
temporary earthly kingdom no longer claims supreme attention.
Now the emphasis is shift irig to the eternal heavenly age of
blessedness. II. Enoch arranges the entire history of the
2
world in six periods of a thousand years each; the seventh
period of a thousand years will be a period of rest; which
may be interpreted as the temporary kingdom. At the close
!• Assumption of Ivloses 10:3. II* Baruch also mentions the
travail pains cf the coming new age. (27.70:3f) Another
vivid account is found in IV. Ezra 5.
2. ibid., 33:1.
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of this period there is to be an eighth period, one unlimited
in time. Bat IV. Ezra limits the kiji^dom to foin* hundred years,
Biis idea apparently gave rise to the conception of a first
resurrection in the New Testament Apocalypse, Jyhn E0:4.
17. Ezra adds another feature, namely, the idea that the
present age of corruption will be brought to an end by means
of a great cataclysm, which is a part of God's predetermined
1
plan for the v/orld. The time of its coming is known to none
other but Grod alone*
2
b. The Messiah . C. F. Kent distinguishes three kinds
of Messianic hope. First the early nationalistic type, second,
the hope of the prophets like Amos, Hosea, Isaiah and Jeremiah,
and third, the apocalyptic hope, with which we are concerned.
In studying the apocalyptic books of the second century B.C.
The reader is at once struck by the
all but entire absence of the figure
of the Davidic Messiah or the Messiah
descended from David and Judah. Where
the hope is expressed (I. Enoch 20 and
Test. Jud. 24) it is practically
without significance.*^
The reference in Enoch describes the Messiah as a white bull
4
which is later changed into a lamb with black horns. In these
figures the Messiah appears as a purely passive agent, but
1. IV. Ezra
.
4: 33-43.
2. Makers and Teachers of Judaism, p. 306f
.
3. R. H. Charles, op. cit., p. 80^
4. I. Enoch. 90:37.
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the Dicture soon chaoeres. The author of the Testaments of the
Tv/elve Patriarchs connects the Messianic hope with John Hyreanua
In doing so the Testaments set aside the age-long hope of a
Messiah coming from Judah, and instead promise a Messiah of
1
the tribe of Levi.
In the first century B. C. we find that Enoch 37-71
presents a definite description of the Messiah. The Messiah
Z
is pre-existent, beiiig in existence before the foundation
of the world. In some respects he is supernatural in
character. He is called the Messiah, the Elect One, the
Righteous One, and the Son of Man.
The Messianic conceptions in the first century A.]).,
reveal few changes from the preceding century. There is no
Messiah in the Assumption of Moses, but a Messianic figure
appears several times in the early sections of II. Baruch.
3 4
Once he is described as coming from heaven. Twice he
appears playing an active role in the punishment of the wicked.
He personally convicts one of the (Jentile leaders and puts
him to death. Then again he gathers all the nations together
in one ^eat assize and kills all the hostile people that have
1. Levi, 18.
2. Enoch, 48:2,3.
3. II. Baruch. 30:1.
4» ibid., 39:7f., 72:4f.
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oppressed Israel* The earliest sections of IV. Ezra contain
no references to a Messiah, such references are found only
in late passages and in editorial additions*
2 3
c» The Jud^ent * C. C. Torrey, Shailer Mathews, and
other scholars agree that the 'T)ay of Jehovah" in the Old
Testament forms the basis for much of the later thought of a
4
final judgment* A» B» Davidson distinguishes two elements
in the teachings conceming the day of Jehovah. (1) It is
5
primarily a day of Judgment. (2) It will be a day of joy
for Israel "because she will be redeemed and her enemies will
6
be conquered* In Daniel appears again the idea that there
will be a preliminary ^gment followed by a final day of
judgment, for which the sword will be given to the "saints
7
of the Most Hi^h." Eaoch 83-90 regards the great disasters
of the past as a series of world judgments, the last of which
is the final judgment to take place in the writer's own age.
Again in the first century B. C, the author of Enoch 37-71
amplifies the final judgment as a great exhibition of God's
8
power usher ij:^ in the new world order.
1. ibid., 54:14.
£• op. cit., I, p. 671.
3« The Messianic Hope in the ITew Testament
, p. 21.
4. Hastings Bible Dictionary
,
I, p. 736.
5* Amos, 3:2*
6» Ezekiel
.
38,39.
7» Daniel
. 7:18.
8* I. Enoch
,
38,62,63.
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Bie sapreme judge of that day will be (Jod, "but he will place
1
some of the actual work in the hands of the Messiah. IPhe
nation of a temporary kingdom introduced in the first century
A. D» necessitates a postponement of the final Judgment to the
close of the temporary kif^dom.
d. The Resurrection is closely associated with the
idea of Jud^ent. Daniel 12:2 promises a "bodily resurrection
to some of the righteous and some cf the wicked Israelites.
The righteous are raised to receive their reward of eternal
Joy, and the wicked are sentenced to endless punishment.
Enoch 1-36 likewise promises a bodily resurrection to all the
2
righteous and to some of the wicked. The righteous will
share the glories of the kiJigdom of God, and some of them will
have the satisfaction of witnessing the fallen Israelites
suffer in the valley of Grehenna. Enoch 83-90 however, presents
a different view. According to this writer all the righteous
3
Israelites will be raised but the wicked will remain in Sheol.
In the first century B. C, Enoch 91 promises a resurrection of
the spirits of the righteous Israelites. Again Enoch 37-71
presents a picture in vftiich the righteous are given transformed
4
bodies, in which they will enjoy eternal life.
In the first century A.D, several additional branches
1. I. Enoch
.
61:5,7.
2. R. H. Charles, Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha
, p. 218.
3. I. Enoch
.
90: 28-42.
4. ibid., 51.

of development are notioeable. The Aasumption of Moses looks
only for a resurrection of the spirit of the righteous after
the final judgment • The righteous are then exalted to the
heavens from whence they can see the tortures of the wicked
1
in Gehenna. Accordirg to II. Baruch 30, only the righteous
are raised, but accordir^ to chapter 50 both the righteous and
the wicked are raised in bodily form. After the final judgment
the righteous will be transformed and become increasiJigly
beautiful, viiile the wicked suffer punishment. IV. Ezra
introduces the idea of a first and second resurrection. The
first resurrection will be at the beginning of a temporary
2
kirgdom. Then seven days after the close of the temporary
3
kingdom there is to be a general bodily resurrection.
5. Summary . The Old Testaiaent conception of the
kii^dom is equivalent to a theocracy. Many features of
material and spiritual benefits of the kingdom are carried over
into the apocalyptic literature of the second century B.C.
However, the kingdom vrill be temporary, with a final judgpient
at its close. This is a new feature. In the first century
B. C. the hope for God's kingdom on earth is almost abandoned;
"but to insure its coming at all, heaven and earth must be
transformed. That is, the present evil age is to end
0at as trophical ly .
1. ibid., 10.
2. IV. Ezra
.
7:26«
3» ibid., 7:31.

Woes of all kinds will precede the resurrection and the
^dgment. After these events have taken place the Messiah will
rule his kingdom in peace, and eternal ^oy will fill the hearts
of all members of the kir^dom. II. Enoch and IV. Enoch also
regard this kingdom as lasting a thousand years and four
hundj?ed years respectively.
QIhe merely passive Messiah of the second century B» C»
changes in the first century B. C. to a pre-existent Messiah,
TiAiose appearance is preceded by catas trophies • l/Vhen he does
appear he will rule over the temporary kingdom and not over an
eternal kii^dom*
The idea of the Judgment as it passes from the Old
Testament to the first century A» remains fairly constant*
At times a preliminary judgment is intimated, but only the
final jtidgment is of importance. At times God himself will
preside at the Judgment; at other times the Messiah functions
as Judge* The time of the coming of the Judgment is relative
to the coming of the kir^dom. If the kii^dom is established
on earth, as in the earlier conception, the Judgment will
precede it; but when the temporary kir^dom is introduced, the
Judgment comes after it and before the future age.
The idea of a bodily resurrection for the purpose of
reward and punishment is carried throu^ all the apocalyptic
literature c£ these centuries* II* Baruch extends the reward
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of the righteous to an increasing heauty, and. likewise increases;
the punishment of the wicked to greater horror. The
resurrection idea culraiiiated in IV. Ezra where two
resurrections are introduced; one is a resurrection for the
righteous, the other a universal re siarrection.

.Chapter 7i
Outstanding Elements in Apooalyp ticism.
It "beoomes now our task to examine the apocalyptic
literature discussed in the previous chapter. The stadent of
this literature meets with many characteristic features. For
the sake of clarity one may group these elements under two
general headings. First, we will notice characteristics under
method, and second outstanding elements in apocalyptic thought.
Since this dissertation aims to "be mainly a comparison between
apocalyptic thought and that of the Fourth Grospel , it will be
necessary to limit the discussion on method to an introductory
section of this chapter.
"The method of the ap ocalypt ic writer s by which they
sought to create hope and faith in God and loyalty to Jewish
institutions forms one of the most interesting phenomena in
1
religious literature." Symb olism is one of the features
that characterizes the messa.^ of the apocalyp tist . Under
the cover of symbolism he presents a vital message to his
1. L. E. Fuller, "The Literature of the Intertestaraental
Period," Abingdon Bible Commentary, p. 187.

people»
Tlie visions portrayed, aboand in con-
vent ional syrnbo lio al f igm' es • Mixed
organisms, partakirg of the parts and
characteristics of c^. ifferent creatures
frequently'" reciir. G-e lie rally the
different parts that enter into these
mized figures represent different
abstract principles, and the mixed
figure as a v/hole stands for coabi nation
of powers.
Ilunibers like three and seven were used as l^WuoIe. In one of
his jcurneys Enoch sav; seven magnificent mountains, three
towards the east ... and three towards the sout:. ... and the
2
seventh mountain was in the i.^id^-t of these." On other
3
journeys Enoch saw "three portals of heaven;" iind "six portals
4
in vihich the sun rises, and six portals in which the sun sets;"
5
"seven sta-rs like great burning momtains."
Historical events are frequently spoken of symbolically.
For instance, Enoch v/rites: "in the ye or* 50 0, in the seventh
6
month, (sn the fourteenth ds-y of the month in the life of Enoch.
^
Probably the oatsteuiding example of historic symbolism is
found in I. Enoch 85-90, where a complete history of the wor_v
is given, from ^.dam dov.n to the final juflgment and the setting
up of the Messianic kingdom. Animals af varying kinds and
colors are used as symbols in this section. According to
Charles a heifer represents Eve, two bulls, Cain and Abel.
84
1. A.G. Zenos
,
"Apocal,;pt i c Lit eratur e ."Haabings Bible Dictionary
,
2. I. Enoch, 24:203. I, p. VS.
3« ibid., v34.
4. ibid., 72:3,4.
5. ibid., 18:12'-14.
6. ibid., 60:1.

The patriarchs are also symbolized "by bialls , and the faithful
of later times by sheep. Chapter 86 of the same book symbolizes
the fall of the angels and the demoralization cf mankind. There
are more symbolic events: the parable in I* Enoch 57 depicts
the return from the dispersion. In I. Enoch 90 the Messiah
emerges from the community in the symbol of a vAiite bull.
In the same chapter the old Jerusalem disappears and the new
city "greater and loftier" is set up.
Prediction of future events figures prominently in
apocalyptic literature. We read for example that "the kings
shall be as sea monsters. They shall swallow men like fishes...
There shall be false prophets ... and they shall persecute all
1
righteous men." The righteous are encouraged not to fear the
2
sinners, "for again will the Lord deliver them into your hands."
Furthermore, "be hopeful ye righteous; for suddenly shall the
3
sinners perish before you, and ye shall have lordship over them'i
Just as the apocalyptic literature is full of predictions of
good for the righteous, it is full of woes for the wicked.
"Woe unto you, ye sinners, for your riches make you appear
4
like the righteous." In the following chapter the sinners
are informed of what v/ill happen to them. Many more illustra-
tions might be given, but it is sufficient to mention that the
predictive element necessarily appears in references to the
fature age, the coming kindgom, the Messiah, the judgment, the
1. Judah
.
21:7-9.
2. I. Enoch
, 95:2.
3. ibid., 96: 1-8.
4. ibid., 96f.
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resurrection, in short whatever is to happen in the future*
Pseudepigrapha is another characteristic element in
apocalyptic method. The writer places his revelation in the
mouth of some ancient and revered person sach as Enoch, Moses,
Ezra, or Daniel. Thus, for instance, modern scholarship on the
Old Testament is agreed that "in face of the facts presented
"by the Book of Daniel, the opinion that it is the work of
1
Daniel himself cannot l3e sustained." Without any apparent
knowledge of plagiarism the author of I. Enoch "begins "Enoch
a righteous man, whose eyes were opened by God, saw the vision
of the Holy One in the heavens." Under the shadow of holy
personalities the apocalyptic author received protection against
civil powers, and at the same time he was assured that his
message would be accepted "by his contemporar ies» Most "but not
all of the apocalypti c v;rit ings are pseudepigraphic. For
example, the author of the "book of Revelation tells us that the
massage of Ood came to "his servant John."
1. Dualism. The student of apocalyptic literature
soon TDeoomes aware of a dualism that is ever present in the
mind of the apocalyptist . This dualism may be regarded as
having three aspects; darkness over against light; the below
over against the above; the rule of Satan over agaiiist the rale
>
of (Jod . We will discuss them in the order mentioned.
!• R» I. Driver, op. cit., p. 497.
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a* Darkness over afflijost light » The world according
to the apocalyptist is created "by God, "but it is a dark world,
nevertheless. "And Archas came forth, hard heavy ajid very red.
And I said: be opened Archas and let there be horn from thee,
and he came undone, an age came forth very great and very dark,
bearing the creation of all lower things, and I said to him; (Jo
thou down below, and make thyself firm ••••• and below the
1
darkness there is nothing else." Enoch in his travels "saw
2
all the great rivers and came to a great darkness." Somewhat
3
later he "saw the mountains of darkness." There is still an-
other feature in III. Baruch. Here moral evil is introduced
into a dark world. It has such a defiling influence on the
crcwn of the sun that the latter most be renewed every evening.
The crown of the sun, when it has
ran through Ihe day, four angels
take it, and bear it up to heaven
and renew it beca-use it and its
rays have been defiled upon earth;
••• and I Baruch said. Lord, where-
fore are its beams defiled upon
earth? And the angel said to me,
because it beholds the lav/lessness
and unrighteousness of men, namely,
fornications, adulteries, thefts,
extortions, idolatries, drunkeness,
murders, strife, jealousies, evil-
speakings, murraorings, whisperings,
divinations, and such like.viiich are
not well-pleasing to CJod.
1* II. gioch 26:2.
2. I. gnoch
.
17:6.
3. ibid.. 17:7.
4. III. Baruch. 8;4.5.
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Ezra agrees with the apocal^tist already mentioned that this
world la dark. "The wcrld lies in darkness, and the dwellers
1
therein are without lights" That this is the case is also
stated by I. Enoch ; "light has vanished from ua, and darkness
2
is our dwelling place for ever and ever." Since this is true,
3
sinners are told that "darkness will be their dwelling." As
God looks upon the immorality of the people, he decides that
he "will bring down a deluge upon the earth and will destroy
all men, and the whole earth will cnunble together into great
4
daricness ."
Just as there is an age of darkness there is also an age
of light.
And Adoil came down vary great, and
I beheld him, and lol He had a belly
of great light. And I said to him;
become undone, Adoil, and let the
visible come out of thee I And he
came undone and a great light came
out. And I was in the midst of the
great light, and as there is born
light from l%ht, there came forth
a great age.
Darkness and light are two distinct elements, "even now the
a%els are opening the three hunired and sixty five gates of
5
heaven, and the light is being separated from the darkness."
!Phis process of separation is not confined to the heavens; it
1. IV. Ezra. 14:20o
2. I. Enoch
.
63:6.
3. ibid., 46:6.
4. II. Enoch, 34:3.
5. III. Baruch
.
6:13.
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enters also into human life. "The path of the moon is light
to the righteous and darkness to the sinners in the name of the
Iiord, who made a separation between light and darkness, and
1
divided the spirits of men»" For the apoealyptist darkness
and light are distinctive but this is not a static situation.
Rather is it a battle between these two elements in which the
light seeks to illuminate the darkness. And it is not a light
in a lower heaven that is to give radiance, but the Light in
the seventh heaven. Thus we read in II. Enoch , "and those two
men lifted me up thence on to the seventh, Heaven and I saw
2
there a very great light," which is God. And it is this giver
3
of light who gives brightness to the whole world.
The author of second Enoch also reports (Jod as having
"separated between light and between darkness that is to say
in the midst of the water hither and thither, and I said to
the light, that it should be the day, and to the darkness that
4
it should be the night." Another author reasons thus; "as
there is a division between light and darkness, between seeing
5
and hearing, so also is there a division betv/een man and man."
In speaking of Moses, Baruch writes: "He that lighted has taken
from the light, and there are but few that have imitated him.
But those many whom he has lighted have taken from the darkness
1. I. Enoch
.
41:8.
2» II. Enoch
.
20:1.
3. ibid., 15:2.
4. ibid., 27:4.
5. Dfaphtali
.
2:7.
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of Adam and have not rejoiced in the light of the lamp,"
Continuing in this strain, God instructs man as follows : "Hatred,
therefore, is evil, for it constantly mteth vdth lying, speak-
2
ing against the truth, ••• and causeth the light to he darkness'^
God will "bring forth in shining light those who have loved lly
holy name And they shall see those who were horn in darkness
3
led into darlaiess while the ri^teoas shall be resplendent."
Enoch's departure is described thus:
when Enoch had talked to the people,
the Lord sent oat darkness, and it
covered those men standing and talking
v/ith Enoch, and they took Enoch up
on the highest heaven, v;here the Lord
is; and he received him and placed
him before his face, and the darlcness
went off from the earth, and light
came again*
b» The below over against the above * The dualism
mentioned before is further characterized by the idea of the
below and the above, and by the ascending and descending of
men and angels* Thus Ezra tells us "into the deep I have not
descended, nor as yet gone down into Hades; neither to heaven
5
have I ever ascended, nor entered Paradise*" I* Enoch makes
6
aj^els descend "and the lamentations of men are ascending." As
a further illustration of this contrast II. Enoch tells us that
!• II* Bsruoh
.
18.
2. Gad, 5:1.
3. I* Enoch
.
108: 12,15.
4. II. Ehoch
.
67:2.
5. ibid., 4:8.
6. ibid., 4:8.
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Satan and his angels endeavored to scale the throne a£ God*
"And one from oat of the order of angels, having turned av/ay
with the order that was under him, conceived an impossible
thought, to place his throne higher than the clouds above the
1
earth, that he mi^t become eqiial in rank to my power." As
Satan dwelleth down below, so the "Great Glcry" dwelleth far
2
above all holiness. Ezra is of the opinion "that perchance
thou wouldest have said to me; into the deep I have not
descended, nor as yet gone down into Hades; neither to heaven
3
have I ever ascended, nor entered Paradise." The contrast
between the below and above is further emphasized by II. Enoch .
He reports, "and three of them (angels) went down on to earth
4
from the Lord's throne." On another occasion Enoch says:
"GrO thou up higher and fix "ttiyself high above the throne and be
5
a foundation to the highest things." Again Bioch is told: "G-o
thou down below, and make thyself firm, and be for a foundation
6
for the lov/er things." Baruch is observing four angels at the
corners of the earth, "and another angel began to descend from
heaven." In his awe of Grod Baruch exclaims: "thou explore st
the limit of the heights, and thou scrutinize st the depths of
8
the darkness."
1. ibid., 29:4.
2« Levi , 3:4.
3. IV. Ezra , 4:8.
4. II. Enoch
.
18:4.
5. ibid., 25: 4,5.
6. ibid., 26:3.
7. II. Baruch
.
6:5.
8. ibid., 48:5.
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o» Satan over against God This dark world oonstLtues
the sphere of Satan's kingdom. Eere he claims to be supreme
rioler. He is called Beliai*, Mastema, Azazel, Satan, and Spirit
of Deceit* The man who is under his rule must obey him, Simeon
confesses: "and I set my mind against him to destroy him, be-
cause the prince of deceit sent forth the spirit of ^alousy and
1
blinded my mind, so that I regarded him not as a brother*"
Judah likewise complains: "and the prince of deceit blinded me,
and I sinned as a maai and as flesh, being corrupted through sins;
2
and I learnt my own weakness while thinking myself invincible*"
On the other hand "if the soul inclines toward evil, all its
actions are in wickedness, and it driveth away the good, and
cleaveth to the evil, and is ruled by Beliar; even though it
3
works what is good, he perverteth it to evil." Issachar,
speaking to his children, predicts, "that in the last times your
sons will forsake singleness, and will cleave unto insatiable
desire; and leaving guilelessnes s will draw near malice; and
forsaking the commandments cf the Lord, they will cleave unto
4
Beliar." During the same period the devil shall be cursed
by both angels and men, "and Grod shall be dishonoured among
the Gentiles through him, and the devil shall make him as his
5
own peculiar instrument." Guiding the lives of his subjects
!• Simeon , 2:7.
2. Judah
.
19:4.
3» Asher
.
1:8.
4» Issachar
, 6:1.
5. Haphatali
.
8:6.
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the devil
taught men to make swords, knives,
and shields, and breastplates •••
And there arose much godlessness,
and they committed fornication, and
they were led astray, and became
corrupt in all their ways*'^
The devil is not satisfied only to lead men astray; he also
leads aiigels astray and makes them his subjects. His function
3
is usually |hreefold: to tempt to evil, to accuse the fallen
before God, and to punish the condemned. V/hen Enoch saw the
wicked suffering he asked who they v/ere. And he answered;
"these are Crod's apostates who obeygd not Gk)d»s commands ••••
And turned away with their prince." Finally, however, the
prince of evil receives his punishment.
Bind Azazel hand and f oot , and
place him in darkness. Place
upon him rough and jagged rocks
,
and cover him with darkness and
let him there abide forever and
cover his face,^that he may not
see the light.
The good men of this earth are aware of the rule of
Beliar; consequently they admonish their children to do good,
8
"and every spirit of Beliar shall flee from yoti." Dan
|
instructs his children to observe "the commandments of the Lord,
and keep his law; depart from wrath, and hate lying, that the
9
Lord may dwell among you, and Beliar may flee from you."
!• I. Enoch
.
8:2-3. 6» II. aioch
.
7:3.
2» ibid., 54: 6; 69:5o 7. I. Enoch
.
10: 4,5.
3» ibid., 69: 4. 8. Isaachar
.
7:7.
4. ibid., 40: 7. 9. Dan, 5:1.
5. ibid., 53:3.

Finally, "fear the Lord, my children, and "beware o£ Satan and
1
his spirits." It is the "belief of Naphtali that "if ye keep
silence in purity of heart, ye shall understand how to hold
fast the will of Ood, and to cast away the v/ill of Beliar."
Even though Satcui rules, "the inclination cf the good man is
not in the power of...Beliar, for the angel of peace guideth
3
his soul#" As a final warning, "my children, . .flee the malice
of Beliar; for ne giveth a sword to them that obey him. And
4
the sword is the mother of seven feivils."
As there is a ruler of evil and darkness on earth, there
is a ruler of good and light in heaven. He is "the Most High..
Lord of Lords, G-od of Gods, King of Kings." He is also called
6
the Head of Days" who "seats himself on the throne of His glorj^'
7
the "king on the lofty throne," "the L-^rd manifold and incom-
8 9
prehensible ," "who hath forseen all things for ever." He has
10
not only forseen all things, "but he also "rules the world."
This he does in part "by hosts of angels who stand tefore his
11
lofty throne trera"bling. He "changes His angels to v^^ind and
12
fire by His v;ord. At his indigna-tion the mountains melt av/ay."
The pov/er and dominance of this heavenly ruler is further shwwn
by Brruch v/ho presents armies of angels ready to "minister in
13
their order quietly by Thy nod." When the Satans come to
1. Dan, 6:1. 8. ibid., 11:16.
2. ITaphtali, 3:1. 9. ii3id., 1^:13.
3. Benjamin
.
6:1. 10. ibid., 4:2.
4. ibid., 7:1,2. 11. iv, Ezra, 8:20.
5. I. Enoch, 10:4,5. i^. ibid., TT:22.
6» ibid./47i3. 13. II, Baruch, 48:10.
7. Assumption of Moses, 4:2.
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accuse men before Ood, Fanuel, a representative angel, prevents
1
them from appearing before GrOd»" Finally at the cominand of
the neavenly ruler, the angels "let loose all the powers of
2
water for des truction»"
d. Summai^, (1) There are two dominating elements in
apocalyptic dualism, namely, darkness and light* This world
is regarded as dajrk, both physically aid. morally. Such awful-
ness will move GrOd to destroy the ds-rk esTth and the men who
live in darkness. Li^t belongs to the higher realm, aiid
consequently is a force opposing cosmic and moral dsj?kness«
(2) The dark v/orM is regt^rded as the sphere of Satfm's king-
dom. Satan rules men and angels here until he is cast into
outer darkness. Against a Satanic rule v.e have the sovereignty
of (rOd. He dwells in the liighest heaven and rules by powers
executed by a multitude of angels. (3 ) Opposing the terrestlal
below, a v/orld of mortal man is a celestial above, a realm for
an immortal (Jod. There is a gulf fixed between nadir and zenitl:
which only the angels overcome by descending and ascending.
E. Tlie conception of Gfod is of striking importance in
apocalyptic thought. The idea of a distant GrOd dominates the
thinking of apocalyotic writers. RixLolf Kittel writes:
1. I, Enoch, 40:7o
2. ibid., 66:lo
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^la. der itpokalyp tik ist Gott weithin der V/eltentrliokte,
1
UnnahlDare." Indeed he is "welt entrttckt" and if he is seen at
all it is from a distance. Thus in a vision Enoch sees "The
2
Holy One in the heavens •"
a# The (Transcendence of Ood is pictured not only in
3
terms of distance; God is thought of also as the "Most High»"
In the uppermost heaven the Lord dwells in a crystal palace of
4
fire, into which not even the angels may enter. Such tran-
scendence is not spoken of elsewhere. God is also "Lord of all,
5
King of the lofty throne." Daniel too thinks of God as the
6
"Ancient of days" sitting on this throne. The angel speaks
in II. Enoch thus: "Do not fear, and he showed me the Lord from
7
afar, sitting on His very hi^ throne." Levi also "saw the
8
holy temple and upon a throne of glory the Most High." Ezra
9
also "began to address the Most High" from a distance. l/Vhen the
apocalyptist in Ezra is desirous of knowing more about God, the
angel asks Him, "think est thou to comprehend the way of the Most
High, or seek oat the decree of his Judgment?""^^ Yet the seer
-in II. Baruch"should cause praises and hallelujahs to ascend to
11
Thee." And in return the worshipper is invited; "stand upon
I
1© R.Kit tel. Pro "bleme des Spat Jul enturns und urchilstentums
,
p.45»
2. I. Enoch, 1:2.
3. ibid., 60:22; Levi, 3:10; 5:1; 8:15 and others.
4. ibid., 14:9-23.
6. Assumption of Moses, 4:2.
6. Daniel. 7:9.
7. II. Enoch, 20:3.
8. Levi, 5:1.
9. lY. Ezra, 1:3.
10. ibid., 4:1, 5:34.
11. II. Baruch, 54:7.
..

thy feet, BainiGh, and heftr the word of the mighty God.""^ Bat as
he meditates upon his word he exclaims, "but how, 0 Lord my
Lord, will I comprehend Thy Judgment, or who will search out
2
the profoundness of Thy way?" Levi agrees with Enoch and
Baruch that "in the highest of all (heavens) dwelleth the Great
3
Olory, far above all holiness*" It is the experience of Levi
that as the Lord looketh upon us, all of us are shaken; yea the
heavens, and the earth, and the abysses are shaken at the
4
presence of His majesty*" The awe-inspired Levi would surely
Join with Enoch in the words, "Blessed be Thou, 0 Lord, Kiiig,
Great and mighty is Thy greatness. Lord of the whole creation
5
of the heaven. King of kings and Gtod of the whole world*"
In spite of God's distance from man the author of II*
Enoch claims that "on the tenth Heaven *•• I saw the appearance
of the Lord's face, like iron made to glow in fire, and brou^t
out, emitting sparks ••• Thus I saw the Lord's face, but the
Lord's face is ineffable, marvellous and very awful, and very,
6
very terrible*" Daniel gives another description; "His raiment
was v4iite as snow and the hair of his head like pure wool; his
7
throne was fliy flames, and the wheels thereof burning fire*"
!• II* Baruch
.
13:2*
2» ibid*, 14:8,9.
3» Levi
,
3:4*
4. ibid*, 3:9*
5* I* Enoch
.
84:2*
6. II* Enoch
.
22:1.
7. Daniel. 7:9.
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1
!• Encx5h has a similar impression of CJod the "Heads of Days,
1
His head is white and pure as wool."
Still other designations for G-od appear often. "The
E
Great and Holy One," is foand frequently. The "Great One"
occurs in I. Enoch, 104:1. "I swear to you ... "by the glory of
3
the Great and Honoured and Llighty One." Daniel calls him the
4
"God of Heaven." Enoch again calls: ""bring our cause before
the Most High. And they said to the Lord of the ages: L02rd of
5
Lords, God of gods, kii^ cf kiiigs." Another expression of
6
frequent occurrence is "Lord of Spirits." Enoch ""blessed the
7
God of Glory, the Eternal Kijqg^" For Baruch God is "the Lord
8
most High," and "our Creator."
"b.. Intermediaii.es* A distant God is "by his very nature
unable to touch this world and is consequently in need of inter-
mediaries. Indeed the apocalyptic heavens swarm with angels.
The author of I. Enoch reports: "and after that I saw thousands
of Hiousands and ten thousand times ten thousand, I saw a
multitude beyond number and reokonixig who stood before the
9
Lord of Spirits." Daniel also speaks of thousands of
thousands, who ministered unto him, "and ten thousand times ten
thousand stood before him."^^ Another description is
1. I. Enoch. 71:10.
2. ibid., 10:1; 14:1; 12:2 etc.
3. ibid., 103:1,2.
4» Daniel, 2:18.
5» I. Enoch, 9:3.4.
6* ibid"., 37:4; 38:4,6; etc.
7. ibid.* 25:7;
8. II. Baruch. 14:15; 6:5*
9o I. EnocH. 40:1. cf. 60:1.2; 70:8*
10. Daniel, 7:10.
t
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found in II» Enoch 21:1, "and the cherubin> and seraphim
standing about the throne ••• doing his will, and cover his
whole throne, singing with gentle voice before the Lord's face."
On another occasion we read "in the midst of the heavens I saw
armed soldiers serving the Lord, with tympana and organs, with
incessant voice and various singing, viiich it is impossible to
1
describe*" Baruch tells us tiiat (Jod rules "with great thought
the hosts that stand before thee; also the countless holy beings
which Thou didst make from the beginning of flame and fire,
2
which stand around Thy throne* Thou rialest with indignation*"
The power and dominance of this heavenly ruler are further shown
by Baruch who reports armies of angels ready "to minister in
3
their order quietly at Thy nod»"
The functions of angels are various* The names and
activities of the seven archangels are as follows:
Uriel who is over the world and over
Tartarus* Raphael* •* Vi/ho is over the
spirits of men* Rogael.**who is
vengeance on the worM of the luminaries*
Michael* *»who is to watch over the best
part of mankind and over chaos*
Saragael* . .who is set over the spirits*.*
Gabriel.** who is over Paradise and
the serpents and the Gherubein* Remiel
whom God set over those who rise*^
The angels have further cosmic functions* They are appointed
over seasons and years, rivers and sea, "over every grass.
1* II. Ihoch. 17:1.
2. II. Baru<4i. 21: 5.6.
3. ibid., 48:10*
4. I* BiOGh, 20.

giving food to all," angels who "write all the souls of men and
all their deeds and their lives before the Lord's face."*^ By day-
fifteen myriads of angels attend the sun, by ni^t a thousand,
"a hundred angels kindle the sun and set it alight
One of the important functions c£ angels as far as man
is concerned is the act of intercession* Thus Dan invites his
children to "draw near unto God and unto the angel that inter-
cedeth for you, for he is a mediator "betv/een Grod and man, and
for the peace of Israel he shall stand up against the kingdom
3
of the enemy." Enoch hears one of the archangels "pray and
intercede for those who dwell on the earth and supplicate in
4
the name of the Lord of Spirits." Levi strongly believes in
mediating angels. He holds that there are "archaiigels who
minister and make propitiation to the Lord for all the sins
6
of ignorance of the righteoaa." In one of the heavens are
the "angels who bear answers to the angels of the presence of
6
the Lord." There is also an angel "who inter cedeth for the
7
nations of Israel that they may not be smitten utterly."
Still other angels are for battle and punishment. "And
in those days the angels shall return and hurl themselves to
the east upon the Parthians and Medes . They shall stir up the
kings, so that a spirit of unrest shall come upon them, and
100
1. II. Enoch, 19: 3,4,5,
2. ibid., 11: 4,5.
3. Dan, 6:1.
4. II. Enoch
.
40:6.
5. Levi, 3:5.
6» ibid., 3:7.
7. ibid., 5:6.
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Ithey shall rouse them from their thrones, that they may break
1
forth as lions from their lairs." The angels will also assist
in the judgment* "In the valley of judgnent there are also
angels of punishment .. .preparing all the instruments of Satan."
Again, "in those days the angels shall descend into the secret
places and gather together into one place all those vdio brought
3
down sin," that is, the angels who lusted after the daughters
4
of men and so introduced sin in the world* The author of
I. Enoch mentions twenty-one fallen angels; he adds: "and these
are the chiefs of their ajigels and their names, and their chief
5
ones over hundreds and over fifties and over tens." Finally
Enoch sees "the hosts of the angels of punishment going, and
they held scourges and chains of iron and bronze... for the
followers of Azazel that they may be cast into the chasm of the
6
abyss of the valley."
c. Summary > These findings may be stated as follows:
(1) GrOd is conceived as being transcendent. He is far away
from the activities of human life, but he is nevertheless Lord
Of all, awe-inspiring and to be feared. The Most High, the Lord
of Spirits, is seated on a lofty throne in a crystal palace of
fire. (2) Since God is so far removed from the world and ipan,
!• I. Enoch
.
5:7,8.
2. ibid., 53: 2,3*
3. ibid., 100:4a.
4* ibid., 6:2.
5. ibid., 69:3.
6. ibid., 56:1,3.
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he needs intermediaries to cariy out instructions. Multitudes
of angels are l)efore the throne of G-od» Their functions are
numerous: some serve in the promotion of the seasons, some have
general charge over the activities of men, others transmit
communications between man and GrOd* Strange as it may seem
angels also serve as agents of punishment.
3. The idea of the age is deeply significant to the
apocalyptist. As a matter of fact the idea of the age is really
a conception of two ages, namely, the present age and the future
1
age. (xOd is spoken of as "the Lord of the ages." Barudi
admonishes his contemporaries; "prepare your hearts for that
which before ye believed, lest ye come to be in bondage in both
Z
worlds." Another apocalyptist states explicitly that "the
3
Most High has made not one age but two."
a. That the present age is evil is the contention of the
apocalyptist. "0 Lord, my Lord, lol the years of this time
are few and evil, and who is able in his little time to acquire
4
that which is measureless." Furthermore, the present world is
hopeless, defiled with evil. Such being the case "everything
that is corruptible shall pass away, and everything that dies
shall depart, and all the present time shall be forgotten,
6
nor shall there be any remembrance of the present time." II.
Baruch continues later "all healthinesses of this time are
102
1. I. Enoch
.
9:4.
2. II. Baruch
.
83:8»
3. IV. Ezra. 7:51.
4. II. Baruch
.
16.
5. ibid., 44:8,9.

ttirniiag into diseases, and all mi^t of this time is turning
into weakness, and all the force of this time is turning into
impotence, and every energy of youth is turning into old age
1
and consummation." To the ri^teous "this world, is a world
2
of strife ani labor v/ith much trouble." Even Isaiah believed
that the earth "mourneth and fadeth away, the world languisheth
ajid fadeth away,.., the earth also is polluted under the in-
habitants thereof; because they have transgressed the laws,
3
violated the statues, broken the everlasting covenant." Again
he complains: "all joy is gone. In the city is left desolation,
4
aM the gate is smitten with destruction." Ezra is of the
opinion that "the world has lost its youth, the times begin to
wax old. For the world-age is divided into twelve parts; nine
of it are passed already, ••. and there remain of it two parts
5
besides the half of the tenth part." Indeed he claims on
6
another occasion "this age is full of sorrow and impotence."
There is a good deal of anxiety among apocalyptic be-
lievers as to the length cf the present age. In I. Enoch it is
ten thousand years; in the Assumption of Moses it is only five
thousand years. Baruch is anxious to know "how long will that
which is corruptible remain, and how long will the time of
103
1. ibid., 83,10-12.
2. ibid., 15:8.
3« Isaiah , 24: 4,5.
4, ibid., 24: 11,12,
5, r\r. Ezra. 14:10-11.
6, ibid., 4:27.
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mortals "be prospered, and until what time will those who
1
transgress in the world be polluted with rmich wickedness*" Ezra
inquires: "whether there be more to come than is past?" He
receives a partial answer when the Lord tells him, "consider for
thyself, for as the rain is more than the drops, and as the fire
is greater than the smoke, so has the measure of what is past
exceeded by far, but there are still left over, the drops and
2
the smoke •" At another time Ezra questions "how long are we
to remain here? When cometh the fru.it upon the threshing floor
3
of our reward?" The angel of the Lord exhorts him to be
4
patient. "Thy haste may not exceed that of the Most Hi^."
Again Ezra is carried away by his anxiety; this time he inguirei^
"what shall mark the parting asunder of the times* Wien shall
5
the end of the first (age) and the beginning of the second be?"
An answer to these questions is found in Baruoh; "God alone
6
knows the comaummation of the times before they come."
The idea of the consummation of the world is deeply
embedded in apocalyptic thinking* Even though Baruch departs
from this earth, he shall "be preserved unto the consummation
7
of the times*" At that time "vengeance shall be taken upon
Q
those who have done wickedness*" In the meantime the "age is
1* II. Baruch, 21:19.20*
2. IV* Ezra, 4:45,50*
3* ibid., 4:35.
4. ibid., 4:34.
5. ibid*, 6-7*
6. II* Baruch, 21:8.
7. ibid., 76:3.
8. ibid., 54:21.
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hastening fast to its end."^"^ For he has "weighed the age in
2
the balance and vdth measure has measured the times." Baruch
says: "let us remember what has been promised to us in the end.
For the end of times and of the seasons and whatsoever is with
1
3
them shall assuredly pass together." He believes further that
"the yoath of the worM is past, and the strength of the
creation already exhausted, and the advent of the times is very
short. Yea, liiey have passed by, aM the pitcher is near to
the cistern, and the ship to the port, and the course of the
4
Journey to the city, and life to its consummation." Baruch
holds that even "the dead when they are raised shall know that
the time has come of which it is said, that it is the con-
5
isumraation of the times."
The crisis that accompanies the passing of this age is
vividly described. "When in the world there shall appear
guakings of places, tumult of peoples, scheming of nations,
6
confusions of leaders, disquietude of princes," then the end
is here. Baruch informs his readers: "this therefore shall
be the sign. When a stupor shall seize the inhabitants of
the earth, and they shall fall into many tribulations, and
again nfoen they shall fall into great torments." Furthermore,
in "that time men shall hope and not obtain, shall labour and
lo IV. Ezra, 4:26.
2. ibid., 4:36.
3. II. Baruch, 83:6.
4. ibid., bi>:10.
5. ibid., 30:3.
6. IV. Ezra, 9:3.
7. II. Baruch. 25:1-3.
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not prosper." Moreover, "the way of truth shall "be hidden
2
and the land "be "barren of f aith»" Besides these moral cal-
amities, "sTiddenly shall the sown places appear unsown, and
the full storehouses shall suddenly he found empty • Salt waters
shall be foiind in the sweet; friends shall attack one another
3
siJddenly." Then war shall come upon the earth and "whosoever
gets safe out of the war shall die in the earthquake and who-
! soever gets safe out of the earthquake shall "be "burned "by the
fire, and whosoever gets safe oat of the fire shall be destroyed
4
by famine*" Finally the earth "shall stagger like a drunken
man, and shall sway to and fro like a hammock .and it shall
5
fall and not rise again*" In II. Baruch the apocalyptist sees
it rain black water "and fire was mingled with them and where
6
those waters descenied they wrought devastation and destruction."
Ezra adds to this confusion;
then shall the sun suddenly shine
forth by night and the moon by day;
and blood snail trickle forth from
wood, and the stone utter its voice.
The peoples shall be in commotion,
the outgoings of the stars shall
change. . .arid the earth o'er wide
regions shall open, and fire burst
forth for a long period; the v/ild
beasts shall desert their haunts
and women bear monster s. •••• .Such
are the signs I (angel) am permitted
to tell thee;
.t* thou shalt 7
hear again greater "things than these.
1. IV. Ezra , 4:12.
2* ibid77T:1.2.
3. ibid., 4:22.
4* II. Baruch
.
70:8.
5« Isaiah
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"b. The temporary kiiigcLom will be established at the end
of the present age. "It is a compromise between the older
prophetic view v/hich looked for a final consummation of felicity
on the present earth, and the later transcendental view which
transferred it to a futiire age, after the destruction of the
1
present order." When the temporary kingdom arrives, God will
"transform the heaven and make it an eternal blessing and light.
And I will transform the earth and make it a blessing. And I
will cause Mine elect ones to dwell upon it. But the sinners
2
and evil-doers shall not set foot thereon." Long life and
happiness is the assurance for the righteous. They
shall live till they beget thousands
of children. And all the days of
their youth and their old age shall
they complete in peace, iuid then
shall the v/hole earth be tilled in
righteousness, and shall all be
planted with trees and be full of
blessing.... And all the children
of men shall become rij^teous, and
all nations shall offer adoration
and shall praise Me, and all shall
worship Me.*^
lEhis kingdom Enoch describes in poetic fashion; "And in those
days shall the mountains leap like rams, and the hills also
shall skip like lambs satisfied with milk, ani the faces of
4
the angels in heaven shall be lighted up with ^oy." The
duration of this kii^gdom is variously conceived. Ezra makes it
5
"four hundred years;" while John makes it one thousand years.
1. R.H. Charles. Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, p. 582.
2. I. Enoch, 45:4.b.
3. ibi^TTTTO: 17-22.
4. ibid., 51:4-5.
6» 17 » Ezra, 5.
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o* When the new age finally arrives, then "that which
is oorrupti"ble shall perish, ••• evil blotted out, and deceit
extinguished; faithfulness shall flourish ••• and truth, which
for so long a time has been without fruit shall he made
1
manifest*" According to II» Enoch all time shall perish,
and "there will "be neither months nor days nor hours, they
will "be stuck together and will not be counted. There will be
one Aeon, and all the ri^teous who shall escape the Lord's
great ^dgment, shall be collected in the great Aeon for the
ri^teous the great Aeon will begin, and they will live
2
eternally." To live eternally is the share of the righteous,
3
ajid to them "will be given the world to come." "His kingdom
will" not be confined to nations but it will "appear throughout
4
all His creation." The greatest good to come to the
righteous will be eternal life. Enoch has received this insight
"according to the good pleasure of the Lord of Spirits by whom
5
the lot of eternal life has been given to me." Another
apocalyptic writer shares the same idea:
there v/ill be one Aeon, and all the
ri^teous who shall escape the Lord's
great ju3.gment shall be collected in
xhe great Aeon, for the righteous the
great Aeon will begin, and they will
live eternally, and then too there
v/ill be amongst them neither labour.
1. IV. Ezra
, 6:27.
2. II. Enoch
,
65:6,7.
3. II. Earuch ^ 44:15o
4. Assumption of Moses, 19:1; 1. Enoch, 10:17> II .Baruch ,29 :5.
5» I. Enoch
. 37:4o

nor need, nor violence ,nor night , nor
darkness, "but great light .-^
Baruch agress with the other apocalyptic v/riters that the
righteous will "be "atle to acquir*e aM r|ceive the world which
does not die, which is promised to thera"»
d» Summary
>
The conception of the age may he stjiq-
marized then as follows: (1) The age is divided into the
present age and the age to come* (2) The present age is evil
and corrupt; consequently it must "be destroyed. After a period
of crises (Jod himself vdll end the present age catastrophically,
and he will usher in the nev/ age. (3) The anxious apocalyptist
does not learn v/hen the end will come, hut he is assured that
it is at hand. In the meantime he is to he patient. (4) Some
of the apocalyptic writers introduce a temporary kiiigdom.
Messianic woes precede the coming of this kingdom, which is
however, to last for only a short time. (5) In the new age
all evil is removed; even time shall perish. The new age
will be eternal and prepared for the ri^teous. The kingdom
will "be universal. Those who enter the new age v/ill receive
"the lot of eternal life."
4. The conception of salvation is another characteristic
feature of apocalyptic thought. Since the apocal^tic seer is
absorhed in the coming age of salvation, he is inclined to for-
get the present. But he does regard a number of steps as
necessary for the preparation of the catastrophic salvation,
a. Preparatory steps . Ezra tells us that "God did
109
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2. II. Baruch
.
51:3.
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surely oommajad them that came into the worn, vvhen they came,
nfcat they should do to live, and what they should observe to
1
avoid punishment." Thus man is free to choose "between life
and death. Having inquired about the punishment of the wicked,
Ezra is advised to ask "how the ri^teous shall he saved, ••.
and he answered me and said: "As is the ground, so the sowings;
as are the flowers, so are the colours; as is the workman, so
Z
is the work; as is the husbandman, so is the threshing floor."
In other words a man's deed v/ill tell tiie kind of man he is.
Faphtali puts it succinctly: "as his soul so also is his word
either in the law of the Lord or in the law of Beliar." 3Ihat
man is confronted with two waj'-s may be further illustrated;
"two ways hath GrOd given to the sons of men, and two inclina-
tions, and two kinds of action, ..and two issues. Therefore all
things are by twos, one over against the other. For there are
two ways of good and evil." Judah tells his children, that two
spirits wait upon man, the spirit of truth and the apirit of
5
deceit." Man is shown two ways, "the light and the darkness,
6
and I told him, this is good and that bad." Before Levi
departs he exhorts his children, "ye have heard all; choose,
therefore, for yourselves either the light or the darkness,
7
either the law of the Lord or the works of Beliar."
1
1
1. IV. Ezra, 7.
Z. IV. Ezra, 9:13«
3» Kaphatali, 2:6.
4. Ashor, 1:3.
5. Judah., 20:1.
6. II. Enoch, 30:14 also I. Enoch, 104:8»
7» Levi, 19:1.
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Another preparatory act of salvation ia repentance. "Hia
name should be called upon until the day of repentance in the
"Visitation vwherewith the Lord will visit them in the consumma-
1
tion of the end of the days»" The kings and the mighty will
ask in vain for repentance on the last day; "we long for a
little rest "but find it not in the day of our siiffering
and tribalation» He saves us not , and we find no respite for
2
confession*" Men are repeatedly admonished to prepare their
souls y
so that when ye sail and asceni from
the ship ye may have rest and not be
condemned when ye depart* For lol when
the 'Most Hi^ will "bring to pass all
these things there shall not then be
again (a place of repentance) a limit
to the times ncr a duration for the
hours, nor a change of ways, nor a
place for prayer, nor sending of
petitions, nor receiving of knowledge,
nor giving of love, nor supplica-
tion for offences, nor intercession
of the fathers, nor help of the
righteous*"^
b» Universal salvation is extended to every man by G-od
himself. "And by thee and Judah shall the Lord appear among
4
men, saving every race of men." Universal salvation is several
times affirmed in Levi. We read that "the Lord shall visit all
5
the Grentiles in His tender mercies for ever." The people of
the earth are told to "keep the commandments of (Jod, \mtil the
6
the Lord shall reveal His salvation to all Gentiles."
1. Assumption of Moses
.
1:17.
2» I. Ii^^och. 65;6.8;
3. Levi
.
2;1.
4. TSicT., 4:4.
5. Benjamin
.
10:5©
6. Dan
. 6i7«
r'xie.
This universal offer of salvation takes on the definite
forms of works and faith* Accordingly:
every one that shall then fee saved,
and shall "be alDle to escape on ac-
comt of his work, or his faith "by
which he has "believed, such shall
sxirvive from the perils afore-said,
and shall see my salvation in my
land, and within my Id orders which
I have sanctified for myself
eternally*-'-
Faith as a means for salvation is again mentioned, but good
works are more important for salvation* "The light of the law,,
Z
was given to lighten every man." Those who have "been "saved
hy their works, and to whom the Lord has "been now a hope, and
understandi j:^, and expectation, and wisdom, a confidence, shall
3
wonders appear in their time." The works of the righteous
4
"are to this city as a firm pillar." Again, "the righteous
Justly hope for the end, ••• "becauae they have with Thee a
5
store of works preserved in treasuries." The author of Baruch
6
praises those who have "been "justified in my Law." (Jod who
"brings the peril at the end "will himself keep them that fall
into the peril, even such as have works and faith toward the
7
Most High." The righteous has"a treasure of works laid up
8
with the Most High."
1. rv. Ezra
.
7:131.
2. Levi, 14:4.
3. II. Baruch
.
51:7.
4. ibidTTTTH.
5. ibid. J 14:12.
6. ibid., 51:3.
7. IV. Ezra, 13:23.
8. ibid., 7:77.
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Even with faith and good works man finds the path to
the future world narrow and difficult. The apoealyptist
illTostrates it in the following manner:
there is a sea lying in a wide ex-
panse so that it is "broad and vast,
"but the entrance thereto lies in a
narrow space so as to be like a river*
He then, that really desireth to go
upon the sea to behold it if he
pass not throagh the narrow part,
how shall he be able to come into
the broad?-**
Yet he who shall "have survived all these things that I have
foretold unto thee, he shall be saved and I shall see my
salvation, •• .and the men who have been taken up viho have not
tasted death (those taken up into heaven without death) from
their birth, shall appear* Then shall the heart of the in-
habitants of the world be c^ianged, and be converted to a
2
different spirit*"
c* Catastrophic conception of salvation* Althou^
man by being faithful, has a part in securing salvation, it is
GrOd, who brings salvation suddenly when the time of this age
is fulfilled* "For he has weighed the age in the balance, and
with the measure has measured the times, and by number has
numbered the seasons; neither will he wave nor stir things till
3
the measure appointed be fulfilled*" There is a note of
pathos in the apparent pre-determination by Ood who says
that "this age the Most High has made for many, but the
1* ibid., 7:4*
2* ibid., 6:25*
3* ibid*, 4:36*
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age to Gome for few.""'' And even the few that are saved ex-
perience salvation primarily because of special efforts on the
part of God. "And (I) saw and spared (some) with very great
difficulty, and saved me a grape out of a cluster, and a plant
2
out of a forest." Thus the "coming age shall bring delight
3
to few, but torment to many." And God will rejoice over the
few that shall be saved, inasmuch as they it is that make my
glory prevail now already and through them my name is now al-
4
ready named with praise." Dan makes the promise that "there
shall arise unto you from the tribe of (tJudah and of) Levi
the salvation of the Lord, and he shall make war against Beliar^
5
and execute an everlasting vengeance on our enemies." Enoch
is confident that "the righteous and elect shall be saved on
that day (day of judgment) and they shall never thence forward
6
see the face of the sinners."
The faithful will rejoice when they enter the land of
salvation. They will say: "this is our God; we have waited
for him, and he will save us; this is Jehovah, we have waited
7
for him, we will be glad and rejoice in his salvation." Baruch
8
is rejoicing because his "redemption has drawn nigh." Like-
wise the author of IV. Ezra: "I will rejoice over the creation
9
of the righteous,... and their salvation." Indeed, whosoever
lo ibid., 8:1.
2. ibid., 9:21.
3. ibid., 7:47.
4. ibid.. 7:60.
5. Dan. 5:10.
6* I. ^och, 62:14.
7. Isaiah, 25:9.
8. II. BaruGh, 23:7.
9. IV. Ezra, 8:40.
-
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shall have survived all these thij::^s (v/oes) ••• he shall "be
1
saved and shall see my salvation*" Then the ways of the
f\itare world are troad and safe and yield the fruit of immortal
-
2
ity."
d. Summary. The salient features in apocalyptic sal-
vation may be summarized in the following manner. (1) All men
are free to choose iDetween salvation and condemnation, "betv/een
light and darkness. (2) Salvation is universal. It is offered
to Israelites and Grentiles alike. Repentance, good v/orks, and
faith are suggested as means for obtaining salvation. (3) In
view of the evil age God will make a special effort to save
a few, while the multitude will perish. This will "be done "by
catastrophic action on the part of (Jod. (4) Final salvation
is an escape from this world and v;ill "be enjoyed in the new
age of endless peace and joy.
5. QIhe Messiah concept is an essential element of apoc-
alyptic thought. In the apocalyptic scheme the Messiah is nec-
essarily connected vath the temporary kingdom. It is here v/herd
he assumes significance and not in the final age. This concept
may "be treated under several headij:^E»
a. The pre-existent Messiah. There ai^e frequent
references to a pre-existent Messiah in apocalyptic literature.
Enoch tells us that "the Son of Man v/as named in the presence
!• ibid., 6:25»
2. ibid., 7:13.
fr-
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of the Lord of Spirits, aM hia name before the Head of Days*
Yea before the sun and the signs were created, before the stars
of the heaven were made. His name was named before the Lord
1
of Spirits." In verse 6, ha.Ylag described the nature of the
Messiah, the author adds, "and for this reason hath he been
chosen and hidden before Him, before the creation of the world
2
for evermore." The following passage may also be interpreted
as referring to a pr e-exis tent Messiah*
And there I saw One who had a
head of days, and his head was
white like wool, and with Him
was another being v;hose count-
enance had the appearance of a
man, and his face was full of
graoiousnes s, like one of the
holy angels. And I asked the
aj:^el concerning that Son
of Man, who he was, and whence
he was, why he went v/ith the
Head of Days.^
In the same document v/e find this reference: "from
the beginning the Son of Man v/as hidden, and the Most High
preserved him in the presence of His might, and revealed him
4
to the elect." In another verse Enoch predicts that the
"kiJTgs and the mighty and all who possess the earth shall bless
5
and glorify and extol him who was hidden." Ezra also
implies a pre-existent Messiah. He presents God as saying:
1. I. Enoch, 48:3.
2. ibid., 48:6o
3. ibid., 46:1-2.
4. ibid., 62:6*
5. ibid., 62:7.

"lay Son the Messiah shall "be revealed together with those who
are with him, ard shall rejoice the survivors four hundred
1
years." The eame implication is found in II* Baruch. "imd
it will come to pass after these thin^-s, v;hen the time of the
advent of the Messiah is fulfilled •••He will return in glory."
The rise of the Messiah from an earthly source is also
an apocal^tic "belief • In Ezra we read: "And as for the lion
vdiom thou didst see roused from the wood ••• This is the
Messiah v/hom the Most High hath kept unto the end of the days,
3
who shall spring from the seed of David." Another writer
holds: "then shall the sceptre of my kingdom shine forth; and
from your root (Judah) shall grow a rod of righteousness to the
4
Gentiles to judge and to serve all that call upon the Lord,"
Levi also claims to give rise to the Messiah, "and there shall
arise unto you from the trite of ••» Levi the salvation of the
6
Lord, and he shall make war against Beliar."
b. Designations of the Messiah s The following names
are used in reference to the Messiah. He is the "Righteous
6 7
One;" the Elect One of Righteousness and of faith;" the
8 9
Elect One;" "Mine Elect One" occurs frequently; "His
10
Anointed" or Cairist "by interpretation; "Son of Man."
lo I. Ezra
.
7:28.
2. II. BarucAi
.
30:1.
3. IV. Ezra
.
12:31,32.
4. Jgjdah
, 24:5,6.
5. Dan, 5:10.
6. I. Enoch
.
38:2.
7o ibid., 39:6.
8m ibid., 40:5.
9. ibid., 45:3; 51:3,5; 52:6,9; 55:4.
10. ibid., 48:10.
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**!I!he oonfl-emned shall "bow in shame before that Son of Man."
Enoch speaks of him as that "Son of Man" sitting on the throne
of his glory. Daniel's passage is well known: "I saw in the
night visions and behold one like the Son of Man came with the
3
clouds of heaven." In Ezra the Messiah is indirectly spoHen
of as the son of God, but later God speaks of him as "My Son
4
the Messiah shall be revealed." lEhere is still another
reference in I. Enoch: "there shall be length of days with that
Son of Man, and the righteous shall have peace and an upright
5
way."
c. Functions of the Messiah. When the time of the con-
summation is here, "then the principate of the Messiah will be
6
revealed." Enoch pictures him as
mighty in all secrets of righteousness...
because the Elect One standeth before
the Lord of Spirits, and his glory is
for ever and ever, and his might unto
all generations. And in him dwells the
spirit of wisdom, and the spirit which
gives insist, and the„spirit of under-
standing and of mi^t.
Furthermore, this Son of Man "who hath ri^teousness , ...
8
revealeth all the treasures of that v/hich is hidden." Enoch
in his vision observes the Messiah standing before the Lord
9
of Spirits, then he appeared again and "seated himself on the
10
throne of his glory." On another occasion Enoch reports:
1. ibid., 63:11. 6o II. Baruch. 39:7.
E. Ibid., 60:10
,
46 : 2. 7^ Jinoch, 49:2-3.
3. Daniel. 7:13. 8. ibtfl 46-2.
4. IV. Ezra. 7:28. 9. ibid., 49:2.
5. I. Enoch. 71:17. 10^ ibid.^ 69:29.
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''And he aat on the throne cf his glory, and the sum of ^dgment
1
was given unto the Son of llan." And the kings and the mighty
"shall be downcast of countenance, and pain shall seize them,
when they see that Son of Man sitting on the throne of his
2
glcry«" Then those Tsdio rule the earth "shall how down hefore
him on their faces ••• and petition him and supplicate for
3
for mercy at his hands." Moreover, the Messiah "shall raise
up the kings and the mighty from their seats and he shall
put down the kii^s from their thrones and kingdoms "because
4
they do not extol and praise Him." Levi writes: "And Beliar
shall "be hound hy Him, and he shall give power to His children
6
to tread upon the evil spirits." I» Enoch goes even farther:
6
"and the word of his mouth slays all the sinners." That he
will he the diarapion of the righteous and reward them is
7
affirmed time and again.
d. Summary
. (1) The apocalyptists teach generally
a pre-existent Messiah. But if he is to be of earthly origin,
he ?/ill arise from the tribe of David, Judah, or Levi. (2)
The Messiah is spoken of as Uie Anointed, Righteous One, Elect
One, Mine Elect One, and Son of Man. (3) The functions of
1. ibid., 69:27.
2. ibid., 62:5.
3. ibid., 62:9.
4» ibid., 46:4-5.
5. Levi
.
18:12.
6. TTTnoch, 62:2.
7. ibid., 59:7; 48:4,7; 51:5; 53:6; 62:7,8,14,15.
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the Messiah are various* He is mighty in all secrets and re-
veals the truth. When he is seated on his throne all ^lodgment
is given to him» He separates the ri^teous from the v/icked,
binds Beliar, destroys the sinners, ajid rewards the righteous*
6* The Resurrection is closely associated with Judgment
in apocalyptic literature, "but we shall examine it separately
as another important element in apocalyptic thought*
a* Three views of the Resurrection are taught in the
apocalyptic literature* The first one of these is referred
to in II* Baruch *
Then all who have fallen asleep in
hope of Him shall rise again* imd
it shall come to pass at that time
that the treasures will "be opened
in which is preserved the niimber
of the souls of the righteous, and
they shall come forth, and a
multitude of souls shall te seen
together in one assemblage of one
thought, and the first shall re-
joice and the last shall not be
grieved* For they know that the
time has come of which it is said,
that it is the consammation of the
times* But ilie souls of the wicked
when they behold all these things,
shall then waste away the more* For
they shall know that their torment
has come^^and their perdition has
arrived*
The idea of a resurrection for all ri^teoas Israelites is
found again in I* Enoch, 92:3: "Let not your spirit be
troubled on account of the times; for the Holy and Great One
!• Baruch . 30.
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has appointed days for all things • And the ri^teous one
shall arise from sleep." And !• Snoch reaffirms: "the right eou^
shall arise from their sleep, and wisdom shall arise and be
1
given unto them", Isaiah, writes concerning the wicked: "they
are dead, they shall not live; they are deceased; they shall
2
not rise." But the prophet continues: "thy dead shall live,
my dead "bodies shall arise* Awake and sing, ye that dv/ell
in the diast, for thy dew is as the dew of herbs, and the earth
3
shall cast forth the dead*" The author of jTidah in the
following lines S'uggests a resurrection: "They who have died
in grief shall arise in joy, and they who were poor for the
Lord's sake shall be made rich, and they who are put to death
4
for the Lord's sake shall awake to life."
(2) There is no definite statement that the resiirrec-
tion referred to in Daniel and I. Enoch is limited to Israel,
but truly the thought expressed fits very readily into the
Jewish background. Here these passages v/ill be regarded as
referring to a resurrection of all Israel* "And many of them
that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to ever-
5
lasting contempt." I. Enoch speaks in a similar tone: "And in
those days shall the earth also give back that which has been
entrusted to it, and Sheol also shall give back that which it
1. I. Enoch, 91:10.
2. IsaiaA , 26:14*
3* ibid., 26:19*
4o Judah, 25:4*
5. D£ini6l, 12:2*
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1has received, aM hell shall give back that which it owes."
Baruch is req^iested:
write in the remembrance of thy heart
all that thou shalt learn. For the
ecjrth shall then assuredly restore the
dead, (which it now receives, in order
to preserve them)* It shall make no
change in their form, but as it has
received, so shall it restore them,
and as I delivered them unto it, so
shall it raise them. For them it will
be necessary to show to the livijig that
the dead have come to lt£'e again* Andg
those who had departed have returnedo
(3) Universal resurrection is taught in IV. Ezra and
''the earth shall restore those that sleep in her, and the dust
of those that are at rest therein, and the chambers shall
restore those that were committed unto them. • .and then shall
the Most Hi^ say to the nations that have been raised from the
3
dead look now and consider whom ye have denied. Benjamin is
likev/ise affirming a universal resurrection "and then shall
he see Enoch, IToah, and Shem, and Abraham, and Isaac, and
Jacob, rising on the ri^t hand in gladness. Then shall we
also rise each one over our tribe, worshipping the King of
Heaven... Then also all men shall rise, some unto glory and
4
some ujito shame." Ezra inquires; "How is it that thou hast
said to thy servant that thou will verily quicken all at once
the creation created by thee? If, thar^ they. ..shall indeed be
alive all at once, and creation shall be able to sustain them,
5it might even nov/ support them." I»ater on Ezra expresses the
1» I. Enoch, 51:1.
2. II. Bai-uQh. 50.
3. 17. iilzra
,
7:32^57*
4. Benjamin. 10: 6-8
•
5* IV/Ezral 5:46.
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confident hope: "for after death shall the Judgment come, when
TX
we shall onoe more live again." Barach predicts "that
corruption shall take those that belong to it, ajid life those
that belong to it* And the dust shall be called, and there
shall "be said to it: " Grive "back that which is not thine, and
raise up all that thou has kept until its time."
"b. Summary. In apocalypticism appear the following
teachings: (1) a resurrection of the righteous Israelites, (2)
a resurrection of all Israel, and (3) a ujiiversal resurrection.
7. The Judgment is a dominant element in apocalypticism*
A provisional Judgment will not be discussed here, but "the
rf
o
great Judgment in which the age shall be cons -uramated." Or
to use the words of Ezra: "the day of Judgment shall be the
end of this age and the beginning of the eternal age that is to
A
come." More definitely: "it shall come to pass, when they
have severally recognized those whom they now know, then
0
Judgment shall grow strong."
a. Anticipation of the Jud^^ent. The student of
apocalypticism finds a definite strain of expectation in the
ii 1. ibid., 14:35.2. II. Bsrucii. 42:7.8.
3. I. Enoch, 16:1.
4. IV. Ezra, 7:113.
5» II. Baruch, 50:4»
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writiJigs of the apocalyptist . Men everywhere, tut especially
the righteous are awaiting the day of Judgment, Enoch tells
us that "this fragrant tree no mortal is permitted to touch it
1
till the great Jud^ent»" Chapter 38 to 1. Enoch reiterates
the fact that the time of requital is comirig. V/hen that time
comes, "where then v/ill "be the dwelling of the sinners?" The
same strain reappears later, "for the sinners there is judg-
ment impending with Me, so that I shall destroy them from the
2
face of the earth*" It is further found in the 60th chapter:
"and when the day, and the power, and the p\inishment , and the
Judgment come, which the Lord of Spirits hath prepared for
those who worship not the righteous law, ... that day is pre-
pared, for the elect a covenant, hut for sinners an inq^uisitionU
In speaking to (rOd Enoch says: "upon the flesh of men a"bideth
4
Thy wrath until the great day of judgment*" This same apoca-
lyptist speaks emphatically to the sinners; "know ye that are
prepared for the day of destruction;" again, "ye are prepared
5
for the day of the great judgment*" The same spirit of warning
occurs again; "woe to them v/ho work unrighteousness and help
oppression, and slay their nei^bours until the day of the great
6
judgment*" Baruch agrees; "for the judgment of the Mighty One
7
shall "be made known*" Joel "believes, "put ye in the sickle;
1. I. aioch , 25:4*
2* ibid*, 45:6*
3* ibid., 60:6*
4. ibid., 84:4.
5* ibid., 98:10.
6. ibid., 99:15*
?• II* Barucg, 44:6.
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for the harvest is ripe; come, tread ye; for the winepress is
1
fall, the vats overflow; for their v^-ickedness is great 'i In a
poetic strain Baruch writes: "and in flame shall the meditations
of their reins be tried; for the ^"udge shall come and will not
2
tarry." Levi instructs his children ahout all the things they
should do and "v/hat things should "befall them until the day of
3
Judgment." .People are advised that "if ill-requitals feefall
you, return them not either to nei^bor or enemy, because the
Lord will return them f cr you and "be your avenger on the day
4
of great judgment."
Those that die "before the final ^dgment are to await
it in Shsol. Thus Enoch v;rites: "these hollow places have
been created for this very purpose, that the spirits of the
souls of the dead should assemble therein 'nd these
places have been mad.e to receive them till the day of their
5
judgment comes upon them." Again: "their spirits shall be
6
set apart ••. till the gretit day of judgment." The author of
II, Enoch lilcev/ise "saw hov^ the prisoners are in pain,
7
expecting the limitless Judgment." The fallen angels are al-
so assigned to the place of torment, "till the day of tlie great
1. Joel, 3:12.
2. IT. Baruch, 48:49.
3. Levi, 1:1.
4. TI, Enoch, 50:4*
5. I. Enoch. 22:3-4
6. ibid,, 22:11a
T. IT. Enoch. 40:12.
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^•udgment
Little is said concerning the place of Jadgment, "but
Enoch expects the ^dgment to take place in "a deep valley with
2
open raoaths ••• and the sinners shall be destroyed*" Joel is
of a similar opinion: "I v/ill gather all nations, and will
"bring them down into the valley of Jehoshaphat; and I will
3
execute Judgment upon them." The secrets of the thunder,
"and hm it resounds above in heaven,,., caused me to see the
4
Judgment executed on the earth."
!)• !ghe day of judgment . "That day is a day of wrath,
a day of trouble and distress, a day of wasteness and desolation,
5
a day of darkness and gloominess, a day of trumpet and alarm."
Furthermore, "all time shall perish, and the years. Thence-
forward there will be neither months nor days nor hours, they
6
will be stuck together and will not be counted." Moreover,
"all the luminaries shall be affrighted v/ith great fear, and
7
all the earth shall be affrighted and tremble and be alarmed."
This is not all; "there shall be a great shaking in the land,.,
so that the fishes of the sea and the birds of the heavens, and
the beasts of the fie Id, .. .shall shake at my presence, and the
mountains shall be thrown down, and the steep places shall fall,
1. I. Ehoch , 19:2o
2. ibid., {d3»
3. Joel, 3:2.
4. I. Enoch, 59:1,2.
5* Zephania
,
1:15,15.
6. II. Enoch
.
65:7*
?• I. Enoch, 102:1-2.
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and every wall shall fall to the ground*"^ Aooording to Levi
the day a£ jodgncnt will be here "when the rodfcs are being
rent, and the sun quenched, and the waters dried up, and the
fire cohering, and all creation troubled, and the invisible
2
spirits melting away." Another writer pictures the day thusi
and the earth shall tremble; to its
confines shall it be shaken; and the
high mountains shall be made low and
the hills shall be shaken and fall.
And the horns of the son shall be
broken and it shall be turned into
darkness; and the moon shall not give
her light, and be t\irned wholly into
blood. And the circle of the stars
shall be disturbed. And the sea
shall retire into the abyss
,
and the
fountains of waters shall fail, and
the rivers shall dry up.^
Joel is satisfied that "the sun and the moon are darkened,
and the stars withdraw their shining," but Ezra draws a
picture of complete annihilation;
for thus shall the Day of Judgment be;
wherein is neither sun, nor moon, nor
stars; neither clouds; nor thunder; nor
lightning; neither wind, nor rain-storm,
nor oloi3d-rack; neither darkness, nor
evening, nor morning; neither summer,
nor autumn... .save only the splendour.,
of the Most Hi^. *
On the human stage "compassion shall pass away, and
pity be far off, and lorgsirf*fer ing withdrawn but Judgment above
5
shall remain." According to Enoch, "in one place the fathers
!• Ezekiel, 38:19-20.
2. JjCVI, ^ll<t
3. Assumption of Mosee, 10:3-6.
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i
UE that "the holy Lord will come forth with wrath and chastise-
1
ment." Later the same thought is reiterated: "the Most High
will arise on that day of ^gment to execute great judgment
2
among sinners Levi also presents him as Judge; "now
therefore he it known that the Lord shall execute Jadgment upon
3
the sons of men»"
Sometimes apparently the same apocalyptic authors state
that the Messiah shall be the judge • Thus we read: "and he
sat on the throne of his glory and the sum of judgment was
committed unto him, the Son of Man, and he caused the sinners
4
and those who have led the world astray to pass away," Enoch
writes in another place: "and the Lord of Spirits placed the
Elect One on the throne of glory. And he shall judge all the
works of the holy above in the heaven, and in the balance shall
5
their deeds be weighed," Even though the Messiah is judging,
he is doing it in the name of the Lord* "He shall lift up his
countenance to judge their secret ways according to the word
6
of the name of the Lord of Spirits." The rulers of the earth
are informed that they shall behold "Mine Elect One, how he
sits on the throne of glory and judges Azazel and allhLa
»7 t!
associates, and all his hosts in the name of the Lord of Spirits
la ibid., 61:8.
2. I. Enoch, 100:4; 25:4.
3. Levi, 4:1.
4. Tnirioch, 61:8.
5» ibid., 61:9.
6. ibid., 61:9b.
7. ibid., 55:4.

ITo angel and no power is able to hinder God; "for He appoints
1
a j"udge for them all and He fudges them all before Him." When
the host of Beliar*s followers are put to death, "My Messiah
will convict him of all his impie ties •• .And afterwards he will
put him to death." The kii^s and the mighty are invited to
look up and "recognize the Elect One. And the Lord of Spirits
3
seated him on the throne of His glory."
Whether Grod or the Messiah is judge, the faithful have
4
confidence that "He is righteous also in His Judgment." lEhey
say "oup Lord is true in all His works, and in His Judgment,
5
and His Justice, and His Judgments have no respect of persons*"
During the Judgment GrOd "will appoint guardians from amongst
the holy angels to guard them as the apple of an eye, until he
6
makes an. end of all wickedness and all sin." On one occasion
it is even stated that the Lord will "deliver them into your
hands, that ye may execute Judgment, upon them according to
7your desires."'
d. Basis of Jud^ent . The Judgment itself shall not be
in darkness, but "when the Lord shall send a great light, then
there will be judgment for the Just and the unjost, and there
8
no one shall escape notice." Under this illumination "the
1* ibid., 41:9.
2. II. Baruoh
.
40:1,2.
3. I. Enoch
.
62; 1,2.
4. ibid., 50:4,5.
5. ibid., 63:8.
6. ibid., 100:5.
?• I. Enoch
.
95:3.
Q. II. Enoch. 46:3.
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1
books shall be opened in which are written the sins of all those
who have sinned, and again also the treasuries in which the
righteousness of all those who have been ri^teous in creation
1
is gathered." Ezra and Daniel agree that "the books shall be
opened before the face of the firmament," but Enoch employs
3
an angel to open "those books before the Lord of the sheep."
The recorded deeds in the books are not sufficient for
evidence
:
know ye that from the angels He v/ill
inquire as to your deeds in heaven,
from the sun and from the moon and
from the stars in reference to your
sins because on the earth ye execute
Judgment on the righteous. And He
will summon to testify against you
^
every cloud and mist and dew and rain.
e. The procedure of the Judge. How v/ill the Messiah
Judge? "On that day Mine Elect One shall sit on the throne
of glory and shall try their works, and their places of rest
5
shall be innumerable." But the actual execution of Judgment
is first done on the evidence presented.
In those days the Elect One shall arise,
and he shall choose the ri^teous and
holy from araoUg them. For the day has
drawn ni^ that they should be saved.
And the Elect One shall in those days
sit on My throne, and his mouth shall
pour forth all the secrets of wisdom
and counsel.^
1. II. Baruch, 24:1-2.
2. rV". Ezra, 6:20; Daniel. 7:10.
3. I. Enoch, 90:20.
4. ibid., 110: 10-13.
5. ibid., 45:3.
6. ibid., 51:2-3.
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He will Jud2;e not only on the "basis of recorded facts, "but "he
shall judge the secret things, and none shall "be able to utter a
1
lying word before him." The kings mid. the ralers of the
v^orld are informed that "the v/ord of his mouth slays all the
sinners, ... and ri^teousness is judged before him, and no
lying word is spoken before him." That he will judge by the
v/ord of his mouth is suggested again: "And all evil shall pass
av/ay before his face, and the word of that Son of Man shall go
forth and be strong before the lord of Spirits." Again we
read, "and v/hen He launches forth His v/ord against you will you
4
be affrighteO. and fear?" There is, moreover, another means of
judgment: "and after that the roots of unrigliteousness shall be
cut off, and tlie sinners, shall be stroyed by the sv/ord, ...
and those who plan violence and tliose who comi.iit blasphemy
5
shall perish by the sv/ord." Isaiah also believes that
"Jehovah with his hard and great and strong sv/ord will punish
Leviathtm the crooked serpent; anc. he will slay the mohster
6
that is in the sea." ITot only shall the serpent be destroyed
by the sv/ord, but the sinners shall also be killed "with the
7
sword." Even the righteous shall participate; "and a sword
sliall be given to it (righteousness) that a righteous jud^ent
1. ibid., 49:4.
2. T, Enoch, 62:23.
3. ibid., 69:29.
4. ibid., 102:1b.
5. ibid., 91:11.
6. Isaiah, 27:1.
7. I. Enoch. 99:16.
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may be executed on the oppressors, and sirmers shall "be
1
delivered into the hands of the righteous."
f • Universal judgment. What kind of Judgment v/ill it
"be? Shall it he confined to one race or nation? The answer
2
is that "there shall "be a Judgment upon all men." But dod
comes not alone: "heholdl He cometh with ten thousands of
3
Eis holy ones to execute Judgment upon all." Then he v/ill
4
"gather all nations." The author of II. Enoch "believes that
"when all creation, visible and invisible,... shall end then
5
every man goes to the great judgment ." Benjamin teaches that
the Lord shall Judge Israel ftt'st, for theii' UTirig^teousness , . .
.
6
and then shall He Judge all the Gentiles." Against this claim
of priority, we have Enoch's assertion that "the Judgment was
held first over the stars, and they were Judged and found
guilty, and v/ent to the place of condemnation, and they were
7
cast into an abyss, full of fire and flaming." Following the
stars, "there will be the great eternal Judgment, in which He
8
will execute vengeance amongst the angels." At another place
Enoch writes; "and He will imprison those angels, who have
9
shown unrighteousness in that burning valley." This Judgment
1. ibid., 91:12.
2. ibid., 1:7.
3. ibid., 1:9.
4. Joel, 3:2.
5» II. Enoch, 65:6.
6. Benjamin, 10:8.
7« T. Enoch, 90:24.
8. ibid., 91:15.
9. ibid., 67:4.
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of the angels shall be a testimony for the kings and the mighty
1
who possess the earth." On that day the kings will not save
2
themselves* In spite of their (king's) petition for mercy
"the Lord of Spirits will so press them that they shall hastily
go forth from Eis presence;" ••« moreover, "He will deliver them
3
to the angels for punishment, to execute vengeance on them."
Satan himself shall be judged: "Azazel, thou shalt have no peacet
:
a severe sentence has gone forth against thee to put thee in
4 5
' bonds," and from now on "you shall not ascend into heaven."
6
Hot only the contemporary but "all the generations of the world^
shall be Judged. In looking at the variety of powers that are
to be Judged we know that it will be a universal Judgment.
g. The rewards at the judgment* The wicked shall
receive their punishment on Judgment day. Beliar as the ruler
7
of the wicked "shall be cast into the fire for ever." "And
8
the dwelling of the rest who are many shall also be in fire."
Enoch agrees with Baruch that the wicked "shall be cast into
the Judgment of fire, and shall perish in wrath and in grievous
9
Judgment forever." The former author reiterates his belief
that on the Judgment day the kings and the mighty "shall be
cast into the bui^ning farnace." Enoch adds later: "darkness
1. ibid., 67:12.
2. ibid., 48:8.
3. ibid., 62:10,11.
4. ibid., 13:2.
5. ibid., 14:5.
6. ibid., 103:8b.
7. Judah, 25:3.
8. TI. Baruch, 44:15b.
9. I. Ktioch, 91:9b.
10* ibid., 54:6*
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and chains"^to the fire. Levi holds that 'Cellar shall "be
2 3
"boujid," with "iron chains of inmeasurable weight." The same
punishment is again meted out: "Bind Azazel hand and foot, and
cast him into darkness." Hot only Satan "but all his co-workers
and followers will be destroyed. "And Gabriel said to the Lord:
Proceed against the bastards and the reprobates and against the
4
children of fornication." When they are in the fire then
5
shall "they burn before the face of the holy." Perhaps the most
vivid description is given by Enoch:
There were all maaner of tortures in
that place; cruel dai'kness and un-
ill-umined gloom, and there is no
light there, but murky fire constantly
flame th aloft, and there is a ...river
coming forth, and that whole place is
everyv/here fire, and everywhere there
is frost and ice, thirst and shivering,
while the bonds are very cruel, and the
angels fearful and merciless, bearing
angry weapons, merciless tortui'e, and
I said: -'Woe ,v/oe ,hov/ terrible is this
place.»°
As the wicked receive their punishment, so the righteous
will receive their reward. "To them shall be given the v/orld
7
to come*" In the same book we read: "and they shall be made
like unto the angels, and be made equal to the stars, and they
shall be changed into every form they desire, from beauty into
g
loveliness, and from light into the splendour of glory." Ac-
1. ibid., 103:8.
2» Levi , 18:12.
3. I. Enoch
.
54:4.
4. ibicL., 10:1-16.
5. ibid., 48:8.
6. II. Enoch
.
10:lf.
7. II. Earuch. 44:15a.
8. ibid., bl:10.
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cording to Enoch," the righteous shall be in the light of the
sun, and the elect in the light of eternal life... And they shaU
seek the light and find righteousness with the Lord of Spirits:
there shall be peace to the righteous in the name of the Eternal
1
Lord." A similar picture is given early in I. Enoch: "with
the righteous He will make peace, and will protect the elect,
and mercy shall be upon them. And they shall all belong to God,
2
and they shall be prospered." The apocalyptist does not tire
of delineating this stage of blessedness: "their splendor shall
be glorified in changes, and the form of their face shall be
3
turned into the light of their beauty." Enoch receives
assurance that according to the pleasure of the Lord of Spirits
...the lot of eternal life has been given to me." In Daniel
5
also, the righteous are promised "everlasting life."
h. Summary. (1) There is in apocalyptic literature a
great anticipation of the day of Judgment, both on earth and In
Sheol. (2) The crisis of the passing age will find its terrific
and horrible culmination on the day of Judgment. (3) Some
apocalyptists regard God as the Judge on that day; others think
of the Messiah as Judge. Both are assisted by angels and the
righteous. (^) Judgment will be determined on the basis of
recorded deeds, and the testimony of the angels and the stars.
(5) The actual execution of Judgment will be by the v/ord of
1. I. Enoch, 52:2-if.
2. ibid., 1:8.
3. II. Baruch, 51:3-6.
4. I. Enoch. 37:^.
5. Daniel. 12:2.
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1
the Judge, and by the swordo (6) The judgment will not be
confined to one evil or aaother, nor v/ill it be limited to
Satan; it v/ill include all evil doers regardless of nation or
generation^ Thus it will be a universal affair • (7) It is
continually claimed that the vi/ioked will be bound and cast into
fire; but the righteous will receive the world to come, and
with it joy, peace, and eternal life.
<1
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Chapter VI
Approaclies to the Fourth Gospel -
1. Introduction , In Its apparent simplicity the Fo\irth
Gospel harbors many strains which lend themselves to various
interpretations. It has been represented as a Gnostic mani-
1
festo and as an orthodox reply to Gnosticism; as a vindication
of the historical facts, and as a bold attempt to explain them
away; as a thorough-going exposition of the Logos idea, and
as a simple narrative in which the Logos idea disappears after
the prologue. Some critics find it dominated by a polemical
interest, but differ as to the object of the polemic; others
interpret it as an ecclesiastical document, or as a work of
speculation, or as a manual of practical religion. All of this
wide variety of explanations can be supported more or less con-
vincingly. In recent years some critics approaching it from
the side of Judaism have pronounced it the most Jewish of the
Gospels, while others approaching it from the Greek side regard
it as thoroughly a Hellenistic book. Another point of view is
the Mandean. E. F. Scott points out that the time in which
the Fourth Gospel arose was a time of transition,
1. See E. F. Scott, op cit.
, p. 10.
<c
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from the primitive era of spontaneous
enthusiasm to a more settled and per-
manent regime, with the immediate ex-
pectation of Messianic glories removed.
It was transition from the homogeneous
culture of an isolated Palestine to
the varied and complex civilization
of the Graeco-Roman world. It was a
transition from a world of thought
which dealt with external and very
practical ideas to a culture that v/as
genuinely philosophical and that gave
tolerant interest, to widely diverse
speculative systems.
2. The hellenistlc approach. This is probably the most
popular approach today. The best work along this line has been
2
done by Julius Grill. "Indeed, how truly is Grilles effort
called Neo-Dionysionism is shovm in the fact that it is
Reitzenstein and Nietzsche and Merejkowsky who lend him the
3
material." Everywhere in Greek religions and related cults he
points to parallels and allusions. He has, for instance, a
chapter on "die durchgAngige hellenisierende Typologie des
vierten Evangel is ten. " Perhaps a better description of his
point of view would be to mention the sub-title of his last
book; "Das Mysteri en-evangel ium des hellenisierten kleinasia-
tischen Chri s ten turns . " C.F. Nolloth remarks about Grilles
position;
Few will go so far with Grill as to
find through-out the Gospel constant
references and allusions to the cult
of Dionysius in its man^*" forms, in-
troduced with the intention of
1. ibid.
,
p. k,
2. Untersuchungen ttber die Entstehung des vierten Evangeliums .
3. V. Burch, St. John's Gospel , p. 27.
1 1
1
1
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recommending his teaching to those
who were adherents of that widely
spread devotion.
Among the most influential of the hellenistic interpreters in
the English speaking world is E. F. Scott. He believes that
the Evangelist set himself consciously to rewrite the life of
2
Christ from the point of view afforded him by Philo*s doctrine.
He seeks to apply throughout this idea, which previous Christian
thinkers had adopted only partially. Scott constantly reiter-
ates his position:
the writer of the Fourth Oospel was
not content with emphasizing a Greek
idea here and there, but he attempts
an entire re-statement of the Chris-
tian message in terms of the current
philosophy. . . .Jewish conceptions are
translated in almost every instance
into the language of Greek speculation.
3
B. W. Bacon makes an interesting comparison: "as Plato
reduces the myths of religious poetry to a philosophic system,
so the Elder dramatizes the story of Jesus on the lines of his
Logos doctrine." James Moffatt takes a somev;hat modified
position on the hellenistic interpretation of the Fourth
Gospel, He thinks that this Gospel represents the first
serious attempt to re-state the primitive faith for some wider
5
circles v/ho were susceptible to Hellenistic influences. In a
1. C. F. Nolloth, op. cit.
,
p. ISl.
2. E. F. Scott, op. cit., p. 5^.
3. ibid.
,
p. 6.
^. B. W. Bacon, op. cit., p. 3O9,
5. James Moffatt, op. cit., p. 57O.
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similar vein A. Jttlicher v/rites, "the Foui^tli G-ospel may be
called an unconscious attempt to give the elements of Hellenic
culture the prepondering influence in Christianity over the
1
remains of Jewish thought and feeling." S. Mathev/s is of the
opinion that the Foiarth Gospel is the outcome of a desire to
present the significance of Jesus as the Christ to those people
who were dominated, not by the messianic, but by the Logos
2
concept. V. Burch regards Delafosse's interpretation as
3
Neo-Marcionism. Delafosse holds that the original text of
the Gospel was composed by a Marcionite, and that which has
come down to us in Marcion's text was edited by an orthodox
Catholic. For Delafosse the Logos and the Light represent
two different strains. The Logos stands for the Catholic read-
ing of the original Gospel; whereas the Light is the original
Marcionite Christ,
It is to be noted in conclusion that according to
Rudolf Klttel almost all German scholars regard the Fourth
Gospel as a Hellenistic production, and of course find no apoca-
lyptic element in the Gospel of John .
Fast als wissenschaftliches Dogma
der deutschen Religionswissenschaf ten
steht die Meinung da, das Johannes-
1. A. Jillicher, Introduction to the Literature of the New
Testament
, p . 401 .
"
2. S. Mathews, op. cit., p. 2k-J
.
.
V. Burch, op. cit., p. 29.
. Delafosse, Le Qxiatrienne Evangile
. p. kO,
I1
evangel ium mit Palastina nichts zu
tun habe. Es sei auf dera Boden des
hell eni s ti sch-vorder-as ia tl schen
Synkretismus erwachsen; rait dera
Judentum hftnge es iiberhaupt so sicher
nlcht tiber das Palastinajudentum,
sondern hbchstens auf dera Wege ttber
JMischen Hellenismus zusanimen.^
3. The Jewish Approach . Another group of scholars in-
terprets the Fourth Q-ospel as essentially Jewish. Among these
may be mentioned H. E. Weber, who interprets the G-ospel from
2
an eschatological point of view. B. F. Westcott r epresents
the older conservative wing and regards the Gosp el of John as
3
essentially Jewish. F. Bttchsel takes a decisive stand against
all hellenising and syncretising attempts. He points out that
Judaism and early Christianity fought always against hellenistic
syncretism, 0\ir knowledge of Greek syncretism, he believes, is
very "lllckenhaf t. " "Synkretismus, die nur auf Mckschlttssen,
Vermutungen usw. beruhen, ftthren nur auf M6glichkeiten, Wahr-
scheinlichkeiten , aber keine gesicherten Wirklichkeiten.
"
Bttchsel maintains vigorously that it is wrong, "in der Logoslehre
Philos den Schlttssel zura Vers tftndniss des vierten Evangeliuras
zu suchen." The key for the interpretation of John is to be
found primarily in "jtldischem Chri stem turn. " -Heitrattller modifies
this conservative stand, but he also believes that, "die Grundla^
der Denkweise unseres Verfassers ist ira wesentlichen jiidisch.
Ik2
1. R. Kittel, op. cit,, p. ^5.
2. H. E. Weber, op. cit., p. 1.
3. B. F. Westcott, op. cit., p. 2.
4. F. Bttchsel, Johannes und der Hellenistische Synkretismus .p. 9
»
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Sie entstaimnt freilich nicht dera strengen palastinischen,
sondern dem kosrao-politischen, v/elt-fomiigen, hellenistischen
1
Judentiim."
The Mandean approach. In recent years it has become
customary for a number of G-erman scholars to interpret the
Fourth GosDel from a Mandean point of view. The Mandean
religion, it is claimed, has much in common v/ith the G-ospel of
John. What J, Grill has done from the hellenistic point of
interpretation, W. Bauer endeavors to do from the Mandean.
Many agree with Bauer that the Fourth G-ospel "kann religions-
geschichtlich nicht verstanden und ausreichend gew^digt werden
wenn man unterlAsst, es in den Strom des religiftsen Lebens
3
seiner Zeit hineinzustellen , und mit von da aus zu begreifen."
One of the main sources of this religious stream is the Mandean
religion. Bauer admits that the sources "des Mandaertums wie
wir sie heute besitzen in keine wohlgeordnete Gedankenwelt
gesetzt werden kftnnen" ; yet he insists that there is a close
relation betv/een the Fourth Gospel and the Mandean religion.
Bauer maintains that there is a Mandean influence on the Logos
idea in the following reference: "der Sohn des Lebens v/urde
1. W. Heitrattller. Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments. II.. 697.
2. "Das Zentralproblem der mandaischen Religion ist die Gefan-
genschaft der Seele auf der Erde und die Sicherung ihrer
Rttckkehr in ihre himralische Heimat." J. Behm,
Die Mandaische Religion und das Chris ten turn. p. 6.
3. W. Bauer. Das Johannasevangelium, p.
1
9 Iv, BuSJj
das V/ort des Lebens gennant." Furthermore the redeemer of the
Mandeans, "Manda d*haige", Is called in relation to G-od "Abblld
des Lebens," im Verhftltniss zur V/elt und den Menschen, "der
1
von Jeher war." Concerning the efforts and work of W. Bauer
and J. Behm on the Mandean attitude, F. BUchsel remarks; "Die
mandaische Literature, die manichaischen Fragmente, die Oden
Salomos ergeben fttr das Verstftndnlss der Johanneischen Schriften
2
nichts von Bedeutung."
In this connection may be mentioned a suggestion of
possible influence from the literature of Talmud and Midrash.
3
Herman L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck, who have made important
contributions to the understanding of the Gospel of John «
approach it from the literature of Talmud and Midrash. Every
phrase and idea in John is placed against the background of
this literature, and Strack and Billerbeck find that many ex-
pressions and numerous allusions of John are parallelled and
echoed in these writings. As a result new light is thrown on
the Understanding of the Fourth frOflpel. Perhaps the most
comprehensive study from the preceding and contemporary re-
ligions is that by H. Odeberg. He notes the contact of the
Fourth Gospel with Hermetic writings, Mandean, Rabbinic,
Apocryphal, Mandean and Hellenic literature. The subtitle of
Odelberg's book, (only chapter 1-12 of John have been treated)
1. ibid.
,
p, S.
2. F. Bttchsel, op. cit.
, p. 9.
. Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Midrash .
. The Fourth Gospel .
1to :
(
Is highly descriptive of his study. It reads as follov/s: "The
Fourth Gospel interpreted in its relation to contemporaneous
religious currents in Palestine and the Hellenistic-Oriental
World."
5. The Linguistic approach . Whenever the G-ospel of
John is considered from the linguistic point of viev/, it points
to Palestinian origin. This has been amply demonstrated by A.
1
Schlatter. C. F. Burney writes concerning Schlatter: "He had
demonstrated the Palestinian origin of the diction of the Fourth
Gospel in the fullest possible manner by citing Rabbinic paral-
els to its phraseology verse by verse, the majority of verses
2
throughout the whole Gospel being thus illustrated." A.
Schlatter in his last book endeavors to enter as an observer
into the mind of John, noting "wie er spricht, denkt und glaubt."
Schlatter is led, mainly through his linguistic study of the
Gospel^ to the following conclusion. "Kennzeichnet seine Sprache
Johannes als Pales tiner? Wenn die Sprache ilberhaupt ttber die
Herk"unft Auskunft geben kann und sie kann es - tut sie es hier.
Dachte er rait dem jttdischen Vorstellungskreis? Unsweif elhaf
t
sprach er als Glaubender? Nur ein Gewaltakt wird ihm dies
bestreiten.
"
C. F. Burney, who carefully compares the Greek of John,
especially the sentences, conjunctions, pronouns, verbs and
1. Die Sprache und Heimat des vierten Evangelisten .
2. C. F. Burney, The Aramaic Origin of the Fourth Gospel
, p. 3.
.
A. Schlatter, Per Evangelist Johannes .
. ibid., p. 377.
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negatives, with the Aramaic, comes to the conclusion that the
Fourth Gospel is of Aramaic origin. He believes that
the Gospel is a product of Palestinian
thought. This is a conclusion which
emerges with no less clearness even
if it be held that the evidence which
has been offered is sufficient to
prove actual translation from Aramaic
.«• the author's language is cast
throughout in the Aramaic mould.
^
2
A similar position is taken by C. C. Torrey, who by trans-
lating the Greek of John into Aramaic has clarified otherwise
hardly understandable G-reek expressions. C. F. Nolloth holds
that the central figure of the G-ospel remains the Jev/ish Rabbi.
He speaks and acts as one bom and reared within Palestinian
3
Judaism would speak and act. In a recent book Broomfield
remarks: "it seems to have been sufficiently established that
the Evangelist's mental back^^round was fundamentally Jewish
and not Greek." Scholten, however, takes a position which
opposes this linguistic point of view. "Language as well as
Ideas, indeed the whole 'Weltanschauung' lying at the root of
this Gospel are so far removed from the mode of thought pre-
vailing in Palestine and indicate so clearly the forms of the
Greek Gnosis, that this writing cannot possibly have a Pales-
5
tinian origin. Another interpretation is that of Bultraan.
Burch summarizes Bultman's conclusions as follows: (l) . That
1. C. F. Burney, op. cit.
,
p. 126.
2. The Fourth Gospel .
3. C. F. Nolloth, op. cit., p. 2k,
k, G. W. Broomfield, The Fourth Gospel , p. 199-
5. See C. F. Nolloth, op. cit., p. 24.
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the Sophia background of the Logos Prologue is Iranian and not
Jewish. (2), That this Iranian undertext has its origin in a
document, deeply tinctured with early Iranism, belonging to a
sect whose head was John the Baptist. (3)' That the Jesus of
the matter interwoven with and directly successive to the
Prologue has been given much, in attribution and praise, of
what first b elonged to John. (4-). That if these deductions
are true, then Iranian G-nosticism has exercised a profoundly
formative influence over the v/hole ground of early Christian
1
thought.
6. The polemical approach. It has sometimes been re-
garded as the avenue to the understanding; of the Fourth Gosoel.
Thus Wendt warns us when he writes that "we must not, indeed
attempt with Baldensperger , to find in the polemical apologetic
tendency against the sect of the Baptist, the key to the under-
2
standing o f the Fourth Gospel." Besides the polemical Baptist,
another threshold of polemical warfare is
the traditional antithesis of the
gospel to Cerinthus, the Jewish
gnostic of Alexandria, who held that
the world was created not by God but
by a certain Pov/er far separate from
him... The gnostic tendencies which
were operating at the time v/hen this
writing was composed tended to re-
solve revelation into a process of
aeons, semi-mythological and semi-
metaphysical, by means of which G-od -y
and the world came into revelations.
1. V. Burch, op. cit.
,
p.
2. H. Wendt, op. cit., p. 2^7.
3. J. Moffatt, op. cit., p. 530.
•
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Again Heitrafiller puts it succinctly when he says that "unser
1
Evangelium ist elne Schutz und Trutzschrift gegen die Juden,"
who appear so antagonistic in the Fourth G-ospel. P. Feine
suggests concerning the Jews in John: "richtig ist daran jeden-
falls, das die Juden im 4. Ev. als die Gegner Jesu erscheinen,
die ihm mit fana.tischem Hass verfolgen und seinen Taten und
Worten voiles MissverstAndniss entgegen bringen, Z.B. 2:20;
2
5:37; 6:52; 6:22f; kSf; 9:lgf." R. N. Flew would not make
the polemical interest of the G-ospel central, but he does hold
that "the book has an outer protective shell of acutely polemi-
3
cal and exclusive moods and insistencies."
7. The religious approach . A book of religion lends
itself to many interpretations, but this is especially true of
the Fourth G-ospel . The first of these religious interpreta-
tions to be noted here is that of mysticism. Dean Inge is one
of these interpreters; he says that "The G-ospel of John - the
spiritual G-ospel as Clement already calls it ~ is the charter
of Christian Mysticism." Inge defines Johannine mysticism as
"that centripetal tendency in thought and feeling v/hich always
5
strives to see unity in difference, the one in the many."
G-. Bert regrets that Johannine mysticism is not more recognized.
1. W. Heitaiftller, op. cit.
,
II, 69I.
2. P. Feine, Einleitung in das Neue Testament
, p. 99
•
3. R. N. Flew, The Idea of Perfection in Christian Theo
p. lis. '
—
See. W. F. Howard, op. cit., p. I97.
5. ibid., p. 197.
-""or
1^9
"Die herrschende Stelliing die, die Mystik in dem Evangelium
tatsAchlich einnimrat, das es sich hier auch da, wo uns aussere
Lebensvorgange erzahlt werden, doch um innere LebensvorgAnge
1
handelt ist, soweit ich sehe bis jetzt nicht erkannt."
The second of the religious interpretations is allegory
and symbolism. Since allegory is a partial form of mysticism,
it is easily understandable that the Gospel of John has been
interpreted allegorically . Bert is one of the most conspicuous
representatives of such an interpretation. He believes that
the
Johannes evangelium allegorisiert. .
.
Hier handelt es sich nicht darum,
ftussere geschichtliche Ereignisse
nach ihrem httheren Sinn gels tig Oder
geistlich zu deuten, sondern darum
innere geistige Lebensvorgftnge in
Form ftusserer Geschichte, in ftusseren
geschichtlichen Ereisnissen zur Dar-
stellung zu bringen.'^
In this connection we may mention a sister of allegory, namely,
symbolism. Many interpreters r egard symbolism as one of the
dominant features of the Fourth Gospel . For instance, for
Heitmttller the water pots and water represent the Mosaic law,
with its ritual for cleansing, and the Old Covenant. Wine,
signifies prophetic inspiration. Christianity is the religion
of the Spirit, John could only baptize with water; Christ was
3
to baptize with the Holy Spirit. The changing of water into
wine marks the transformation of the legal religion of Judaism
1. G. Bert, Das Evangelium Johannes, p.
2. ibid., p. 40. —
^"^"^^"^^
3. W. Heitmilller, op. cit., p. 698.
I
into the spiritual religion which Christ brought. A. Loisy
remarks on the Johannine symbolism that "le texte presente un
sens apparent, qui en figure un second, lequel est en rapport
1
avec un troisienne plus profond encore."
A Third religious interpretation considers the Gospel
of John as primarily devotional and poetic. For example,
Miss Evelyn Underhill says that the Fourth Gospel "Is in no
sense an historical but a poetic and devotional book." Since
it is a poetic end devotional book for her, she regards it as
"the fruit of his (John's) own vision and meditation, his own
first-hand experience of the divine which he pours into the
evangelical mould." H. Wendt does not agree that the Gospel
of John "is In no sense a historical book." Wendt insists
that it is a mistake to explain the whole Gospel by doctrinal
tendency, to regard the staple of its contents as a creative
fancy of the evangelist, who sought to bring home religious
and philosophical ideas to his Christian contemporaries by
2
clothing them in a garment of history,
S. The approach of this dissertation . The Gospel of
John lends itself to all of the approaches that have been
discussed here. For the purpose of this thesis, however, none
of these is suitable, because one approach or another gives
only a partial view of this Gospel. Since it is the problem
1. A. Loisy, op. cit.
, p. 79*
2. H. V/endt, op. cit., p. 235.
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of this dissertation to ascertain the relationship between
apocalypticism and John we shall proceed by searching for the
same elements in Jolin which were proved to characterize apoca-
lyptic literature. Such a study will reveal clearly the
relationship existing between these two areas of thought. At
the same time it will be necessary to reckon with any other
influences which may have touched John.

.Chapter VII <,
The Fourth Gkispel in the Li^t of the Apocalyptic Standard.
An examination of the G-ospel of John will shov/ that the
ri/'t^ oF-y John 7:53-8:11, and chapter SI did not originally
"belong to this document. The Try^^ ^o^y or the story of the
adulterous v/oman is not found in any of the eaj?ly Greek ujicials,
with the single exception of Godex Bezae, "heing omitted
without comment in jT/s ^ ^ ^ , and ^ omit, while leaving
a blank space v/here it might be inserted, thus indicating that
their scribes deliberately rejected it as part of the Johannine
1
text." Bernard remarks further that "A and C are defective
at this point, but neither could have contained the section,
2
as the missing leaves would not have had room for it." Besides
this evidence Bernard points out:
even more significant is the absence
of any comment on the section by Oreek
commentators for a thousand years after
Christ.... Further, the evidence of
vocabulary and style is conclusive
against the Johannine authorship of
the section. .. .Nor in its traditional
place does it harmonize v/ith the con-
text. It interrupts the sequence of
7:52 and 8:12f; while 7:53 is not in
harmony with what goes before and has
no connection v.-ith 8:12f.'^
1. J.H. Bernard, The Grospel According to John, II, 715.
2. ibid., II, p. 715.
3. ibid., II, p. 715.
!
Bernard remarks later: "it is perhaps significant that in the
Apostolic Constitutions (11:24), where v/e find the narrative
for the first time, it is cited as a lesson to bishops who
1.
are inclined to "be too severe to penitents," Since the
evidence shows that John 7:53-8:11. did not originally "belong
to the Johannine document, it will be omitted in this study
of the Gospel*
In readirg the Gospel of John one finds that it was
plainly intended to end v/ith 20:31. "No copy however, of the
Grospel, so far as we know, was ever issued without the
2
addition of chapter 21," The question of course arises (1)
as to the source and (2) the purpose of chapter 21. (1) Con-
cerning the source of this chapter, students of the Hew
Testament text point to Luke 5:4-11 as a parallel to John 21:
1-13. After a literal comparison of the passages mentioned
3
Bernard holds to the conclusion that John 21 and Luke 5 point
to a cormnon source, namely, a Calilean tradition about the
risen Lord. (2) As to the purpose of chapter 21 several
4
ansv/ers have been given. It has been suggested that chapter
21 was added as a kind of postscript, because it was thought
important that the rehabilitation of Peter should be placed on
record. Yet the principal motive for the addition of- chapter 21
153
1. ibid., II, 716,
2. ibid., II, 716.
3. ibid., II, 689f.
4. ibid*, II, 691f.
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was no doulDt to remove misapprehensions of the meaning of some
words of Jesus • These considerations lead one to "believe
that chapter 21 is an addition to the Gospel; consequently,
chapter 21 will not be used in this study.
The first consideration in dealing with the relation-
ship of apocalypticism to John will be a study of Johannine
dualism*
1. Dualism in the Fourth Gospel . The careful reader
of the Grospel of John vdll perceive that he is in the midst
of two worlds. These two v/orlds are pictured in various
ways. The first of these is the light against darkness. "The
relation of darkness to light is one of essential antagonism."
The second is the rule of the devil against the rule of Ood,
and the third is the idea of the below agaiiist the above.
a. Light against darkness. John says of the Logos
that "in him v/as life; and the life was the light of man. And
the light shinetji in the darkness and the darkness apprehended
2
it not." John was sent "that he might bear v/itness of
3
the light." The reason the light was not received was that
"the light is come into the world, and men loved darkness
1. B.F. Westcott, op.cit., ( John 1:15).
2. 1:4,5. Footnotes without name or title refer to John .
3. 1:7.
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rather than the light for their v/orks v/ere evil. For every
one that cLoeth evil hateth the li^ht , and cometh not to the
light, lest his works should "be reproved. But he that doeth
1
the truth cometh to the light." Jesus himself says, "I am
the light of the v/orld; he that followeth me shall not walk in
2
darkness, hut shall have the light of life." The same purpose
is expressed in a slightly different v/ay: "I am come a light
into the v/orld, that v/hosoever helieveth on me may not alDide
3
in darkness." John is convinced that "there was the true
light even the light which lighteth every man, coming into the
4
world." Jesus, tells his disciples, "we must work the works
of him that sent me, while it is day; the night cometh, when
no man can work. V/hen I am in the world, I am the light of
5
the world." Jesus likewise reminds his disciples of the
importance of cosmc light aM darkness. "Are there not twelve
hours in the day? If a man walk in the day, he sturableth
not, because he seeth the light of this world. But if a man
6
walk in the night he stumtleth because the light is not in him."
As the passion of Jesus is drav/ing near, the disciples are
admonished to walk in the light. "Walk while ye have the
light, that darkness overtake you not; and he that v/alketh
in the darkness knoweth not whither he goeth. V/hile ye have
1. 3:19-E1.
2. 12:46.
3. 8:12.
4. 1:9.
5. 9:4,5.
6. 11:9,10,
-0 r
the light, believe on the li^jht that ye may iDecome sons of the
1
light."
Over against this fact of light John presents still a
world of darkness. Eov/ever, the term "v/orld" is used with
2
other meanings. (1) The world as a created Vi^orld is spoken
of in the following passages. "He v:as in the world and the
3
world was made through him, and the v/orld knew him not." The
Samaritan woman says of Jesus "this is of a truth the prophet
4
that Cometh into the world." Jesus speaks of his existence
as follows: "ilnd now. Father, glorify thou me v/ith thine own
self with the glory which I had with thee "before the world v;as»"
He is urged to reveal himself. "If iiiou doest these things,
6
manifest thyself to the world." The Samaritan woman proclaim^
"I have believed that thou are the Christ, the Son of G-od,
7
even he that cometh into the world." And if a man v/alk in the
8
day, he stumbleth not, "because he seeth the light of this v;orldy
Again: "Jestia knowing that his hour v/as come that he shouJ-d
depart out of this v/orld unto the Father, having loved his
9
own that were in the world, he loved them unto the end."
1. 12:35,36.
2<» 1:9, 3:19,
3. 1:10.
4. 6:14b.
5. 17:5.
6. 7:4b.
7. 11:27.
8. 11:9b.
9. 13:1*
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(2) The terra world referring to the human world, is illustrated
in numerous passages. "Behold the Lamb of G<3d, that taketh
1
away the sin of the world*" And "GrOd sent not the Son into
the world to Judge the world; but that the world should be
2
saved through him." In John 3:16 we read, "God so loved the
world that he gave his only begotten Son." Manna sustained life
but "the bread of God is that which ooraeth down out of heaven,
3
and giveth life unto the v;orld." After a conversation with
the Samaritan woman, her countrymen confess: "we have heard
for ourselves, and know that this is indeed the Saviour of the
4
world." Jesus is reported as saying: "I manifested thy
5
name unto the men whom thou gavest me out of the world." The
6
Pharisees testify "lo the world is gone after him." (3) The
world as dark and opposed to God, ruled by the devil. The fact
that "the true light comes into the world presupposes a dark
7
world." That John thinks of this world as dark is further
shown by the statement: "I am the light of the world; he that
8
followeth me shall not walk in darkness." The world is thought
!• 1:29.
2. 1:17; 12:47.
3. 6:33,51.
4. 4:42.
5o 17:6»
6. 12:19.
7. 1:9.
8. 8:12.
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of as opposing (Jod, and as being ruled by the devil or prince
of this world* "Now is the judgment of this world; now shall
1
the prince of this world "be oast out." These words are
spoken by (zod through Jesus. He continues: "I will no more
speak rauoh with you, for the prince [^•^-i^ i^j ^ -ruler) of the
2
world cometh; and he hath nothing in me." Furthermore; "I
go to the Father and ye behold me no more: and "the prince of
3
this v/orld hath been judged." The world as dark and hateful,
4
"hath hated me before it hated you •"
b. The devil against Ood. That there is a sphere of
evil, personified by the y^^i^i/ of this world, who is opposed
to GrOd and his representative, may further be learned from the
following passages. Jesus tells the children of darkness: "Ye
are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father, it
is your will to do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and
5
standeth not in the truth because there is no truth in him."
As God is father of the children of light, the devil is the
father of evil. H. Odeberg explains the v/orld of Satan as
follows
:
Evidently this (Satan's rule) is
not primarily the terrestiality, or
1. 12:31.
2. 14:30.
3. 16:10,11.
4. 15:18.
5. 8:44.
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corporeality, but the fact of the
opposition against, or rather, the
severance from the Divine World.
Satan has set up Falsehood against
the Truth of the Spiritual world,
or, rather, severed himself from the
Truth, and therewith constituted the
^iu</^<r •••It is the very act of
self-severance from the Divine world-
which is the origin of Satan's worldi
At the supper the devil appears in the person of Judas Iscariot
aiming to take the life of Jesus. "And during supper, the
devil having already put into the heart of Judas Iscariot,
E
Simon's son, to betray him." In the parable of the shepherd
3
and the sheep, the devil is represented as the wolf.
IHie following passages demonstrate that the world of
the devil hates all that is not his own. "The world cannot
hate you; but me it hateth, beca-ase I testify of it, that its
4
works are evil." Yet if the world "hateth you, ye knov; that
it hath hated me, before it hated you. If ye were of the
world, the world would love its own but because ye are not
of the v;orld, but I chose you out of the world, therefore the
5
world hateth you." This same theme is noticeable again.
"I have given them thy word; and the v/orld hated them, because
6
they are not of the world, even as I am not of the world."
1. H. Odeberg, The Fourth Gospel, p. 303.
E. 13:2,27.
3. 10:12.
4. 7:7.
5. 15:18,19.
6. 17:14,15.
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Then Jesus adcLs in his prayer: "keep them from the evil one.""^
"!niis covertly expresses a specific doctrine of the Fourth
Gospel, that of the coherence of the world of darkness* The
citizens, so to speak, of the world of separation and self-
dependence, have a feeling of kinship with each other, yea,
there exists a real kinship; they are children of the same
Father, the <c//^/^ ^ ^ <^ »^ Satan is spoken of in John as,
(/ji3c>Ae>(r 8:44; 13:2; as o (To^To^ r ^ uTTp yy' ^ 17:15;
3:12; 5:18, 19* {^^orvjr is used seven times in John for a liar.
"They detect in each others manner, acts, volitions, familiar
traits; they love the common family feature, the Darkness*"
This coherence is divided "by John thus: "Men loved darkness
rather than the light; for their works were evil. For every
one that doeth evil hateth the light, and cometh not to the
3
light*" Since that is true, "every one that commit teth sin
4
is the bondservant of sin*" The dualism of darkness and light,
of a world of Satan against the power of God, is further ex-
tended to the idea of the below and the above.
0. The Idea of the below over against the above* The
world against heaven, is vividly described in the Gospel of
i
1. 5:41-44.
2. H* Odeberg, op* cit., p* 2E5.
3. 3:19,20.
4. 8:34.
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John. The following quotations and references will testify to
that fact. "And he said unto them, ye are from "beneath, I am
1
from al)ove; ye are of this world; I am not of this world."
(emphatic Ko<ryuoo /ooroo ). J.H. Bernard comments on this
verse thus: "This world is contrasted with the spiritual or
heavenly world, as "being in a special degree affected "by evil
powers (16:11) and as awaiting the Judgment (9:39, 12:31).
2
The kingdom of Jesus is not of this world." Another comment
from an old scholar is significant; "beide Pormeln, IH. '^^'^ ^°>'''^
ujid /a: -Too Too Too KoryU&o stellen die Himmlichen nicht
nur die Menschen, sondern auch die satanischen Mftchte gegentlber.
Es ist "bei ihnen nicht nur an die Menschheit, sondern auch an
3
ihren Beherrscher gedacht." Jesus as "being a"bove is spoken
4
of"as in the "bosom of the Father." John "bears witness saying,
"I have "beheld the Spirit descending as a dove out of heaven;
5
and it a"bode upon him." That the distance "betv/een esxth and
hea-ven is spatially conceived seems to "be supported in the
following verse. "Ye shall see the heaven opened and the angels
6
of GrOd asceMing and descending upon the Son of man." NicoderaiaB
is told "except one be born he cannot see the kingdom of G-od."
it
lends itself to two interpretations at least. It may mean
1. 8:23.
2. J.H. Bernard, op. cit., 11,300.
3. A. Schlatter, Der Evangelist Johannes, p. 209,
4. 1:18.
5. 1:32.
6. 1:51.
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"anew", or "from atove." Heitmflller interprets it as meaning
1
"anew" and finds parallels in the Greek Mystery religions;
Z
whereas Strack-Billertieck interpret it as "von oben, von GrOttV
3
Odeberg calls attention to Mandean parallels* Of the various
interpreters Schlatter seems to grasp the true meaning of the
J/
word; "vielleicht wollte Joh. mit ^ «- die Neuheit des von
4
G-ott gewirkten Lebens betonen." Commenting on 3:5, Odeberg
writes that in Mandean literature "there are traces of a con-
ception regarding the lo?/er waters ••• as representing the evil,
especially in association with darkness, in contrast to the
upper waters as representing the seed of celestial nature,
5
associated with light." From this observation Odeberg believes
that
the context of 3:6 makes it clear
that thQ j^^ i^^y
"^"f
^"^^
^'f
o&^oiTe^
H'it v^i.ojt.'^T-o'r- is identical with
^iyi^
y-^'Y • It may
safely be^ argaed, then that ^7
oV^< Tc cT w i^ioyu fcy-a> r pr imarily
means '^v-^ M.<<7~e ^r- ^^r^^^^ ^r/ at" -r-
,
from a spiritual seed, in contrast
to earthly or sarcical seed*
In this thesis the spiritual birth will be used as signifying a
birth from above, wrou^t anew by God*
The idea of the below and the above is further illus-
trated* In 3:13, we are told, "and no one hath ascended into
1* W*Heitraa.ller, Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments ,11,p* 743*
2* Strack-Billerbeck, Kommentar z-um Ileuen Testament aus Talmud
Und Midrash, II, p* 420*
3* H* Odeberg,op.cit *, p*88*
4. A* Schlatter, op.cit*, p. 87*
5* H* Odeberg, op. cit., p* 53*
6» ibid., p* 63.
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heaven, "but he that descended oat of heaven even the Son of man,
who is in heaven." In verse thirty-one of the same chapter the
contrast is still stronger: "He that cometh from above is atove
all; he that is of the earth is of the earth, and of the earth
1
he speaketh; he that oometh from heaven is a"bove all." Jesus
tells the Jev/s that it was not Moses that gave them the "bread
out of heaven, "but my Father giveth you the true bread out of
2
heaven." The listeners are astonished when Jesus claims:
3
"I am come down out of heaven;" or when he tails them, "what
then if ye should behold the Son of man ascending v;here he was
4
before." John reports: "Jesus knowing that his hour was come
that he should depart out of this world unto the Father.... he
5
loved them unto the end." Or again he is spoken of as the one
6
who came forth from God and goeth unto God. Jesus is pro-
7
claimed as the Son of God that coraeth into the world; and as
8
Journeying {-rryiv e iM<M )
-to the Father. He represents Jesus
as saying: "I came out from the Father, and am come into the
9
v/orld; again, I leave the world, and go unto the Father." That
there is a kingdom of the Father is evident; "my kingdom is not
lo 3:31.
2. 6:32,41,50.
3. 6:42,38.
4. 6:62.
5. 13:1.
6. 13:3.
7. 11:27.
8. 14:12.
9. 16:28; 17:11.
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of this world, if my kingdom were of this world then v/ould my
1
servants fight." Jesus tells Pilate, "thou wouldest have no
2
power against me, except it v;ere given thee from atiove." Wetier
holds: "Das unten das dem olDen entgegensteht, diese V/elt, die
Welt, ist ftLr den (JlaulDen des Johannes eine sehr ernsthafte, ein<
furchtbare Wirklichkeit als Bereich von Stlnde, Tod und Ftlrst
3
dieser Welt."
d. Summary. The study of Johanr].ine dualism suggests the
following results: (1) Light and dai'kness appear as opposing
forces. John does not use the light in an abstract sense; Light
for him is personified in Jesus the Logos. Ee says: "I am the
light of the world." In contrast to this light the author
places a dark world, a world that is separated from G-od and
opposed to him. Just as the light is personified by Jesus
so is darkness personified by the devil. (2) Another feature
of Johannine dualism is closely related to the first, the
personalized light generates in some men the desire to be
children of Ood; consequently, God is the 37nler of all v/ho
accept the gift of eternal life. Opposing the sovereignty of
(Jod is another ruler, namely, the father of all lies, the devil.
The children of darkness are his subjects, and he is their ruleu
(3) The final aspect of Johannine dualism is the idea of the
1. 18:36.
2. 19:11.
3. H. E. Weber, op. cit., p. 194.
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"below and the above. This contrast is well carried out in Joha
Here is a world from a"bove against a world from below, a heaven
of salvation in contrast to a darkness of destruction. The
reality of this contrast is vividly illustrated in the following
lines: "Ye shall see the heaven opened and the angels of God
1
ascending and descending upon the Son of Man."
e* Comparison . IPhis may be an opportune time to place
the Johannine dualism in the light of apocalyptic dualism. In
doing so one notes that both have the same n£.^or outlines. (1)
The concept of light and darkness is present in both types of
literature. In apocalypticism light is of a cosmic nature; as
such it illumines the throne of God and the dwelling places of
the angels. Li^t, moreover, is identified v;ith Grod who is
the source of all light. In a similar way John presents light
in a personalized fashion. Both the apocalyptist and John are
fully aware of a world that is in darkness, a realm of evil
that is stubborn and hard. (2) In apocalypticism Satan is
ever fighting in the front trenches; while in John the prince
of this world and the children of darkness are quite as real,
scheming and moving in the background. The follov;ing difference,
however, is to be observed: the complete sovereignty of God in
apocalyptic thought is one of anticipation promising catastrophic
action, while in John the reign of God is presently at work.
(3) The idea of the below and the above, so distinct in
1. 1:51.
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apocalypticism, is found in the Gospel of John not only in a
general way, "but even in details.
f . John and other dualisms On the "basis of the
atove comparisons one is led to "believe that the author of the
Fourth Grospel was attracted towards apocalyptic thought. How-
ever, the problem of apocalyptic influence is further complicated
"by the fact that other current religions had similar concepts
of dualism. It is therefore not enough to compare Johannine
dualism with apocalyptic dualism: it is necessary to widen the
field of research and take account of Jewish, Mandean, and
Hellenistic dualism. Since Philo holds chiefly a position of
confluence "between Jewish and Hellenistic thinking, he may
"be regarded as a secondary source; consequently he will not "be
treated in this discussion. In studying the dualistic con-
ceptions mentioned a"bove it is necessary to guard against the
temptation of "being led too far afield. Hence only typical
illustrations will "be given to shov; specifically what has been
said before in general.
(1) Jewish dualism. In the Old Testament are numerous
passages that speak of light and darkness. Following are
several statements in which these terms are used in a cosmic
sense. In Q-enesis 1:3,4, we read "And God said. Let there be
light, and there was light • And God saw the light, that it was
9 /id" :
tci Iliv/
..' oj:
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good and God divided the light from darkness^" Job 38:19
presents this query: "which way dwelleth light; and darkness
where is its place?" S» R» Driver comments on this verse as
follows: "light at the close of day, its daily v;ork abroad being
done, returns to its house, and so does darkness at the close
1
of night."
The idea of light is occasionally used in reference to
God. Thus the Psalmist writes: "in thy light shall we see
2
light o" Davison thinks that "in the combined simplicity of
the words and profundity of the thought we are reminded of St»
3
John»" In a spiritual strain the author of Psalm 139:11
holds, "if I say, surely the darkness shall cover me; even the
night shall be light about me." In a similar fashion the
writer of Psalm 90:8 confesses: "thou hast set our iniquities
before thee, our secret sins in the light of thy countenance."
These ill^Jistrations do not exhibit a strict dualism
betv/een light and darkness, but they may furnish the material
for a Johannine mind to set up a dualism. It is the claim of
modern scholarship that Jewish ideas of light and darkness in-
fluenced the writer of the Fourth Gospel. J.H. Bernard holds
that the theory of light and darknes "may have a reference
to festal ceremonies. On the first night of the feast, there
1. The Book of Job. I. p. 331.
2. Psalm, 36:9.
3. Davison, Psalms, p. 189.
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was a ceremony of lighting the four golden candlestickes in the
cotirt of the women* This may have provided the oocasion for the
1
words of Jesus alaout light and darkness." F» Bflchsel "believes
that the namQ f ^ <^ and its Semitic eq^uivalents are
2
derived from Jewish literature© Distinguished from this Jewish
position is a further dualism that invites attention.
(2) Mandean dualism. Research work in recent decades
has exposed the striking similarity that exists Tietween the
(xospel of John and the llandean literature. The following
passages are examples of this relationship. "Er ist das Licht,
an dera keine Finsternisa, . .noch Bitterkeit ist» Er sitzt im
hohen Norden, machtvoll, schOn und prangend, der Urliehaiter
3
aller Leuchtenden." We read furthermore in the same work
"Du sahest, das sie das Haus des Lebens verlassen und ihr
Antlitz nach dem Orte der Finsterniss gerichtet haben. Sie
verliessen die G-esellschaft des Lebens und liebten die Gesell-
4
schaft der Finsterniss." The messenger is told: "Auf gehe zur
Welt der Finsterniss, die ganz von Schlechtigkait voll ist ...
zur Welt, die voll Lug und Trug ist ••• zur Welt der Finsterniss
5
ohne Licht... Geh, tritt die Finsterniss nieder." Each force,
that of light and that of darkness, has its followers; this may
1. J. H. Bernard, op. cit., II, p. 291.
2. F.Btlchael, Johannes Und Der Hellanis tische Synkretismus ,p .104,
3. IvI. Lidsbarski, G-inza, Rechter Teil, 1:10,11, p,6.
4. ibid., Ill, 73: 5-10, p. 69.
5. ibid., I, 80, p. 14.
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1
"be seen in the follov/ing passages: "ITicht gelangt on ihn (CJod)
1
die Bangigkeit iind Angst der Kinder der Finsternis." Again:
"Der KOnig freut sich der Kinder des Lichtes." On the Kandean
position H. Odeberg remarks: "it is especially to be noted
that "both Wetter and Bauer expressly recognize the Oriental
non-Hellenic provenance of the ideas. •• According to V/etter
2
they go "back ultimately to Babylonian religion."
(3) Platonic dualism* Plato drew a sharp distinction
"between the physical realm and the reason or ideal. "On the
one hand was a world of material things distinct and inferior
and separate. And on the other hand was a v;orld of ideas and
3
ideals equally distinct and superior and separate." In his
Dialogues Plato says: "you have to imagine, then, that there
are two ruling pov/ers, and that one of them is set over the
4
intellectual world, the other over the visible." On another
occasion he says, that "at the threshold of Zeus lie two casks
full of lots, one of good, the other of evil..... Zeus is the
5
dispenser of good and evil to us." Among the modern scholars
that hold to the view that the Fourth Oospel was under Greek
influence are M. R. Ely and B. W. Robinson. The former says
1« ibid., I, p. 9.
2. H. Odeberg, op. cit., p. E18.
3. B. W. Robinson, The Gospel of John, p. 60.
4. The Dialogaes of Plato, II, p. 337.
5. ibid., II, p. 202.
« *
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1
that "the dualistic theory appearing in the Fourth Gospel as
'the children of light' and 'the children of darkness' was its
heritage from Hellenistic religion "but it, in turn, derived it
1
from Hellenic philosophy." B. W, Robinson reasons in the
following manner: "as the author is himself a Hellenist it is
natural to find him adopting the dualistic conception ••• of
2
the children of darkness and the children of light
g. Results* The idea of dualism was not only current
in apocalyptic literature and the Gospel of John, "but also in
Jewish, Mandean and Platonic literature. It is reasonable,
therefore, to "believe that anyone of these concepts, or all of
them may have influenced the writer of the Gospel of John. In
addition there is a group of modern scholars who believe that
John received his dualistic theory from Jewish sources; others
hold that he received it from the Mandean literature; still
others believe it came to him from Hellenistic thought. Instead
of finding apocal^'^ptic and Johannine dualism peculiar it is
clear that here is a problem of religious syncretism, But the
following result of the investigation thus far is clear.
Apocalyptic dualism has established itself, along with the other
1» M. R. Ely, Knowledge of God in Johamine Thought, p. 24.
2* B. W. Robinson, op. cit., p. 36.
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dualistic concepts, as a strong influence on Johannine dualism.
2» The conception of God. At the outset let us note
the various desi^ations o£ God that are found in the Gospel
of John. First of all, God is love; he "so loved the world
that he gave his only "begotten Son, that whosoever "believeth
1
on him, should not perish, "but have eternal life." Thus love
is the essence of God. Likewise "God is Spirit; and they that
2
worship him must worship in spirit and truth." Since he is
spirit no man "hath seen the Father, save he that is from God,
3
he hath seen the Father," and he reveals him. God is also
4
light. "This is not intended to be a philosophical formula,
"but a source of practical illumination in order that men may
know how to adjust their relations to one another and to God...
5
God as light may "be viewed as the soxirce of all." The
monotheism of the Old Testament has not "been forgotten by John.
6 7
He speaks of "the only God," or again"the only true God."
8
Jesus speaks of God as holy and righteous, and John reiterates
9
"that God is true."
1* 3:13.
2. 4:24.
3. 6:46.
4. 1:5.
5. A.C. Zenos, The Plastic Age of the Gospel, p. 237.
6. 5:'i4.
7. 17:3.
8. 17:11,25.
9. 3;33.
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a» (jrOdi a loving Father* The previous designations
are important for John, "but his most characteristic conception
of Ood is portrayed tiy the term Father • It occurs time and
again
,
and in most cases it designates the relation between
GrOd and the Son of God. The following references v/ill
1
illustrate this fact. Jesus speaks of God as "my Father."
The Jews were angry, ""because he not only broke the sabbath,
2
but he also called God his own Father." There are times when
3
Jesus designates God as the Father without qualification,
indicating undoubtedly a complete inner understanding between
the Son and the Father. At other times Jesus tells us; "The
4
Father loveth the Son, and showeth him all things." The same
testimony is given in 3:35 "The Father loveth the Son, and
5
hath given all things into his hand." More than that Jesus
dares to tell Philip, "He that hath seen me hath seen the
6
Father." These v/ords mark an epoch in the development of
religious thought. "By them the idea of God receives an
abiding embodiment, and the Father is thereby brought for ever
1. 6:32.
2. 5:17o
3. 4:23; 15:16; 16:23.
4. 5:20.
5. 3:35.
6. 14:9.
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1
within the reaoh of intelligent devotion." Jesus is conscious
that "the living Father sent me, and I live "because of the
Z
Father." The intimacy of Jesus with the Father is further
described by John. "ITo man hath seen God at any time; the
only begotten Son, who is in the boson of the Fa-ther, he hath
3
declared him."
GrOd's love is not confined to his love of Jesus; it is
universal. If a man love me, he will keep my word; and my
Father v/ill love him, and we v/ill come unto him and make out
4
abode v/ith him." In his prayer Jesus tells his disciples;
"The Father himself loveth you, because ye have loved me and
5
have believed that I came forth from the Father." This special
favor on the part of CJod is likened to the love which the
Father has to the Son himself; "that they may be one, even as
we are one; I in them, and thou in me, that they may be per-
fected into one; that the v/orld may know that thou didst send
6
me, and lovedst them, even as thou lovedst me»" Since God
loves his children they find God approachable. The most
1* B. W. Westcott, op. cit., p. 39.
2. 6:57.
3. 1:18.
4* 14:23.
5» 16:27.
6. 17:22,23.
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instructive single passage on this point is 17:3: "And this
is life eternal, that they should know thee the only true God,
and him whom thou didst send, even Jesus Christ." The Ijest
relationship iDetween the disciples and the Father is promoted
"by spiritual worship, "The true worshippers shall v/orship
1
the Father in spirit and truth." This ideal worship will "be
extended to all who received him, "because they v/ill "become
2
"The children of God."
"b. Intermediari es . Although E. F. Scott says that
"the angels of popular belief which are often alluded to in
3
the Synoptists, are absent from the Fourth Gospel," there are
nevertheless several passages in which angels are mentioned.
In 12:28,29 v;e read, "there came ••• a voice out of heaven,
saying I have both glorified it, and will glorify it again.
The multitude therefore, that stood by, ajid heard it, said that
it had thundered; others said, an angel hath spoken to him."
The Evangelist records here simply a popular explanation of
an apparently super-natural event. In 20:12 we are told that
Mary "beholdeth two angels in wliite sitting, one at the head,
and one at the feet, where the body of Jesus had lain." The
angels are not connected here with Jesus; they appear to Mary,
1. 4:23.
2. 1:12.
3. E. F. Scott, The Fourth Gospel, p. 91.
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perhaps not unexpectedly.
Many modern translators omit 5:4, while many ancient
authorities insert, v/holly or in part, "v/aiting for the
moving of the v/qter for an angel of the Lord went down at
certain seasons into the pool and troubled the water; whosoever
then first after the trou"bling of the water stepped in was
made whole, v/ith whatsoever disease he was holden." The
passage may be questionable as Johannine, but it clearly gives
expression to popular fancy. Ordinarily Jesus heals by his
Word; that is, he has no need of angels. There is one more
passage requiring attention, one that has been subjected to a
great deal of discussion. This is 1:51; "And he saith unto
him. Verily, verily, I say unto you, Ye shall see the heaven
opened, and the angels of God ascending and descending upon
the Son of man.^^
Interpretations of John 1:51. These may be considered
under three headings* (1) The symbolic interpretation is
taken by Beyschlag. He vn?ites: "this is the one passage in
John's Gospel in which Jesus speaks of the angels in the
absolutely symbolic sense. The angels are just 'the angels
of God,' the several rays of His glory shining out; they are
not persons intermediate betv/een Him and a world otherwise God-
forsaken. They are not even inhabitants of heaven, in contrast
1
with men dwelling on the earth." Loisy expresses a similar
1» W. Beyschlag, op. cit., I, p. 227.
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1 /interpretation; "Les anges sontdonc le symbole reel de
I'assistance divine qui eclatera dans les miracles du Sauveur,
car, si I'on peut parler ici de figare et de comparaison,
c'est a I'histoire de Jacob," then he refutes Holtzmann's
interpretation with the following words: "non parce que les
anges eujc-meraes ne seraient qu'une expression figaree de
Inactivity divine. II faut les concevoir corame les ministres
et les coope'^rateurs des oeueres miraouleuses du Verbe, eomme
executant ses volontes par I'ordre expres du Pere*"
Heitraftller comments on 1:51 thus: "das Hinauf und Heratsteigen
2
der Engel ist, ••• "bildlich za verstehen."
(2) The realistic interpretation indicates that the
angels are actively engaged as intermediaries. For L. Brun
"believes that the disciples see heaven open, and the angels
ascend and descend, while Jesus "selbst Gott sieht und aein
3
Wort vernimmt, seine Iiahe verspQrt." Schlatter commenting
first on G-enesis 28:12 writes: *T)ie Engel sind als gegenwartig
gedacht; sie ujngeben den Menschensohn und gehen in die HiJhe,
um den Willem (xottes zu erfahren, und kommen zu seiner Aus-
4
ftlhrung wieder her ah." Following this line of thought,
Schlatter remarks on 1:51 as follows: "an das Wirksam werden
der Engel vmrde nioht nur beira Wander und bei der Bewahrung
1. A. Loisy, q). cito, p. 263.
2. W. Heitmttller, op. cit., p. 731.
3. See H. Windisch, op. cit., 3-4, p.220, 1931.
4» A. Schlatter, op. cit., p. 63.
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1
Jeau in der ihn stets "becLrohenden Gefahr, sondern auch "beim
Vernehraen des g5ttlichen Willens gedacht. Sichfbar v/erden die
Engel nicht ftir die Augen der Jttnger; man sieht sie so, v/ie
1
man den Vater sieht, in dem was geschieht." However,
Schlatter's real position on this point is found in the follow-
ing lines: "Die Sngel sind als gegenwSrtig gedacht ; sie umgelDen
den Mensohensohn und gehen in die HShe, urn den Willen Gottes zu
2
erfahren und koramen zu seiner AusftUirung v/ieder hera"b." At the
same time Schlatter takes account of Jesus relationship v/ith G-cd
which is independent of the atigels. Westcott believes that the
"divine messengers are already on earth thou^ we see them not;
and they first bear the prayer to God before they bring down
3
the ansv/er from Him." Perhaps the most realistic interpreta-
tion is the follov/ing; since Jesus has come down from heaven
upon earth,
kann er auf die Dienste der Engel
nicht verzichten* Aber kein Engel
kann Oder soil Fleisch werden wie
er, also mrflss en die Engel, wenn Gott
eine Botschaft ihm geben v/ill oder
wenn er einen Dienst von ihm nOtig
hat, zu ihm herab-von ihm wieder
hinauf steigen,um so durch ihr Eerab-
unrf Hinaufstei gen die Verbindung mit
dem Himmel zu vermitteln und das
?/erk des Menschen auf Erden zu
untersttltzen.^
(3) The historic interpretation is represented by H»
Odeberg who regards the manifestation of the angels as closely
!• ibid., p. 63»
2* ibid., p. 64.
3. B. F. Westcott, op. cit., p. 36.
4. H. Windisch, op. cit., p. 220.
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related to the life of Jesus on earth. He explains the verse
under consideration thus:
the disciples of Jesus see the
angels of (k)d ascendiiig and descending
upon the son of man, i.e. they will
see the connexion heing broUi^t about
"between the celestial appearance, the
Grlory,(^^*< of Christ, and his appear-
ance in The flesh; it implies the man-
ifest at ion/^«( ^-y^*^ of hisy^^ (2:11)
on earth»
None of these interpretations is g^uite satisfactory.
As a matter of fact, Jesus had no need of angels in John, he-
cause he was in direct relation with the Father. Rather 1:51
might "better "be regarded as a statement "bearing traces of an
earlier influence. As evidence for this judgment it may he
noted that although there is a promise in this verse there
appears to "be no fulfilment of it. At least there is no such
fulfilment in the Gospel of John. H. Windisch thinks that
"Nach dem Petrua-evangelium hat sich am (rra"be des Menschensohns
2 3
wirklich die Verheissung Joh. 1:51 realisiert." Th. Zahn and
4
B. Weiss answer the question to the effect, that the fulfil-
ment "begins already with the miracle of Olana. There may have
been glory at the wedding, but nowhere in the G-ospel of John do
the disciples see angels ascending or descending. Thus the
promise is left unfulfilled and this strengthens the belief
1
that 1:51 is a restored remnant of an earlier belief*
1* H. Odeberg, op, cit«, John 1:51.
2* H. Windish, op. cit., 13-4, p. 199,1931.
3* Th. Zahn, Las Evangelium des Johannes, p. 145.
4* B. Weiss, Das Johannes evangelium, p» 88»
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c. Jesus the intermediary. The careful reader of the
(rospel of John v/ill olearly perceive that Christ is the all
inclusive intermediary.
(1) Jesus is from heaven, not from the earth. He was
in the iDosom of the Father. "No man hath seen (Jod at any time;
1
except the only "begotten Son." Jesus tells his listeners:
"I came forth and am come from Crod; for neither have I come of
Z
myself, "but he sent me." Jesus repeats this assertion in
16:28: "I came out from the Father, and am come into the v/orldj'
then he adds: "Again, I leave the world, and go unto the
Father." This is clearly the description of an intermediary.
That Jesus is the only intermediary who has full authority may
be seen from the following statement: "no one hath ascended
into heaven "but he that descended oat of heaven, even the son
3
1 of man, who is in heaven." That Jesus came from heaven to
do the will of "him that sent me," is also found in 6:38.
Verse 41 of the same chapter constitutes a protest on the
part of the Jews against Jesus' claim as coming from heaven.
In spite of the murmurs of the Jews, Jesus reiterates his con-
tention and even adds: "I am the living bread which came down
4
- out of heaven." An amplification of this assertion is
1. 1:18.
2. 8:42.
3. 3:13.
4. 6:51.
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paralleled John thus: "Ye are from iDenQath; I am from atove
1
ye are of this world; I am not of this world." Again Jesus
tells Pilate: "my kingdom is not of this world: if my kingdom
were of this world, then would my servants fight, that I
should not he delivered to the Jews: but now is my kingdom not
Z
from hence."
That Jesus is sent from heaven or from Crod is another
way of stating the same fact. The repeated occurence of this
phrase leaves no douht that it was part of Johaiinine thinking.
These references will serve to illustrate. "For Ood sent not
3
the Son into the world to Judge the v/orld." Jesus tells the
4
Samaritans: "l^Iy meat is to do the will of him that sent me."
In John 5: 24,30,36,37 Jesus is emphatic in claiming that the
Father "sent me". The same phrase is repeated four times in
5
chapter six. As if this were not enough, John uses the same
6
phrase nine times in the next two chapters. In the rest of
7
the (rospel we count thirteen additional references. The idea
of Jesus being sent is obviously one of the themes of John.
1. 8:23.
2. 18:36.
3. 3:17.
4. 4:34.
5. 6:38,39,44,57.
6. 7:16,18,28,29; 8:16,18,26,29,42.
7. 9:4; 11:42; 12:44,49; 13:20; 14:24; 15:21; 16:5;
17:8,18,21,23,25; 20:21*
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(2) Jesus as intermediary is naturally a v/itness.
Jesus freq.uently emphasizes what he has seen and heard. In
speaking of himself he says: "What he hath seen and heard, of
1
that he "beareth v/itness; and no man receiveth his witness."
Jesus does not even ^udge according to his own understanding:
"as I hear, I judge: and my judgment is righteous; "because I
2
seek not mine own will, "but the will of Him that sent me."
The same tone is found in 8:26: "I have many things to speak
and to judge concerning you: howbeit these speak I unto the
world." Again he says; "I speak the things which I have seen
3
with my Father." When they seek to kill him he answers:
"But now ye seek to kill me, a man that told you the truth,
4
which I heard from Grod." Jesus calls his disciples friends;
"for all things that I have heard from my Father I have made
5
known unto you."
Jesus is presented "by the Evangelist as saying: "speak
of that v/hich v/e know, and bear witness of that which we have
6
seen; and ye receive not our witness." Jesus admits, even
7
"the Father sent me, he hath borne witness of me." That the
1. 3:32.
2. 5:30.
3. 8:38.
4. 8:40.
5. 15:15.
6. 3:11.
7: 5:37.
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author of the Fourth Gospel is at home with the idea of a
witness is farther seen in John the Baptist's use of it, and
also in the reference to the Paraclete v/ho is to "bear witness
1
of Jesus • On the idea of the v/itness, Lindhlom comments:
Der Tflufer "bekennt, das Jesus eine
^(yr j\ vom Rimrnel gur V/elt ge-
"bracht hat ••• Die Erscheinung Jesu
in der Welt "bedeutet nicht nur, das
etwas in der Geschichte geschehen
ist und geschehen musste, damit Crott
den Ilenschen die Gab e des Le"bens
schenken konnte»
Another comment emphasises the idea that this divine witness
came from heaven. "The Divine <yf ^^y^ ^ ^ is based upon or
rather is itself the Divine spiritual reality, brought dov/n to
earthly men Ko{7-<y9 < o- 1 <^ and also, the self-expression of that
reality in man ascending ever upwai^ds in his experience of
Jesus .... /i''^^^'' ^ and qt^cujcicrtc ^re wholly contained in the
3 /
Son."
(3) Jesus as an Advocate -will not even accuse the
children of darkness. He tells them in 5:45 "Think not that I
will accuse you to the Father; there is one that accuseth you,
even Koses, on whom ye have set your hope." An exposition of
of this intercessory idea is found in chapters 14-17. In 14:13
1. 15:26.
2. H. Odeberg, op. cit., p. 217
•
3. ibid., p. 217.
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we read: "And whatsoever ye shall ask in my name, that will I
do, that the Father may be glorified in the Son." !Dhis verse
is well paraphrased "by Swete: "v/e pray to the Father in Christ^
Name; we receive the answer from the Father • Yet we receive it
1
through the Son and "by the action of the Son." Thus the
disciples pray to Jesus; hat as a tru.e intermediary Jesus
represents his followers "before the Father. This idea is
exhibited in chapter 17. Among the specific instances the
following is significant. "I pray for them: I pray not for the
world, but for those whom thou hast given me; for they are
2
thine." Again Jesus assures his disciples of his intercession
when he says: "I say unto you, that I v/ill pray (make recLuest
3
of) the Father for yoa." It is important to note that Jesus
4
"will pray the Father, and he shall give you another Comforter."
Thus by implication Jes-us is the present Paraclete which is
5
translated as Comf or ter , Helper
,
Surety, Advocate ,Fttrs pre cher.
d. Summary. The salient points of the previous study
are these: (1) The Fourth Evangelist thinks of God as spirit,
light, and truth, but his dominant conception is that (Jod is a
loving Father. (2) Angels as intermediaries appear in 1:51,but
1. J. H. Bernard, op. cit., II, 543.
2. 17:9.
3. 16:26.
4. 14:16,26; 15:26; 16:7,13.
5. For an important study on "Die Vorstellung des Spat ^unden turns
vom heiligen Oeist als FCLrsprecher under johanneischem
Paraklet" see S. Mowinckel, Zeitschrift ftir die
TTeutes tamentliche Wissenschaft
,
Heft, 2-3, 1933.
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this verse is probatly a remmant of an earlier day. Eov/ever,
the idea of the intermediary is strongly pronounced in the
Fourth Gospel* It is Jesus viho is the all inclusive inter-
mediary for the Evangelist* As such he is of heavenly origin,
functioning "both as witness and as advocate.
e. Contrast and r esem"blance > If the conception of
God found in the Gospel of John is compared with that found in
apocalyptic literature, v/hat is the result? (1) In
apocalypticism is a transcendent God, one seated on a lofty
throne* In contrast to such a conception John presents an
immanent Godj a loving Father who seeks fellowship with man.
(2) The apocalyptic God, "because of his distance from the
human stage, needs intermediaries to transmit his will and
receive the pleas of man* For John, God is a loving Father
who needs no intermediaries; nevertheless John regards Jesus
as the historic revealer of God» The idea of intermediaries,
however, is foand not only in apocalyptic literature "but
also in other writijogs of this age.
f. Intermediaries in related literature . (1) In
Jewish literat-ure the idea of an intermediary appears under
several names, sach as >ingels
,
Wisdom, and Word. Thus, for
instance, in Exodus 23:20 God says, "Behold, I send an Angel
"before thee." And in verse 23 of the same chapter we read
again ; "For mine Angel shall go before thee." Angels
•t
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appear to Abraham and Lot* In the book of Proverbs the
agent of Grod appears under the designation of "'ord or V/isdom»
Chapter ei^t is especially descriptive of Wisdom. Thus we
read: "Then I was by him, so one brou^t up with him: and I
E
was daily his delight, rejoicirg alv/ays before him*" E* F.
//
Scott remarks: Wisdom is described in Job and Proverbs, with
something more than a poetical personification, as (Jod's agent
and co-v/orker. • • By His Word He had created heaven and earth,
3
and revealed Himself to His prophets."
(2) In Greek literature the idea of an intermediary,
4
or Logos, has a definite history* In the sixth century befor
Christ, Heraclitus first broke away from the purely physical
conceptions which had so far prevailed among CJreek thinkers
by discovering a principle of reason at work in the cosmic
process. Later in the reaction from Platonic dualism the Logos
idea again asserted itself and was wcrked out through all its
implications in Stoicism. "The Stoic philosophy not only fur-
nished the general conception of the Logos to later thinkers^
1* genesis, 18:19*
2. Proverbs
,
8:30*
3. E. F. Scott, The Fourth Crospel
.
p. 149.
4* ibid*, p. 146*
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"but also laid down the distinction which "became of prime
1
importance in the after development," namely, that the Logos
2
was regarded as immanent reason. Professor Scott traces the
Logos history further "by pointing out that with Philo of
Alexandria the speculation enters definitely on a new phase.
His Logos, according to Scott, instead of "being merely immanent
in things is endowed with an independent existence. It is
detached from the v/ or Id of matter, which, nevertheless, it
creates and orders. He adopted the Logos theory and made it
central to his system, primarily because it offered a means
of transition from Judaism to (Jreek philosophy.
g. Passages of special interest . A few special
passages are significant at this point, "because several
influences lay claim on the ideas expressed in them. These are
1:51 and 3:13, particularly the former. H. Windisch "believes
that Matthew E6:53, v/here Jesus says, "Or thinkest thou that
I cannot beseech my Father, and he shall even now send me more
than twelve legions of angels," and 1:51, "Geh^Sreji aufs engste
zusamraen; Mt . 26:53 liefer t vielleicht den direktestin Kbomaitar
3
zu Joh. 1:51.'* It is strange that Philo has a parallel
passage, on which Odeberg remarks: "The Philonic passage ex-
plicitly refers to the Jaco"b»s ladder as a sym"bol of a spiritual
1» i"bid.
,
p. 147 •
S. itid., p. 149.
3. H. Windisch, op. oit., p. 226.
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1 2
process that may "be iDrou^^t alDout in ordinary man*" W. Bauer
calls o"ur attention to a Mandean parallel and M« (Jo^el claims
to have found, "eine auswirktmg von Joh» 1:51." The passage
in the Mandean literature is fouixl in Ri^t ginza II, 11,1:142
where aocording to Lidstiarski we read; "ferner verfertigt er
eine Leiter, wirft sie hin vom Erdboden tis zum Himmel, steigt
auf und nieder, schwebt zwischen Hinmel und Erde und spricht
3
zu euch; Sehet das ich aus der HShe Icomme; ich iDin euer Herr."
H» Wind is ch rightly remarks on the relation of this passage to
1:51: "wenn wirklich der oben zitierte Ahschnitt von Joh. 1:51
"beinflusst sein sollte, die Auffassung vdllig wflre; ja das
entscheidente Motiv, die Leiter ist in Joh* 1:51 zar nicht
4 5
gennant." Burney has pointed out liiat from the Hetrew point
of view the Johannine interpretation presupposes a direct
reference to the Hebrew original and cannot "be derived from the
Septuagint. Another reference is the allusion to Genesis 28 : 12
,
an allusion which is immediately apparent and generally
recognized. This Old Testament passage had been the subject
of much speculation in Jewish circles, both in Palestine and
1« H. Odeberg, op. cit., p. 39.
2. op. cit», p. 39.
3. H. Windisch, op. cit., p. 204.
4. ibid., p. 115.
5. G. F. Burney, op. cit., p. 115.

the Diaspora* It is not strange that John speaks of it in
connection with the Son of Man*
A second significant passage is the one mentioned,
namely, 3:13, which reads as follows: "And no one hath ascended
into heaven, but he that descended out of heaven, even the
Son of man, who is in heaven." Odelierg sees an apocalyptic
shadow in this passage when he writes; "Patriarchs like Enoch
and others could ascend to heaven, but man nov/ cannot ascend
to heaven and obtain knowledge of himself without the Son of
1
Maji." According to Odeberg, ttien, 3:13 seems to refute the
apocalyptic idea of ascending into heaven. That apocalyptic
influence appears in this verse is further the opinion of
Schlatter. Rewrites:
Die Versetzung in den Himmel 'im
Greist* die die ^ohannesische
Weissa^ng beschreibt zeigt, das
Johannes mit den apokalyptischen
Traditionen des Rabbinats Ptthlung
hatte , und durch den Brief des Judas,
Vers 14 wis sen wir das in der ersten
Chris tenheit das Buch des Henoch
nicht nur gelesen, sender n giaubig
als Weissagong Heno chs geschfitzt
wiirde. In der Judenschaft war neb en
dem Widerspruch gegen diese Dichtungen
auch die UdDildung und Nachbildung
1. op. cit., p. 97.
5*
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Henochs im Grang. Es lag also ernster
Anlass zu der ErklSrung vor, das es
keine anderaa gegen Himmel ErhOhte
gelje, die das Himmliscjlie zu "beschi^eiben
vermiJgen, als den, der aus dem Himmel
kam.-^
h. Resume* The studies of section two reveal the
following results. (1) The apocalyptic conception of GrOd is
in sharp contrast to the conception in John* Here John seems
to "be sharply antagonistic to apocali'pt icism* (2) Jewish
religions thought had its intermediaries, as did Greek
philosophy; and Philo presented a Logos idea that was accept-
able to John. Even a special passage like 1:51 is claimed by
Jewish, Philonic, Mandean, and apocalyptic influence. But the
idea of an intermediary is also found extensively as a common
element betv/een apocalypticism and John. (3) John 3;13
represents a definite reaction against apocalyptic claims.
3. The idea of the two ages . The present age is
always regarded as evil; consequently it embodied the hope for
a glorious age to come. This natural division will serve as
an outline to study the concept of the two ages in the Oosp el
of John.
a. The present age . The persecutions that loom
1. A. Schlatter, op. cit., John 3:13.
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in the baclcground of the Gtospel makes the present age evil.
RoMJison, commenting on the tenth chapter of the Grospel, says
that "the author v^orkecL and talked in a time when men mi^t
"be put to the supreme test any day; for persecution was a
1
constant possilDility and often a grim reality." The thought
of possible persecution is further indicated in the following
passages: "If the world hateth you, ye know that it hath
hated me before it hated you. If ye were of the world, the
world would love its own: but because ye are not of the world,
but I chose you out of the world, therefore the world hateth
a
you." Persecution and sui'fering is evidently predicted in
16:S0: "Verily, verily I say unto you, that ye shall weep
and lament, but the world shall rejoice: Ye shall be sorrowful,
but your sorrow shall be turned into joy." The last line
points apparently to a future day. Althou^ the disciples
have tribulation in this world, they are told to be of good
3
cheer, for "I have overcome the world."
John's idea of a present age is further seen in the
frequent references. But in John the present age is no longer
1. B. W. Robinson, op. cit., p. 175.
2. 15:18.
3. 16:33*
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considered as evil. A new feature appears, namely that eternal
life and Judgment already belong to the present age. Jesus
tells his disciples: "this is the will of my Father, that
every one that beholdeth the Son, and "believeth on him, should
1
have eternal life." The same thought is reiterated in 6:47,
"He that believeth hath eternal life." Again, "whosoever be-
2
lieveth may in him have eternal life." If the disciples
3
"believe him, "that sent me", they have eternal life. The
believer is told: "He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my
4
blood hath eternal life." The thought of eternal life in
this present age is further expressed in the follov/ing verses:
5:39; 3:36; 6:57; 5:26; 6:62; 7:38.
As eternal life is already a possession in this age, so
^dgraent is going on in this age. Thus we read: "ITow is the
5
^d^ent of this world." In speaking of a present Judgment
6
Jesas says: "Yea and if I Judge, my Judgment is true." The
same thought is expressed farther: "He that believeth on him
7
is not Judged; he that believeth not hath been Judged already."
1. 6:40.
2. 3:15,16.
3. 5:24.
4. 6:54.
5. 12:31.
6» 8:16.
7. 3:18,
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This same fact is eraphasizecL in the next verse: "and this is
1
the judgment, that the lig;ht is come into the world." Like-
wise the word will judge in this age • "He that rejecteth me,
and receiveth not ray sayings , hath one that judgeth him; and
2
the woi d that I have spoken, the same shall judge him,"
"b. The future age* The (Jospel of John does not
speak explicitly of a coming age as v/e find it in apocalypti-
cism: "but some of the major ideas like eternal life, judgment,
resurrection and the "last day", carry references to the
coming age. The study of eternal life, and important factors
like judgment and resurrection will "be treated in separate
sections, hut these subjects may well "be noted here as evidence
that the idea of the coming a^e is implicit in the Oospel of
John.
A reference to the future, in connection with eternal
life, is found in 4:14 where we read: "the water that I shall
give him shall tecome in him a well of water springing up unto
eternal life." A similar thought is expressed in 6:27, "work
not for the food \'vhich perisheth, "but for the food which
ahideth unto eternal life." Another quotation, also pointing
to the future, is found in 17:24, "Father, I desire that they
1. 3:19.
2, 12:48.
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also whom thou hast given me "be with me where I am, that they
may behold my glory."
Though, there are only a few references to a future judg-
ment and a coming resurrection in John, the Gospel nevertheless
teaches these events as "being in the fature. Terses 5:28,29
furnish the "best proof for the present claim. "Marvel not at
this: for the hour cometh, in which all that are in the tomlDs
shall hear his voice, and shall come forth; they that have
done good, unto the resnrrecti on of life; and. they that have
done evil, unto the resurrection of judgment."
The contention that John emhodies a reference to the
coming age is f\irther enforced by the frequent occurrence of
the phrase the "last day". These two words, laden with ex-
pectation, occur in 6:39,40,44; 11:24; 12:48; and in 14:20
John uses the phrase "in that day". A reading of these
passages gives one the unmistakable inxpression that the v/riter
of this Gospel expected this event in the future* H. Wendt
has treated this phrase as an interpolation, undoubtedly be-
cause the teaching of a "last day" appears to him as being-
inconsistent with the doctrine of eternal life. It is un-
necessary, however, to regard the phrase as an interpolation.
A careful reading of the Gospel discloses a somev;hat
uneasy anticipation of future events. Encouragingly,
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therefore, Jesas tells the disciples, "In my Father's house
are many mansions; if it were not so , I would have told you;
1
for I go to prepare a place for you." Just what Jesus meant
"by "mansions" and "a place" is a question for debate* K. Knudsin
holds to the following interpretation: "Unter denjenigen, bei
denen Jesus und der Vater Wohtnung machen wo 11 en, in erster Line
2
solche zu verstehen sind, die den Leidensweg gehen." O.Schaefei
holds that "die allgeraeine Wahrheit von 8^35 findet in 14:2 einei
specielle Anv/endung» Er der Sohn, "bleiht auch v/enn er Jetzt
von der Erde geht, immer da, wo er schon bisher war in seines
3
Vaters Hause^" W* Bauer calls attention to the Mandean par-
allels; ""besonders oft jedoch hftren wir "bei den Mandaern von
den lichten Wohmingen des Himmels, oder der Wohnungen der
4
Seligen, ofter grossen, hohen Vat er-haus e." 0. Pfleiderer,
looking at this verse from a Hellenistic point of view, remarks
that it is no longer the conception of the "Urgeme inde
"
, "but
the forward look of the Christian Hellenist to the dv/ellings of
the upper world, "in welch er schon Plato die wahre Heimat un-
5
serer Seelen erkannt hatte." A. Schlatter sees apocalyptic
meanij:]g in this verse* He v/rites:
Schv/erlich folgen wir Johannes v/enn
wir das Haus des Vaters dem Himmel
gleichsetzen. Der Weggang Jesu, der
den JtLngern den Raum verschafft, ist
!• 14:2.
2? K. Knudsin, op. cit.. Heft 2-3, p. 214, 1934.
3. 0. Schaefer, "Der Sinn der Rede Jesu von den vielen Wohnungej^J ,
gitsdirlft Ittr die Neutes teirQentlidie Vfi-ssetisc haft. Heft 2-3, p. 213, 1934
j
4. W. Bauer, op. cit., p. 172.
5. 0. Pfleiderer, Ur chr is tentum , II, p. 376.
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freilidi Hiraraelfahrt ; a"ber die Sin-
ftlhrung der JUnger in Oottes Hause
gesch-ieht d-urch die Paxousie* Das
Haas des Vaters* und 'das Rei dh.
(Jot tea' sind nicht voneinander zu
trennen. Dem Vaternamen entspricjht
die Formal 'Haus' den KOniganamen
die Forme 1 'Reich*' Auoh die Pres-
"byter der Asia ha"ben bei dies em Vers
nicht nur an den Hinirael, sondern an
alle Orte gedacht, die der verklfirten
(Jeme inde zur ewigen lYohnung di enen,
an den Himmel und an das Paradies,
und an das erneute Jerusalem
Strargely enough T« Buroii says that the v/ord Te>To(r for the
disciples means the place of the dead; later he adds that their
minds revert to Enochism. As an illustration he q.uotes Enoch
thus; 'they will acquire houses through their righteousness and
the House of the Great Kii:g will he "bailt vdth glory forever'
Z
I. Ihoch 91:13." Bernard seems to agree v;ith the latter part
of Burch's explanation. The former calls attention to I. Enoch
61:1 and concerning 14:2 he v/rites: "many mansions.. • is a
hospitahle palace with many chambers rather than a journey with
3
many stages." A possible interpretation is that John is
putting into the mouth of Jesus an old phrase, possibly apoca-
lyptic, that pointed towards heaven, hut he does not define it.
The previous discussion of the references to a coming age find
their sequence in a study of the parous ia.
c. The Parousia. The farewell discourse (chapters
1. A. Schlatter, op. cit., p. 292.
2. V. Burch, op. cit., p. 146.
3o J. H. Bernard, op. cit., II, p. 533.
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14-17) is "by many scholars regacded as the counterpart to the
apocalyptic discourses in the Synoptic G-ospels* These chapters
furnish the material far the Johannine parousia* The specific
passages demanding attention are the following: 14:3, "If I
go and prepare a place for yoi, I come again and will receive
you unto myself*" 14:8, "I will not leave you desolate:
(orphans) I come unto you." 14:21,23, "Ee that hath my
commandments and keepeth them, he it is that loveth me: and he
that loveth me shall he loved of my Father, and I will love
him and will manifest myself unto him»" 14:28, "Ye heard
how I said to yoa, I go away, and I come unto you." 16:22,
"And ye therefore now have sorrow: hut I will see you again."
These diverse interpretations of the Johannine parousia may he
classified under six headijf^s •
(1) The conception of an insvard, moral return is
attractive to many students. "The second coming of Jesus was
not to he outwardly manifest (14:17,22,23; 16:22; 10:16),
hut was to take place in the hearts of helievers, an inward
and spiritual presence, permanent, universal, free from the
1
limitations of Jesus' earthly life* (14:3)" q^iat the return
of Jesus hecomes mystical and moral is the belief of Loisy:
!• Ely-Lyman, op. cit., p. 62»
I II"
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3
lit teraleraent , le ret oar en question
est la parous ee comme I'entendent les
Synoptiques et saint Paul, avec cette
difference pourtant que l*dee d'reunion
I'emporte sur I'dee d'avenement, et
qu'on ne dit rien du jugement, de la
resurrection, des damnes, L'excliat-
ologie devient mystique et morale
Another scholar endorses this same view: I will not leave you
desolate, I will come unto you. "But the coming is an invvard
2
one, not a catastrophic and visible Parousia," (2) The
return of Jesus is further pictured as occurring at the death
of the disciples. K. Knudsin interprets chapters 14-17 as
primarily referring to the sufferings of Jesus hut in spealcing
Jl
of i/~i^i?^'<i in 14:3 he remarks that it refers "konkret auf
ein Kommen Jesu zu den JtLngern in ihrer Todesstunde, respective
3
in der Stunde ihres Martyriums." A similar position is held
4
liy Tholuck Lang, Reus, and H. Holtzmann. (3) Many apply
the words of the return to a spiritual coming of Christ throu^
the Paraclete that is promised in the Gospel. This according
to Stevens is the view of TTeander and Lucke. An interpretation
closely related to the one ^ust mentioned is (4) the return
through the Holy Spirit. "The doctrine that the second coming
1. A. Loisy, op. cit., p. 742.
2* P. Gardner, op. cit., p. 183.
3. K. Knudsin, op. cit., p. 213.
4. G. B. Stevens, op. cit., p. 329.
5. ibid., p. 331«
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of Christ passes over in this Grospel into that of the Holy-
Spirit..* Who should lead the disciples into all truth... has
1
the weight of Hausrath*s authority in its favor." GrOdet holds
that according to John, Jesas had promised to return only in a
Z
spiritual sense, under the form of the Holy Spirit. (5) Ail
ever-coming, culminating in the eschat ologi cal return of Jesus
is the belief of Westcott. He writes; "though the words refer
to the last coming of Christ, the promise must not "be limited to
that one 'coming* which is the corisummation of all comings....
Chjrist is in fact from the moment of His Resurrection ever
coming to the v/orld and to the Church and to men as the Risen
3
Lord." A similar interpretation is advanced "by A. Schlatter
when he says that "in der Zeit zwischen dem Kreuz und der
Parusie fSllt die Wirksamkeit Jesu nicht aus • Er hleiht der
Wirkende. der die JtLnger Bevjegende, der sie zu seinmen Ziele
4
"bringt." (6) The eschatological return of Jesus is discussed
/ J/
also hy Bernard. He comments on'^oLAt^y y-/.fi^oif thus: "the
present tense expresses the certainty of the future return,
am coming back', this is an explicit announcement of the
Parousia or the Second Advent. l\^ot so much is said about this
in John as in the Synoptists, but it is nevertheless an integral
5
element in Johanriine doctrine." Heitrntlller in poetic
1. O.Cone, Cospel Criticism and Historical Christ ianity .p. 290.
2o P.rrodet, John's Cospel ,p.l48;cf . E.F.Sco tt,op.cit. ,p.302.
3. B.E!. J^estcott, op.cit., (John 14:3).
4. A. Schlatter, op. cit., p. 294.
5. J.H. Bernard, op. cit., II, 535.

lar^uage remarks on this passage: "Der Terfasser rllht damit an
eine Saite, die in der Alt clir is tlichen (Teraeinde einen hellen
1
Widerhall finden nrusate." This escha to logical interpretation
is further endorsed "by 0. Schaefer when he vn?ites: "an dem
eschatologischen Sinn, tQQy-fyt<i tt oi 1 1/ scheint ein
Zweifel kaiim miJglidh* Wie fliessend und schillernd ater in
Wirklichkeit der Sinn dieser solemen Parusie forrael.,.wie im
ganzen Johannes evangel iiam so auch in unserer Stelle ist,
2
"beweisst v/as gleich im Text folgt," B. Weiss also holds that
the primitive Tselief of Jesus' re tarn "vdrd auch hier noch
3
fes tgehalt en." On the basis of the previous study and survey,
the parousia is here taught in an eschat ologi cal sense*
d« The idea of eternal lii'e , Qhis idea receives such
a prominent plaee that it demands farther stady. "According
to this Oospel, the kiiigdom of Ood had already "been inaugorated
through the earthly work of Jesas. This Kingdom is not a
rehabilitation of Jewish national supremacy, nor is it a mere
foreshadowiiig of an imminent apocalyptic regime to be con-
summated by an impending catastrophe* Yet it is purely
heavenly in its nature, a kingdom not of this world, but from
4
above It is a condition that "except one be born anew
1. If. Heitmttller, op. cit., p. 214.
2. 0. Schaefer, op. cit., p. 213.
3B. Weiss, Das Johanne sevangelium > p. 264.
4. S.J. Case, Millenial Hope
, p. 138.
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(from fe"bove) he cannot see the kingdom," Or in another phrase
of John: "Except one "be "born of water and the Spirit he cannot
2
enter into the kingdom of God, "becsmse "iJiy kingdom is not of
this world. If my kii^dom were of this v^orld, then would my
servants fight, that I should not "be delivered to the Jev/s:
3
"but new is my kingdom not from hence," In the Fourth Grospe l
the term kingdom occurs only in Ihe passages quoted. The idea
of the kir^dom has resolved itself into that of eternal life.
P. Gardner says that "the phrase first meets us. in the
Septuagint version of Daniel in connection with the coming
reign of the Messiah." " -v^7 odi^^y^r- ard the simple
o . 5
cuicj^ieo- with the equivalent sense occur some fifty times."
Eternal life in the Gospel cf John is regarded as a present
possession in the following verses 3:15,16; 5:24,26; 5:39;
6:40; 6:50,51,54,57; 6:62; 7:38; 17:3, Imt in some
passages a future meaning may te construed. "Eie most notice-
able is 12:25; "He that hateth his life in this v/orld shall
keep it unto life eternal." Eternal life is here clearly
thought of as the fa tore life. Other verses that seem to
emhody the idea of a future eternal life are 4:14; 6:27 and 12:
50»
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1. 3:3.
S. 3:5.
3. 18:36.
4» P. Gardner, op. cit., p. 178*
5. I.T. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John , p. 75.
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What John means by eternal life is a question that
commentators have answered in various ways* I* T. Beckwith
suggests J "eterml life or life without the adjective is not
continued existence, but the moral state of perfect harmony
with Grod, a livir^ in union with him, an abiding in him as the
1
"branch in the vine." J.H. Bermrd explains eternal life in a
similar way; "to have eternal life means more than to live
forever; the stress is not so much upon the duration of the
life as upon its quality • It means to share God (5:26) which
2
is xinfettered by the conditions of time." Bert shares this
view, "das ewige Leben, is t im Evargelium Leben in (xemeinschaf
t
3
mit Gott*" An opposi t^ositi on is held by Heitm-ftller, who
seems to be far afield»
Besonders in den. Kreisen des Juden-
tums, die unter dem Einfluss des
Hellenis tischen Geistes stand en,
trat das ewige Leben an die erste
Stelle. Denn leben, immer leben
UnvergSnglichlceit , Unsterblichkeit
;
das war die Hoffnung des he lien is t is
-
Chen Frommen*^
Strack and Billerbeck believe that eternal life "entspricht,
5
jtldischen, hebraischen wie aramaischen Formeln." According to
Odeber^ it is "not mere ceaseless conscious existence... it is
the Life that the Father has in Himself and has given to the
•
1. ibid., p. 116.
2. J.H. Bernard, op. cit., (Jchn 5:26).
3« G. Bert, op. cit., p. 28.
4» W. Heitmttler, op. cit., p. 758.
5» Strack-Billerbeck, op. cit., p. 208.
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Son." F. Blichs el explains "fflr die Jiiden ist Leben Errettung
vor dera (Jerioht Gottes und zugleicih ewigea Dasein unter tlber-
irdisGhen Bedin^iingen." John himself has suggested what he
means "by eternal life. "This is life eternal, that they
should know Thee the only true God and Him irtiiom 'i'hou didst sen^,
3
Jesus Caarist»"
e« A summation. The previous findings concerning the
idea of the age in the Fourth (xospel may "be outlined in this
way. (1) The idea of two ages is an underlying concept in the
Gospel of John. (2) The constant per sacations that loom in
the "background of the Gospel, and the luling power of Satan
over darkness, make this age evil. (3) The concept of a
future age is well expressed in this Gospel. It is found in
references to a future eternal life, a coming resurrection,
and a future ^gment. An uneasy anticipation of the future
culminates in the "belief of the parous ia and a "last day."
(4) The six interpretations of the parousia mentioned earlier
lead to the conclusion that John teaches an es chato logical
return of Jesus.
f. Compar iso
n
. A comparison "between these findings
and those made in the stady of apocalypticism offers an inter-
esting picture. (1) The concept of the two ages appears in
ZOZ
1« H. Ode"berg, op. cit., p. 211.
2. F. Mchsel, op. cit., p. 21.
3. 17 :3,

apocalypticism and John. (2) The present age is regarded as
evil in "both; but in apocalyptic v/ritijogs it is vividly
described, wihile in John it appears in a matter of fact form.
(3) A farther agreement is found in the fearful anticipation
of the future* John, however, departs from apocalyptic thought.
(1) in that he does not teach the destruction of the present
agQ, (2) in that he omits a temporary kingdom "betv.'een the two
ages, (3) in that the apocalyptic return of Jesus in tJie
Synoptic Gtospels receives a new interpretation by stressing
a spiritual return, (4) in that he tells his readers that
eternal life is already present in this age.
g. The concept of tv/o ages in related literature.
The infrequent occurrence of this idea may explain the Judgment
of (t. Dalman. "In Christian products cf Jewish literature
there is as yet no trace of these ideas to be foani. Cremer...
gives Job 14:5 as the solitary instance of this conception to
be foand in the apocrypha, .by itself does not necessarily
1
presuppose an antithesis of two epoche." But we do find
iMications of a belief in tY/o ages (1) in the Old Testament .
For example: "He that sweareth in the earth shall swear by
the God of truth; because the fcrmer troubles are forgotten,
and because they are hid from mine eyes. For, behold, I
create new heavens and a new earth; and the former things shall
1» G. Dalman, The Words of JesuB , p. 149.
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not be remembered nor oorae into mind." In the same chapter
Isaiah, looking toward the coming age, writes: "The wolf and
the lam"b shall feed together, and the lion shall eat straw
like the ox and the dust shall be the serpent's food. They
shall not hiort nor destroy ih all my holy mount a3.n, saith
2
Jehova." (2) H» Odeberg calls attention to the occurrence
of this concept in Samaritan literatiire. "An important early
conception is also that of the contrast between the present
age of Panata; »the dark, abysmal period, the terrible period
of Fanuta* and the futxire Rahuta, implying a life in the
3
constant shadow of God's favour and love." (3) In discussing
the idea of the tv;o ages as it appears in the letter to the
Hebrews E. F. Scott writes: "the Alexandrian philosophy, •••
rested on a dualism v/hich ultimately goes back to Plato. It
4
conceives of this world as the shadov/ of a higher reality."
(4) Even though it is not possible to state that the concept
of the two ages is peculiar to apocalypticism and John, it has
been demonstrated the idea is us ed widely and freely by the
apocalyptists and John.
4. The conception of salvation. It is axiomatic with
t^ie Fourth Evangelist 14iat "God so loved the world, that he
!• Isaiah , 65:17»
2. ibid., 65:23.
3» H. Odeberg, op. cit., p. 182.
tk» E. P. Scott, op. cit., p. 115.

gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on hira
1
should not perish, but have eternal life." Accordingly,
God is not only the first author of salvation, but he offers
salvation to all men. Though God is the originator of
salvation he does not carry out the actual work; that is com-
mitted to Jesus.
a. Jesus and salvation. The author of the Fourth
Gk>£pel wrote, "that ye may believe that Jesus is the Christ,
2
the son of God and that believing ye may have life in his name**'
John could make such a statement because he "believed that "the
whole work of Jesus is £p?oanded in the Father's natiare; he does
nothing but what he sees the Father doii^. God delights to
bestow spiritual life and blessing, and he has sent his Son to
3
earth for this purpose." Prom 5:26, we learn that even "as
the Father hath life in himself, even so gave he to the Son
also to have life in himself." This spiritual life is offered
to man, as such "it concerns man's hi^er life in which he is
kindred to God; it occupies itself not with what is outward and
incidental, but what is essential to man's true nature and
4
destiny (6:63)."
God's purpose in sending Jesus was not primarily that
1. 3:16.
2. 20:31.
3. G.B. Stevens, op. cit., p. 182,
4. ibid., p. 182«
i

he should j'^dge men, hut "that the world should he saved through
him (3:17)a" A process of judgment is, however, inseparalDle
from his rcissiono "His primary function is not that of Judge,
hut that of Saviour; yet his v/ork judges men, and that because
he is not alone, "but stands in livij^g and perfect fellov/ship
with God, and must deal with men in a way which corresponds
1
with God's o\m perfect ethical nature."
b. Conditions for salvation * It has already been indicat-'
ed that Judgment becomes a necessary part of Jestis* work. The
implication is that man is confronted with the truth of Christ'si
mission. "Jesus' disclosures of truth to men, and his very
efforts to save them, involve their judgment if they spurn
2
hia truth and reject his salvation." It is then a choice
with men either to accept salvation and reject darkness, or
follow the path of darkness and disregard the light. It is
a sad conviction of the Evangelist that "men loved darkness
3
rather than the li£^t; for their works v/ere evil." Further-
more, "evil hateth the light, and cometh not to the light
but he that doeth the truth cometh to the light, that his
4
v/orks may be mside manifest, that they have been v;rought in God.
1. ibid., p. 183.
2. ibid., p. 183.
3. 3:19.
4. 3:20,21.
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V/hen Jesus said to the children of sin; "ye shall die in your
1
sins;" he presupposed that death in sin is the hearer's self-
identification \yith sin. OdelDerg commenting on man's choice
of good or evil (8:21-22) writes: "the hearers cannot enter
this v'orld; they are from 'below,.. But this fact that they are
2
from below, is the result cf an act of their will."
The conditions for entering the kingdom of salvation
are fui^ther variously pictured in the G-ospel of John. All
approaches to salvation meet in Jesus, who says: "I am the
way, the truth, and the life; no one cometh unto the Father,
hut "by me." (1) Salvation is obtained by a birth from above
or from Grod. "Jesus answered the inquiring Ficoderaus thus:
Verily, verili^, I say unto thee, except one be born anew
3
(from above), he cannot see the kij::gdom of God." (2) Salvation
is also secured by knowledge cf Gk)d» In 17:3 Jesus tells his
disciples: "This is life eternal, liiat they should know thee
the only true (Jod , and him whom thou didst send, even Jesus
Christ." There is mutual knowledge betv;een the good shepherd
4
and his own; "I know mine ov/n, and mine own know me." (3)
Salvation is portrayed as living v/ater and the bread of heaven.
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1. 8:21o
2« H. Odeberg, op. cit., ( John . 8:21. 22)
.
3* 3:3, 5o
4. 10:14«

Thus Jesus calls to all men: "If any man thirst, let him come
1
unto me and drink • The water that I shall give him shall
2
iDecome in him a well of water sprii^ing up unto eternal life."
He admonishes his hearers: "wrk not for the food which
perisheth hut for the food which ahideth unto eternal life,
3
v/hich the Son of Man shall give you." In startling language
Jesus answers his inquirers; "I am "the bread of life; he that
Cometh to me shall not hanger, and he that believeth on me
4
shall never thirst (4) "To believe" in Christ is essen-
tial for salvation. John uses the verb f <r7~Lo -?/^ about a
5
hundred times. Typical illustrations follow: "He that
believeth on the Son hath eternal life; but he that obeyeth
not the Son shall not see life but the wrath of God abideth
6
on him." Or "whosoever believeth may in him have eternal
7
life;" again, "v/hile ye have the light (Jesus) believe on the
8
light, that ye may become sons cf light." Other passages in
which the phrase "to believe and its variants occur are 6:47;
3:16; 5:24; 11:26; 17:12; 6:39,40; 12:44,46; 6:29; 7:38.
All of these four, being born from above; knowing God, drinking
1. 7:37.
2. 4:14.
3. 6:27.
4. 6:35.
5. J.H. Bernard, op. cit., p. 9.
6. 3:36.
7. 3:15.
8»12:36o
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of living water; TDelieving in Christ; culminate in the great
good of salvation, the kingdom of God, preferalDly eternal
spiritual life. Almost every quotation given a"bove ends with
the v/ords "that ye may have life eternal."
o. gie nature of salvation . The statements "salvatio4
is from the Jews," (4:22) and "I pray not for the world, but
for them which thou hast given me; for they are thine" (17:9)
are sometimes taken out of their context and interpreted as
referring to Jewish salvation only. Such exegesis is unfair
in view of the universal salvation proclaimed in the (Jospel.
ITotice these quotations: "the Samaritans confess: "we have
heard for ourselves, and know that this is indeed the Saviour
1
of the world." Jesus as the good shepherd says: "and other
sheep I have, which are not of this fold: them also I must
bring, and they shall hear my voice; and they shall "become one
2
flock, one shepherd." In view of his passion Jesus promises
"and I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men
3
unto myself." Hhere is a similar pronouncement in 3:14,15
"And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even
so must the Son of man be lifted up; that whosoever believeth
1. 4:42o
2. 10:16.
3. 12:32.
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may in him have eternal life*" That Jesias came far the sal-
vation of all men is moreover seen in his own proclamation
found in 12:46," I am come a light into the world that who-
soever believeth on me may not abide in darkness," Again we
I
read in 6:35, "Jesois said unto them, I am the TDread of life:
he that cometh to me shall not hunger, and he that "believeth
on me shall never thirst." In an intercessory prayer, 17:21,
Jesus prays "that they all may "be one; even as thou. Father,
art in me, and I in thee, that they also may be in us:" note,
"that the v/orld may believe that thou didst send me." Evidence
from the Grospel itself convinces us that salvation is for all
men*
d. The death of Jesua . Jdin the Baptist, pointing to
Jesus, tells his disciples "Behold the Lamb of (xOd, that taJceth
1
away the sin of the world." In the language of the shepherd
Jesus says, "I am the good shepherd, the good shepherd layeth
down his life for the sheep; even as the Father knoweth me,
2
and I know the Father: and I lay down ray life for the sheep."
It is the fact of consecration unto death that makes Jesus say:
"I sanctify myself, that they themselves also may be sanctified
3
in truth." E. F. Scott comments as follows on the previous
1. 1:29.
2. 10:11,15.
3. 17:19.
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Q^uotation: "The Savior on His part devotes Himself to death,
in order that the disciples may "be rendered holy, set apart
1
for the service of God." Jchn 15:11 is indeed a statement of
sacrificial proof; "Greater love hath no man than this, that
a man lay down his life for his friends. According to Scott
the death of Christ marks two significant events.
In the first place, it marks the re-
turn of Jesus to the Father, His re-
investment with the glory which He
had in the beginning. • . In the second
place, the death prepares the way for
a return of Jesus to His disciples.
While He enters into His heavenly
glory He is still regarded as dwelling
in oar world, reveali rig Himself to
His Church.^
]!hat the work of Jesus after his death is carried on "by the
Spirit is seen from the frequent references to it in the body
of the Gospel. Stevens says that "the Spirit's work is the
invisible continually operative counterpart of the historic
3
action of God in Christ»" It is not a mere promise on the
part of Jesus that "the Spirit of truth. .. .shall guide you
into all trath;" the church testifies to an ever greater
realization of that fact.
e. Summary . The salient points in the Johannine
conception of salvation maybe summarized thus: (1) God is the
211
!• E.F. Scott, op. cit., p. E26.
Z» ibid., p. 227.
3» G.B. Stevens, op. cit., p. 220.
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author of salvation, bit the actual work of^ salvation is
committed to Jesaa^ (2) The conditions for salvation are,
choosing "between light and darkness, "being born from above,
knowing Grod, drinking of living water, and "believing in Jesus.
(3) Salvation in the (Jospel of John is offered to all men;
it is universal in nature* (4) "Eie nature of salvation and
conditions for obtaining it culminate in the character and
sacrificial death of Jesus; after this the Holy Spirit carries
on the redemptive v/ork»
f • At grips with the problem * In comparing the
results of the Johannine study of salvation with the conclusions
of the study on apocalyptic salvation, the following agreement
is apparent. Man is placed on the highway of choice, either to
accept the light of salvation, or to follow 12ie path of darkneoa
Each decision carries its logical consequence. Aside from
this harmony of thought we have the following differences. (1)
In apocalypticism man must do his share tov/ards salvation by
accumulating good deeds and by being loyal; in John man must
believe in Jesus the Saviour. (2) In apocalyptic thought
only a fev/ are saved, and these are rescued throijigh the catas-
trophic action on the part of (Jod; in John salvation is for
all men and it takes place as a present process. (3) Attain-
ment of salvation in apocalypticism means an escape from this
world; in the Fourth Crospe 1
,
however, it is a victorious over-

coming of this world*
In returning to a consideration of agreements between
apocal^^pticism and the Gospel of Jdin we discover the following
evidence: for instance, concerning the "birth from above in
John 3:3,5, R. N. Flew comments;
It is possible that the metaphor of
the new birth is affiliated to the
idea of a new creation in the apoc-
alyptic literature. The Apocal^'pse
of Barach lays special stress on
the changing of human nature in the
Messianic age#.«. It wo^old be in
keepirg with the Johannine method
to transform the old conception of
Jewish apocal^Qptic so as to. make it
refer to the new creation of the
Christian in Christ, of v/hich Paul
had spoken.-^
John is further under the influence of other religious currents.
For instance H* Odeberg points out that the idea of living
water as it occurs in 4:14 has its parallels in the Zadokite
2
Fragments
,
and the Odes of Solomon* Or again, in John. 7; 57,
where Jesus says: "If any man thirst, let him come unto me
and drink," W. Bauer in a recent study calls attention to
3
similar Mandean thought forms. Mding to the already existing
complexity B. W. Robinson writes: "Jchn, in line with the
Greek Platonic emphasis upon reason, felt that the light of
!• R.N.Flev/g The Idea of Perfection in Christian Theology
,
p>112»
2. H. Odeberg, op. oit,, p. 155.
3» W. Bauer, op. cit., p. 109.
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knowledge was fancLame nt al to our salvation."^ In view of
the previous considerations it is not possible to claim a
siJi^lar relationship "between John and apocalypticism, "but it
is clearly evident that these two fields of thought especially
have the many elements in common.
5» The lies si ah. In this study it is to "be observed
that many titles are applied to the Messiah in the Grospel of
John© The designations with divine conotation are these:
Son of man, Son of God, (6:69) Messiah which is interpreted
Christ, the Holy One of Grod, Prophet, Lamb of Ood , Saviour of
the world, and Lord (6:68; 20:13). H. Windisch calls
attention to a series of titles applied to Jesus in 1:29-51,
culminating in the designation Son of Man. They are:
c r •» , c /
J- ^ \
<>
_
1. H. Windisch, op. cit., p. 217.
•
i
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1
Among the "bildlichen" designations are the following: The
2 3 4 5
Bread of Life, the Shepherd, the vine, the way, and, according
6
to the Baptist, the bridegroom.
a. The Messiah in the Grospel^ The expectation of the
Messiah is mentioned first of all in 1:20 and 4:25. The Jews
ask John the Baptist, v\hether he is Christ* The Samaritan
"v/oman saith unto him, I know that Messiah cometh (he that is
called Christ); when he is come he will declare unto us all
7
things." Since the air was filled with Messianic expectations
it is not strange that ilndrew finding "his own bMother Simon,..
8
saith unto him, 'We have foujxL the Messiah." The next day
Phillip finds ITathanael and he tells him, "We have found him
9
of whoi$ Moses in the law, and the prophets wrote," evidently
the Messiah. After Jesus haft told the Samaritan woman a number
of things about her life, she reco]a^nized a Messianic quality in
Jesus, "and went away into the city, and saith to the people...
10
can this be the Christ?" Not knowing vjh.o Jesus v/as the people
said: "This is of a truth the prophet;" others said, "This is
11
the Christ." In 9:22 it is reported that ihe Jews had agreed,
"that if any man should confess him to be the Christ, He should
1. F. Btlchsel, op. cit., p. 48.
2. 6:26-58.
3. 10:1-18.
4. 15:1-8.
5. 14:6.
6. 3:29.
7. 1:25; 3:28; 7:31; 7:26.
8. 1:41.
9. 1:45.
10. 4:29.
11, 7:40,41,
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"be put out of the synagogue^" When the Jews grew tired of
their suspense they came to Jesv£, "And said unto him,... if
1
thou art the Christ, tell us plainly." Moxtha confesses: "I
2
have "believed that thou art the Christ, the Son of G-od," John's
entire purpose of v/ritijig is summed up in the familiar verse:
"lEhesQ are written, that ye may tslieve that Jesus is the Chrisi
3
the Son of aod."
"b. The ?r e -exis ten t Me s siah
»
Aside from John the
Baptist's testimony the Evar^elist speaks in the following
passage of the Messiah as pr e-existent ; 6:62 "What then if you
should "behold the Son of man ascendiiig where he was "before?
In 8:58 we read: "Jesus said unto them, "Verily, verily, I say
unto you, before Abraham was born, I am." Jesus is asking the
Father, "glorify thou m0,.,v/ith the glory which I had with
5
thee before the world was»" The Evangelist's first words are:
"In the beginning was the Word and the V/ord was with G-od, and
the Word was GkDd." "Dsmit ist die re ale Praexistence des Logos-
6
Messias gelehrt." In a previous section in this dissertation
passages were given in which Xesus speaks of that which he has
seen and heard; many of these may serve here to illustrate the
the pr e-exis ten ce of Jesus. For instance: "I speak of things
7
-j-which I have seen with my Father*" Jesus really makes a much
1. 10:24.
2» 11:27.
3. 20:31.
4. 3.:15,30.
5. 17:5.
6. Strack-Billerbeck, op. cit., II, 333»
?• 8:38o
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greater claim theji to "be identioal v;ith the pre-existent
Messiah of the Jewish speculations. "He claims to "be the ever-
existent and ever -central Son, to T/idiom everything and every
"being of the apiritaal worH are cons titutively and essentially
related; their very existence in the apiritual v/orld "beiiog "boiond
up with him as truly and necessarily as they are "bound up with
1
the Father*"
c» The Son of man > !I5ie Son of man as having descended
from heaven is spoken of in 3:13 "and no one that ascended in-
to heaven, "but he that descended out of heaven, even the Son
of man." But he does not remain on earth; he will ascend again:
"vniat then if he should "behold the Son of man asceMing where
2
he was "before." Further, the Son of man is associated with
predictions of his passion: "As Moses lifted up the serpent, •••
so must the Son of man be lifted up." Jesus suggests that
after his death people will realize his true identity: "When ye
shall have lifted up the Son of man, then shall ye knovi; that I
3
am He." Jesus announces: "The hour is come that the Son of
4
man should "be glorified." He is referred to in 6:27 as the
dispenser of eternal life. "Work not for the food which
perisheth, "but for the food which ahideth unto eternal life,
which the Son of man shall give unto you." The same sacrameatal
1» H. Odeherg, op. cit., p. 308.
2. 6:62.
3. 8:28.
4. 12:23.
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tone is fotmd in 6:53, "Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of
man and drink his iDlood, ye have not life in yourselves* The
disciples are promised that they will see angels "ascending
1
and descending upon the Son of man." Grod gives Jesus
"authority to execute ^udgnent, "because he is a Son of man,"
That the title Son of man was not a .current designation for a
dying Messiah may "be learned from 12:34; "The multitude tliere-
fore answered him, we have heard out of the law that the Christ
al3ideth forever: and how sayest thou, the Son of man must "be
lifted up," then they confessed their ignorance of the Messianic
content of the Son of man "by asking, "who is this Son of man?"
d* The Son of Gtod * It is the "belief of Bousset that
"the title Son of God characterizes a new conception which this
Gospel triiigs forward to supersede the older Palestinian Son of
2
man." Be that as it may, the title Son of God is the most
exclusive of all the terms we have discussed. "Es ist ein
grossartiges xmd in sich folgerichtiges Bild von Jesus als dem
Sohne Gottes .seine Got tes-sohnschaft ist nicht nur zeitlich
3
sondern ewig. Er ist ewig." John the Baptist "bears witness,
4
"I have seen and have "borne witness that this is the Son of GodV
ITathanael is impelled to confess, "Rals'bi , thou are the Son of
5
God; thou art King of Israel." The Evangelist presents Jesus
1. 1:5.
2. W. F. Howard, op. cit., p. 162.
3. P. Bttchsel, op. cit., p. 20.
4. 1:34.
5. 1:49.

who will call the dead. "The hoixr oometh, and now is when the
1
dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God." Jesus asked the
outcast, "dost thou "believe on the Son of God?" In another
2
discourse Jesias boldly declares, "I am the son of Grod*" The
sickness of Lazarus is a cause for "the glory of God," and
3
"that the Son of God may be glorified thereby." Martha con-
fesses: "I have believed that thou art the Christ, the son of
4
God." The Jews charge that Jesus ought to die, because "he
5
made himself the Son of God." The Evangelist writes in order
6
that ages may know that Jesiia is "the Son of God." The Son
of God is the subject in the following passages as well:
3:16-21; 5:16-47; 6:32-58; 8:56-58. Jimong the many occ-ur-
rences of "the Son" in the Fourth Gospel we may mention these:
1:18; 5:20; 3:16,17; 5:23.
e. Findin^rs. (1) The titles used in a Messianic sense
are Messiah or Christ, Son of man. Son of God, the Holy One of
God^ Lamb of God, and Savior of the world. (2) There v/as a
common expectation for the coming Messiah among the Jev/ish and
Samaritan people. vVhen they had an inkling that Jesus might
be the Messiah they asked definitely, "art thcu the C'nrist?"
(3) Hot only John the Baptist but Jesus himself tells us that
in the beginning was the V7ord vdth God, and that he is going
1. 5:27.
2. 10:36.
3. 11:4.
4. 11:27.
5. 19:7.
6. 20:51.
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where he was "before; in other words he was pr e-existent • (4)
The Son of man is spoken of as having desoended from heaven and
as going hack to heaven. The terra, in a Messianic sense, is
frequently associated by Jesos himself v/ith his passion. (5)
The most divine conception for John is the Son of Ood, some-
times just Son* It has an. infinite richness. John is not
satisfied to have people address Jesus as such; he makes him
confess, "I am the Son of (Jod" (10:36).
f • Comparison. Q3ie findings of the study on the
Messiah both in apocalypticism and John point to the following
agreements. (1) The pr e-exis tence of the Messiah is tau^t
explicitly, but if the apocalyptic Messiah is to be of earthly
origin he will arise from one of the three tribes, David,
Judah or Levi. (2) The functions of the Messiah are numerous:
he is a universal ruler; all Judgment is committed to hira; he
reveals the secrets of God; after the resurrection he separates
the ri^teous from the wicked, destroys the sinners, and re-
wards the righteous. (3) In both writings the titles Messiah,
and Son of man are identical. There is farther a striking
similarity between these designations found in apocalypticism.
Anointed, the Righteous One, Elect One; and the following
which are found in the (k»spel of John, Holy One of Ood, Lamb of
God, and the Saviour of the world. Aside from these points of
!
harmony the following divergences should "be noted, (1) In
apocalypticism the Messiah is expected, but since the Johannine
Messiah is an historical reality the former expectation has
no meaning for him. (2) !Phe apocalyptist expects the Messiah
j
to rule in the temporary kingdom, but since John makes no pro-
vision for such a kingdom, a tanporary rale of the Messiah is
omitted by John. (3) The apocal^.-pt ic return of Jesus, so
vividly described by the Synoptist s,is also neglected.
g. Further oonsid erat ians . (1) The relationship of
the apocalyptic Messiah to the Messiah of John is discussed by
other students of the Kevv Testament. That the Son of man is
strongly apocalyptic in John is the belief of H. Windisch.
He writes: "Die Tendenz, Jesu auf Erden mit der Macht des
apokalyp tischen Menschensohnes as auszustatten ist in Johannes
krftftig ausgeprflgt, (vgl. vor allem Kap . 6 wo die ganze Rede
vom Lebensbrot als eine Offenbarung tib er den Menschensohn ge-
1
staltet ist, 6:27,53,62.) R. IT. Flew records his belief as
follows: "the fact of overv\helraing significance is that the
v/riter regarded Jesus as the Messiah of Jewish hope." Iiater
Flew adds: "If he (John) borrows stones from Greek quarries all
2
is built on a solid Jewish foundation." C. F. T^Tolloth arrives
1. H. Windisch, op. cit., p. 230.
2. R. K. Flew, op. cit., p. 103»
I
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)
at a similar conclusion • He writes: "It should be clearly
understood, that apart from the Baptist's declaration of His
pr e-existence, whatever meaning that conveyed to the people,...
that He was the Messiah of Old Testament and apocalyptic
1
prophecy."
(2) The Grreek idea of the Logos was discussed in
connection with the study of the intermediary; however, it
should "be pointed out here that many scholars see a distant
Greek or Philonic influence upon the Logos in John. Over
against this position are the convictions of W. F. Howard:
"!Ehe majestic figure whose deeds and v;ords are expounded "by the
Evangelist ••• ov;es nothing to G^reek: or Alexandrian philosophic
2
thoaght." Howard, quoting from Bous set's Kyrios Chris to s,
"the Messiah or Christ was the name under v/hich Jesus was
preached to Jews, "but v&ien the Gospel was carried "beyond
Palestinian soil to the Gentile world. Messianic terms were
3
meaningless." Furthermore, C. F. Burney holds that: "His
(John's) Logos doctrine is the development of conceptions
enshrined in the Targums , and is not derived from Philo ...
Philo's doctrine was in no sense the moalding influence of our
4
author's thou^t." The mature judgnent of J. H. Bernard
i
!• C. F. Noiloth, op. cit., p. 213.
2« W. F. Howard, op. cit., p. 16*
3» ibid., p. 162.
4* C. F. Burney, op. cit., p. 127
•
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seems to point in the ri^t direction. He believes that spec-
ulations about the Logos of Grod were current among Greek
thinkers. And "John does not stay to explain the term, which
was in common use at the time* But he sets out, simply and
without argument, what he believes the true doctrine to be;
and he finds its origin in the Jev/ish teaching about the Word
of CrOd rather than in the theosophy of (Jreek Gnosticism. Its
1
final justification is the Life and Person of Jesua Christ."
Here then is a variety of claims, which obviously sug-
gest that a confluence of influences played upon the mind of
the author of the Fourth Gospel when he interpreted the idea
of the Messiah. And yet this stady of the Messiah demonstrates
further that apocalyptic influence appears along-side of the
other elements as a dominant factor, (1) in that it establishes
itself as an agreeable partner and (2) in that John departs
from the apocalyptic teachings by not using some of them.
6. The concept of the resurrection. An account of this
concept reveals two theories. a. The spiritual resurrection.
It is clearly stated in 5:21: "For as the Father raiseth the
dead and giveth them life, even so the Son also giveth life to
whom he will." The present spiritual resurrection is also
closely associated with eternal life as may be seen in 5:24:
1
1» J. H. Bernard, op. cit., I, p. lo
1
1
I
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"I say unto yoa. He that hear 6th my word, and "believeth him
that sent me, hath eternal life, and cometh not into judgment,
hut hath passed out of death into life." Jesus promised that
1
"if a man keep my word, he shall never see death." Jesus
proclaims himself the resurrection and the life, "I am the
resurrection, and the life: he that believeth on me though he
2
die, yet shall he live."
h. The future resurrection . "The hour coraeth, and
now is, when the dead shall hear the voice of the Son of Ood;
and they that hear shall live." In the discussion on the
hread of life the statement that Jesus will be instrumental
with the raising of the dead is four times repeated (6 : 39
,
40,
44,54.) Regarding 6:39 Bernard comment s thus; "here it is
only the resurrection of the righteous that is new; whereas at
5:28 a general resurrection is spoken of as brought about by
3
the Voice of the Son of Ood." In 11:24 Martha speaks of
4
"the resurrection at the last day," upon which Loisy remarks
"la resurrection de Lazare est le symbole de la resurrection
TJniverselle resurrection des /ones et resurrection des. corp."
5:28,29 are the celebrated verses of Jolm's definite statement
1. 8:51.
2. 11:25,26.
3. J'. H. Bernard, op. cit.
,
(John 6:39).
4. A, Loisy, op. cit., p. 406.

of a faiure resurrection. "The ho-ur coraeth, in which all that
are in the tombs shall hear his voice, and shall come forth;
they that have done good unto the resurrection of life; and
they that have done evil, u:iuo the resurrection of judgment."
The text maybe interpreted as speakij:^ of two resurrections,
one of life and one of judgment; however, the point to "be noted
is that John gives a clear statement of a future universal
resurrection. It may be observed in this connection that some
1
scholars, notably Charles and V/endt, are inclined to question
the authenticity of 5:S8,29. But it seems more logical to
agree v/ith T.Toffatt v/hen he says "the passage csjinot be elimin-
ated as a later interpolation."
c» Summary and the problem. A summary of John's idea
of the resurrection shows that John thinks of it in a twofold
manner. (1) It is a present experience from death unto life in
and through Jesus. (2) At times John speaks of £, resurrection
of the righteous; on oiSier occasions, however, a future un-
iversal resurrection is clearly stated. Both resurrections are
inaugurated by the Messiah.
A comparison of the Johannine idea of the resurrection
with that of apocalypticism gives the following results. (1) In
1. Quoted by C.F.TTollotli,op.cit . ,p. 155;
H.Weriit, op. cit., p. 83.
2. J. Moffatt, op. cit., p. 537.

apocalyptic literature the idea evolves first from a resurrec-
tion of only ri^teous Israelites; then all Israelites are to
arise; and finally a future universal resurrection is proclaimefH.
(2) In the Gospel of John is likewise a resurrection of the
righteous and a future universal resurrection, "but the new
feature in John is a present spiritual resurrection.
The agreement feetv/een the apocalyptic and Johannine
resurrection points to an earlier apocalyptic influence on
the author of the Fourth (xOspel « Before accepting this result
as final, hcwvever, let us note that the Old Teataraent also
refers to a resurrection. The statement in Isaiah 25:19,
"thy dead men shall live, together with my dead hody shall
they arise," really "belongs to the apocalyptic literature, "be-
cause it is a part of the "little apocalypse" of Isaiah , ^is
a matter of fact clear cut statements of a future universal
resurrection are rare in the Old Testament. I. Samuel 2:6
"the Lord killeth, and malceth alive: He "bringeth dov/n to the
grave, and bringeth up," appears to speak of a resurrection.
A.R.S. Kennedy argues: "in the light of the parallelism in
6a it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that in 6'b the
1
poet declares his "belief in a resurrection from the dead."
Nevertheless one is led to "believe that the Old Testament
226
1. A.R.S. Kennedy, The Nev/ Century Bitle . Sajpuel . p. 44.
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influence upon John is at this point weak. There are, however,
several references in II, Maceatiees that deserve attention.
"The Creator of the v/orld who f ashioneth men and deviseth the
generating of all things, and he it is vAio in mercv v.dll restore
1
to vou the "breath of life," One of the seven "brothers v;ho
was martyred exclaims: "Thou dost dispatch us from this life,
"but the king of the v/orld shall raise us up, who have died for
2
his laws, and revive us to life everlasting." V/hen another
"brother is near the end he says: "It is meet for those who
perish at men^s hands to cherish hope divine that they srhall
"be raised up "by (Jod again; "but thou shalt have no resurrection
3
to life."
Prom the examination of other literature and the scanty
references presented a"bove, it is clear that the idea of a
future universal resurrection appears in its most developed
form in apocalypticism and John, indicating a friendly dis-
position on the part of John. On the other hand John differs "by
presenting a present spiritml resurrection. This suggests
that he is at this point correcting apocalypticism.
7. The Idea of ^•uci.gnient • This concept lends itself to
1. II, Macca"bees, 7:23.
2. ilDid., 7:9.
3. ibid., 7:14.
1
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several interpr etationa.*^ (1) ©le distinction laetween judgment
when it stands in contrast to salvation, and Judgnenlfc in the
sense of the moral testing of men according to their acceptance
or rejection of the tinith* (2) The distinction hetv/een judg-
ment in the neutral and in the condemnatory sense. (3) The
contrast "between present and fature judgment, and the relation
of Christ to each» In the use of the term judgment Loisy notes
a triple meaning. "L'auteur ne se lasse pas de jour sur les
mots car il entend 'juger' et ' jugement ' au triple sense de
2
discernement , decision juiiciaire et condemnation." For the
purpose of this thesis the concept cf judgment will "be treated
as follov/s.
ao The agent cf the Judgffi.ent« The agent in the judg-
ment is variously stated and in terras seemingly contradictory.
As a rule the judge is Christ; "For neither doth the Father
3
judge any man, liat he hath given all judgment unto the Son."
THiat judgment is given to the Son is reiterated in 5:27 "and
he gave him authority to execute judgnent tjecause he is a son
of man." Again this is apparently denied, "for I came not
4
to judge the v/orld, "but to save the world." It is declared
!• Gr. B. Stevens, op. cit., p. 346.
2. A. Loisy, op. cit., p. 147.
3. 5:22.
4. 12:47; 3:17.
1
•
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that God is the jiicLt^e "but I seek not mine ov/n glory; there is
1
one that seeketh and judgeth." Again it is the v/ord that is
Judge. "He that rejecteth me, and receiveth not my sayings,
hath one that ;3'^gQ'th him: the word that I spake, the same
2
shall judge him in the last day." lEhese seeming discrepan-
cies disappear entirely in viBw of the relation of the Son to
3
the Father* Ood and Christ are united in judgment
•
b. The present judgment. The present juigment is a
process of moral testing which is inseparably connected with
the revelation of GrOd in Christ. "ITow is the judgment of this
4
world; now shall the prince of this world be cast out." Man's
will determines his choice for light or darkness and therein
lies his J-odgraent. "iuid this is the judgment, that the light
is come into the world, and men loved darkness, rather than
5
the light; for their works v/ere evil." In the words of E.
Carpenter: "the language of Jesus had the immediate effect of
i
dividing his hearers into tv/o opposite classes, those who
6
acknowledge his claims and those who reject them" This pro-
cess of sifting was itself juigment; in the v/ords of John this
1 „
1» 8:50; 5:45.
2. 12:48.
3. 5:30; 8;16.
! 4. 12:31«
5. 3:19,
6« Quoted by M. R. Ely, op. cit., p. 62.
i
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1
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distinction is drawn eitlier by "believing or "by not "believing.
"He that belie veth on him is not fudged: he that "belie veth not
1
hath "been ^-ud.ged already." Or he v/ho has rejected Christ has
"by the very act already judged himself and a"bides in death
(5:24; 9:39). It seems somewhat ar"bitrary to assert that "the
judgment was not fliture and epochal, hat a continuous process,
present, automatic and involuntary, ifward and spiritual on
man's part, dependent merely on man's reaction to Jesus as
2
reve ale r of Light."
3
0. Future juifcraent. "The last Day" in John refers
not only to a future resurrection, "but since the resurrection
and the judgment are associated it refers also to the judgment
day. Incidentally John is the only Evangelist who uses the
phrase "the last day". The final judgment is a culmination of
the present process. This is especially seen in the discourse
of 5:21-29. Tlie following verses in John have been stumbling
4
blocks and a rock of defense for mapy interpreters: "He gave
him authority to execute judgment becaiose he is a son of man.
Marvel not at this; for the hour coraeth, in vdiich all that are
in the tombs shall hear his voice, and shall come forth; they
1. 3:18.
2. H. Odeberg, op* cit,, p. 147.
3 . 6:39 , 40
,
44,54.
4» H. Wendt, Die Lehre Jeeu. II. p. 305.
i
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I that have done good, unto the resurrection of life; and they
1
that have done evil, unto the resurrection of judgment." A.
Schlatter would add that in the final ^dgment "das Haupstflck
des Grerichts ist das Gericht am Satan, 12:31; 16:11 and dieses
2
bev/irkt Jesus durch sei nen Tod." These references support the
"belief that contrary to the opinions of VJendt and Holtzmann,
John teaches a final ^ud^ent*
d» The rewards at the jiidgment ^ (1) The reward for
the righteous is eternal life, both in this life and in the
age to come* This is largely conditioned, as has "been shown
earlier^ by "believing in Jesus. On one occasion Jesus promised
his faithful many mansions ; however, the highest reward that he
can offer is fellowship v.lth (Jod through him, here and after
the last Judgment, v/hich will not affect the "believer. (2) The
punishment for the wicked, lies in their choice to remain in
darkness. And they will "be cast out v/i th the prince of this
world. (12:31) Again: "he that o"beyeth not the Son shall not
see life, "but the wrath cf God a'bideth on him." When the
resurrection takes place, the evil ones will arise unto the
resurrection of condemnation. This condemnation, on the last
day is, however, not descri'bed in John.
1. 5:27-29.
2. A. Schlatter, op. cit., ( John 12:31).

e» Results » (1) The a^ent in the judgment is various-
ly stated; at times it is the Father; then again it is the Son.
The solution of this apparent paradox lies in the fellowship
that the Son has with the Father, (£) The present Judginent
is a process of moral testirig v/hich is inseparahly connected
with the revelation of dod in Christ. The present j-udgment
is a choice "betv/een light and darkness, "between life and death.
(3) The final ^"udgment is clearly stated in the G-ospel, and it
comes as a culmination to the present Judgnent. (4) The
reward for the "believers will be eternal life, already in this
life and naturally in the age to come. The punishment 5)r the
wicked will "be their dwelling in darkness; the wrath of Ood
a"bides upon them, and at the final ^ud^ent they will "be con-
demned.
A comparison of these results v.lth similar fiiidings in
apocalypticism gives the following picture* Tliere is agreement
"betv/een apocal^rp ticism and John (1) concerning the agent in
the Judgment. Both agree that at times God is judge and at
other times the Messiah, (2) concerning Judgment that it is
in the fatui^e, (3) that it is universal, (4) that the "basis
of Judgment is vdckedness and riglit eousness, (5) that the
1 rewards are according to the merit of the individual ^ But
there is also the following divergence on the part of John*
232
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(1) j-udgment is a present process, (2) since that is the case
the anxious anticipation for the day of ^ud^ent disappears,
(3) the terrible day of Judgment is reduced to a mere reference^
(4) the element of catastrophe is entirely omitted
•
f. Judfynent in ot he r 1 it er at ur e
.
The idea of the
judgment occurs frequently in the Old Testament s ^^For Crod
shall Tsring every v/ork into Judgment, vdth every secret thing,
1
whether it "be good, or whether it be evil." That God v/ill
Judge the earth is frequently e^cpressed in the Psalms * In
Psalm 96:13, for example, the Psalmist tells us that Ood "comeBi
to Judge the earth; he shall JiJdge the world vdth righteousness,
and the people with his truth." Amos tells the ungodly in
5:18; "Woe unto you that desire the day of the Lord; to v*Lat
end is it for you? The day of the Lord is darkness and not
light." More illustrations could be given., but these sioffice
to show that the idea of Judgnent in time, not that of the
last day, is deeply embedded in the Old Testament. Plato be-
lieved in a future judgment. He v/rites: "When the day of
Judgment arrives many v/itnesses come forward and v/itness on
Z
their behalf, that they have lived righteously."
The fact that the idea of Judgment appears in other
233
1» "Scclesiastes, 12:14.
2. The Dialofflies of Plato. Ill, p. 115»

literature of that age makes it dear that apocalypticism can-
not lay sole claim to having given John the idea of Judgment.
Previous quotations shov/ that Jewish and Greek writings had
this idea in some form, in common with apocalypticism. But
this apparently negative result estahlishes the fact neverthe-
less, that the idea of judgment is shared not only by the other
religious thinkers, but also by John and the apocalyptist
•
i
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1
1
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Chapter VIII.
Final Conclusion.
I# At this point of the dissertation we are justified
in listing and grouping IJie findings that ma^ "be drawn from, the
preceding exliibits*
A. First v/e shall group elements that John and apoc-
alypticism have in common and which serve to convey the respec-
tive messages of "both schools.
(1) The idea of light is the property of iDoth and
1
makes its appearance mainly in a moral sense. In that capacity
light serves as a warning to the v/icked and as a guide to the
righteous. The two agree further that Crod is the source and
giver of all light. In that sense he is spoken of as the light
of the world.
(2) Over against the sphere of illumination is the
2
realm of dai'kness. This is again a concept resident in the
thinking of these tv/o types of writing. Here darkness is pic-
tured not as an occasional shadow, "but as a coherence which
permits little penetration. In this region, descritied as stub-
1. p. 89-90; p.154-55. Unless otherwise designated the footnotes
in tliis chapter refer to the dissertation.
2. p. 87-88; p. 156-58.

I"born and highly resistible, man "becomes a devoted follov/er of
evil and a rejecter of the light*
(3) A£jain, in "both classes of ^Airitings there is
1
delineated the drama of eternal hostility hetv^een Satan and OocU
This dark world, the territory of Satan and his followers, is
pitted against the kii^dom of light, directed hy God and his
adherents. Satan is al^/ays the suprenie raler of evil; "but Grod
is forever the sovereign of life. Both God and Satan are con-
stantly at v;ork recruiting new follov;ers for their cause.
Finally, however, Satan is to be defeated and God will lead his
people to victory. •
(4) The idea of the "belov; and the above, another
element occurring in each of these fields of thought, stresses
distance and otherness, and presents man as being from below
and the intermediaries as descending from above. Consistent
reiteration of this concept gives it a highly significant
position. It is f'jr thermor e present not only in its general
outline, but also in its detailed emphasis of the mutual re-
lationship between apocalypticism and John.
(5) V/liile intermediaries are indispensable to an
apocalyptic God, John teaches primarily an immanent God. This
leads one to the impression that God is not in need of inter-
mediaries. The idea finds expression, nevertheless, bolhin
3
apocalypticism and John. The intermediary of heavenly origin
1. 1). 91-95; p. 158-60.
2. p. 90-91; p. 160-64.
3. p. 98-100; p. 174-83.
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does not arise from the earth, tut is sent from heaven. By
virtue of this origin he has access to divine secrets which he
in tuc-n reveals to man. It is his function also to disclose to
God human need and to transmit to man divine help.
(6) A further concept common to "both is the idea o
1
two ages» This thought-form is i jnd is pen saljle to the apocalyp-
tist, "but John too uses it extensively. The present age is
pictured as evil in nature and expression. Such an age is nat-
urally repulsive to the ri^teous, hut is eagerly maintained hy
the power of darkness. Even though the future is ominous, the
coming age appear as an aeon of ties sing for all the
righteous.
(7) Further, the idea of placing before man the
choice of salvation or destruction appears in the same relation
E
ship. Man is free to choose either a life for good, or
obedience to evil. Agreement is also found in the use of the
metaphor concerning a nev; birth.
(8) The pr e-exis tence of the Messiah is taught in
3
both types of writij:^s. Their portrayals of the Messiah have
much in common. He is described as governing the universe in
the knowledge of God. Many of the same Messianic designations
are common to both fields, and even v/hen the references are not
identical they are strikij:gly similar in usage*
1. p. 102-06; 108-09; p. 180-95a
2. p. 110-11; p. 206-09.
3. p. 115-17; p. 216-17.

(9) A ftiture universal resiirr ection is mainly the
product of apocalypticism. John makes use of it in its most
1
developed form. Here again the concept "becomes common to toth
lines of thought.
(10) Still another point of agreement is the idea
2
of a futui'e Judgment. Both are strangely inconsistent in that
they at times regard God as ^udge and at other times allow the
Messiah to preside as judge separating the righteous from the
wicked. This is possible for the Messiah "because all j-udgment
is cormiitted to him.
B. A second set of findings may "be assembled from
material in apocalypticism not reproduced by John. Certain out-
standing apocalyptic teachings John deliberately omits or ig-
nores. The following are among the concepts inherent in
apocalyptic thought but not present in John*
(1) The concept of an apocalyptic kingdom vriiich
plays an essential part in apocalypticism and the synoptic
3
Gros pe Is »
4
(2) The concept of catastrophe. The rapid suc-
cession of a terrifyirg series of cataclysmic events is not to
be seen on the Johannine picture even as a shadov/.
(3) The concept of the disappearance of the pre-
5
sent evil age and the advent of the new era. This omission is
1. p. lHl-22; p. 223-25.
2. p. 127-35; p. 228-30.
3. p. 107.
4. p. 123-28.
5» p. 102»
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a natural result of John's ne^ect of the catastrophic element •
(4) The concept of a vivid description of the day
1
of judgment. This is indispensa"b le to the apocalyptist , but
John evidently preferred not to e it»
(5) The concept of a possible intermediate or tem-
2
porary kingdom which is to appear between the tv;o ages. In
accord v/ith this omission John does not pictwe a ruler for an
intermediate kingdom.
(6) The concept of the imminent approach of the new
3
age, the hope of which is constantly nurturing the courage and
ever inspiring the patience of those v/ho await its appearance.
In John there is not a word about the immediacy of the new age.
(7) The concept, strongly emphasized in its synoptic
4
expression, of an immediate second coming of the Messiah. Thougl:
John may suggest or promise the return of the paraclete, he
never s-uggests that the return will be made in a catastophio
manner.
(8) The concept that the present age must be de-
stroyed^ first, because it is so evil that nothing can be sal-
vaged, second, because it must make room for the coming age.
These assertions are entirely unused by John. He does not teach
the destruction of the present age, nor does he write anything
about the necessity of having it disappear
•
1. p. 126-28.
2. p. 107-08.
3. p. 108-09.
4. e.g. Matthew. 24: 30-31.
5. p. 102.
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C. This study makes apparent still a third group of
findings shov^ing elements of conflict betv/een John and apoca-
lypticism. These conflicts vary in their intensity all the
v/ay from positive contradictions to seeming efforts to correct
certain apocalyptic teachings.
(1) The transcendent God of apocalypticism is in
1
utter contrast to the primarily immanent God of John. The
first is conceived as far off, living in a crystal palace of
fire; the other is a loving G-od seeking' fellov/ship v/ith man.
(2) According to the apocal^nptic teachings the
seer is permitted to enter the portals of heaven and obtain
2
private knov/ledge, "but John refutes this claim and affirms
strongly that no one has ascended into heaven except the
3
Son of man.
(3) Apocalypticism also places a strong emphasis
on good deeds and not le works as a preparatory means of obtain-
4
ing salvation. John, on the other hand, holds that man is not
saved through an accumulation of good works but alone ty being
5
"b orn anew •
(4) Contrary to the apocalyptic "belief that only
6
a few will be saved catastrophic ally, John teaches tiiat many
7
will be saved through a present realization of eternHil life.
1. p. yo-ye.
2. p. 96.
3. p. 188.
4. p. 109.
5. p. 205.
6. p. 113-14.
7. p. 209-210.
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(5) Salvation for the apocalyptist arrives
cataclysmically with the ending of the present age aixL the
1
arrival of the new epoch. With an apparent intention of
correcting this belief John stresses salvation as a present
2
spiritual reality of eternal life.
(6) The realization of salvation for the apoca-
3
lyptist means an escape from this world, while John, a£_-ain
with an apparent effort to rectify, emphasizes the necessity
4
of overcoming this world here atid now .
(7) In contradistinction to a purely future resur-
5 6
recti on and a singular future judgment, John brings to the fore
7 8
•the fact of a present resurrection and an immediate judgment.
(8) The apocalyptist thinks of the kingdom as a
9
lasting period of happiness in the age to come; John replaces
this idea by stressing over and over again the reality of a
10
present eternal life.
11
(9) Further, the synoptic ^kingdom of Cl-od" , which
has so frequently an apocalyptic meaning is clearly omitted
12
by John, and in its place appears the concept of eternal life.
(10) fhe apocalyptic return of Jesus is an inherent
*
1. p. 108,113.
2. p. 209-10, 199.
3. p. 113,102-06.
4. p. 199:223.
5. p. 112-23.
6. p. 120-25.
7. p. 224-25.
8. p. 228-29.
9. p. 108-09.
10. p. 199-202.
11© p. llark, 13.
12.p. p. 209.
1.: i;.
(
1
element of the Synoptic GrOspels» But John replaces this con-
"
2
cept with his idea of the Paraclete who is to ^ide believers
into all truth.
(11) Finally, catastrophe in its terror and de-
3
sturotion is a cornerstone of apocal;,/ptici sm, "but in John
there is not a word ahout sach cataclysmic activities. He
4
replaces catastrophe with a calm succession of events.
It is clearly evident that betv/een apocalyptic and
Johannine thinking there are many vivid and. strong points of
contact. Frequently John is greatly attached to apocal^'ptic
thought; frequently he uses many of its teachings.
Again, there are many instances v^ere John makes no use
of prominent apocalyptic teachiiJgs. Whether he neglects de-
liberately or not is by no means evident from his writing, but
the omission of these concepts does shov/ that here he is, to
say the least neutral.
A third group of findings shows obviously that John is
in many points in conflict with apocalyptic thought, for he
takes the attitude cf combating apocalyptic teachings, or
changing them in some particular to conform more nearly to his
ov/n teachings. These three groups of findings may graphically
be presented as follov/s:
1. Matthew 24: 30-31.
2. John 14-17.
3. p. 126
4» John 16.
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A. Coinraon elements.
(1) The cojncept CEf light.
(2) The reality of a realm of darkness.
(3) Eternal hostility "bet^/een Satan and God.
(4) The idea of an atove aiid a helow.
(5) The -ufi e of an intermediary figure "betv/een God
and man •
(6) The idea of tv/o ages*
(7) Man's choice between salvation and destruction.
(8) The pr e-exis tence of the Messiah.
(9) A future universal resurrection in one form or
another •
(10) A futor-e judgment presided over "by the Messiah.
B. Prominent apocal^^ptic teachings not appearing in Jdin.
(l)The kingdom as it is found in apocalyptic
literature and the synoptic Gospels.
(E) The element of catastrophe.
(3) The anxious longing for the close of this age
and the advent of the new age.
(4) The horrifying descriptions of the day of
Judgment.
(5) An intermediate or temporary kingdom.
(6) The imminence of the new age.
(7) An immediate second coming of the Messiah.
(8) The destruction of the present age.
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C. Elements of conflict "between apocalypticism and John.
(1) The transcendent character of Ood is in utter
contract to the immanent Fat her -God in John*
(E) The apoeal^tic seer entered heaven for his
knowledge, "but John claims that only the Son of
man had access to heaven.
(3) .Apocalypticism requires good deeds and notle
works; John demands iDelief in Jesus
•
(4) The apocalyptis ts promised ultimate salvation
to a very limited numiber; John teaches that
many shall he saved.
(5) V/ith the apocalyptist salvation is pur-ely in
the future; with John it is a present life in
the spirit.
(6) In apocelypticism salvation is an escape from
this world. In John it is an overcoming- ot
this world.
(7) Over against a purely future resurrection and
judgment, John emphasizes a present resurrec-
tion and ^dgment.
(8) In apocalypticism salvation is a future period
of happiness; in John it is a present gift of
spiritual life.
(9) In the synoptic records it is "the kingdom of
God, in John it is the concept of "eternal life'i
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(10) Tlie spectaoular return of the Messiah, in
apocalypticism is replaced in John "by the idea of
a spiritual return, prolialily in the form of a
paraclete
•
(11) For cat 8.strophe, the most sensational feature of
apocalypticism, John sulistitutes a q^uiet life in
the spirit.
II. With this material before us the (question naturally
and insistently presents itself as to how these findings are to
"be accounted fccp#
A. Let us loolc first at the group in which John and
apocalypticism have much in common and seek reasons that will
explain the existence of these elements*
(1) The simplest and most natural way to accoant
for this is to recognize that John was familiar with apocalyp-
tic literat\3re» Ke may have "been influenced sufficiently to
have "been attracted towards apocalyptic thought. Apocalypti-
cism occupied a prominent place in the teachings of the day.
For many decades it had "been in close relationship with Judaism
and Christianity. Christendom had freely appropriated its
feelings and its hopes. Indeed "both had tecome strongly
intertwined. John as a later desciple had the heritage of
earlier crystalized teachings. He also had the example of
earlier Christian writers in the appeal to and use of apoc-
1
alyptic literature. This, hov/evor, does not indicate to what
.1. Mark, Matthew, Luke, Paal.
-S r:ff;
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degree John recognized ap ocal^'^p tioism as authoritative, or how
rauch he was influenced "by it; neither does it say that all the
influence of apocalypticism on him was of a. positive character*
It simply shows that John knew apocalypticism*
(E) It is also proTja"ble that these elements which
Christianity shares with apocalypticism may have "been dravm
i'
I from current religious teachings of the day v/ithout regard to
I
I
their sources. For it is an his tor ical fact that religious
!
;
teachings intermingled freely without any specific marks as to
;
their heredity. John was in the midst of a large number of
i
I
religious currents, many of v/hich were related to each other
I
and showed common naterial. It is therefore possible that he
used modes of thou^t without asking any questions.
(3) Another explanation is that John may have drawn
these teachings separately from other religious sources, for
other schools of religious thought incl^Jded many of these
teachings. Some of these circulated in all fields of reli^on
without any particular mark of identity. It is then conceiv-
able that John availed himself of concepts that were in general
use. But if that were the case we would have to account for
some of the teachings that are in John, but are not in the
other fields of religion©
(4) It may further be reasoned that primitive
Christianity had so thorou£^ly incorporated apocalyptic thought
that these teachings came to John as a part of the body of
Claris tian teachings. A literary expression of this unification
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is found in the synoptic records. It is next to impossilDle to
eliminate apocal^'ptic concepts from the field of Cliristian
teachings • Thus it is very plausible that althou^ John may
have received some of these concepts "by way of the Christian
tradition he was nevertheless, unaware of their origin.
(5) Finally, however, the presence of the elements
common to John and ap ocal^rpti ci sm. is "best explained hy pointing
out that he studied apocalypticism with an eye for selection.
He examined the apocalyptic field not blindly, but discriminate-
ly. He chose v/ith deliberation and discernment a body of
teachings that were usable in his interpretation of Christianity
B. John's omission of prominent apocalyptic elements,
or at least his failure to mal^e us e of them, may be accounted
for in several ways.
(1) It may be that John v/as not very v/ell acquainted
v/ith apocalyi)tic literature and failed to note some teachings
simply because they had not come to his attention. But the
fact that John shows so many points of contact with apocalyp-
ticism, both positive and negative, makes it difficult to give
a great deal of consideration to this suggestion. It really
amounts to a begging of the question rather than a solution.
The neglect of certain apocalyptic concepts then did not occur
through ignorance or unfamiliari ty.
(2) Another reason may be the simple fact that he
did not need to give an account of all apocalyptic teachings.
Some of the apocalyptic concepts did not affect his thesis, nor
1-
i
i
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v/ere they of value to his message; consequently, he left them
unused. At any rate John v/as not vi/riti ng for the purpose of
reproducing apocalyptic literatur-e, nor was he under o"bligation
to mention all points of merit or defect. To write another
apocalypse was certainly not his intention. Vi/hy should John
attempt a loyal interpretation of apocalypticism, when he was
primarily concerned with v/riting "that ye might helieve that
1
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God?"
(3) Again, one may explain this neglect hy saying
that certain apocalyptic modes of thou^t had come to seem un-
important. Some of these teachings were no longer pertinent
to the need of the day. In the first decades of the Christian
era certain ap ocal;,''pti c ideas were regarded as indispensable
for a correct interpretation of the Gliristian teachings. Many
of the apocalyptic concepts v/ere prohalDly insignificant for
John's contemporaries. They v/ere outworn and lifeless, and
conveyed no meaning for the younger generation of John. If
they were tau^t they caused an undesirahle disturbance among
the readers*
(4) It might be suggested further that these fea-
tures of apocalypticism were accidentally omitted or ignored.
But in reality there was nothing accidental about it. One is
led to believe rather that the better explanation has been
suggested above, namely, that John had an intimate Imowledge
of apocal^Tp ticism and of its effect on the Christian community;
1. John 20:31.
<
consequently he used only vAiaAi he v/ished. He scrutinized the
apocalyptic field of thought carefully and selected according
to need. The omissions, therefore, are not to be accounted for
as having "been caused by chance.
(5) Perhaps the best suggestion is, as has been
indicated, that John simply decided not to use them. He knew,
fer instance, of the spirited hope the idea of an apocalyptic
kingdom had aroused. And it is very likely "that he labored
with people v/ho v/ere depressed because such an apocalyptic
kingdom v;as not materializing. Some of these apocalyptic pro-
mises appeared empty and worthless to John because they v/ere
not in accord with a spiritual interpretation of the Gospel*
Further, John took this bold step in spite of the fact that
many of the apocalyptic ideas had come to him as part of the
already sacred tradition of Christian teachings. This teacher
dealt quietly but decisively v;ith these certain features of
apocalypticism, and thereby made room for a new interpretation
of Christian beliefs*
C. ITuraerous reasons might be offered to explain the
evident conflict at certain points betv/een John and apocalypti-
cism. Some of the more significant ones may be cited:
(1) Tlie failure of apocalypticism in its most
salient promises will very readily account for some of John's
apparent differences from it. For at least two generations
Christians had been told that the heavens v^rould open and re-
lease the salvation of a new day. This promise naturally
1- ^ - • <
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appealed to people in ordinary hardships, "but it gripped the
very souls of men under per secut ions o The promise that the
wicked age would soon come to an end had lost its hold, and the
1
1
promised signs of the new age had not made their appeaj?ance.
These failures called for an explanation on the part of
Christian teachers* They had gained the confidence of their
converts and v/ere leading them in the hope tiiat Jesus would
soon return on the clouds, that they would pro'ba'bly meet him
in the sky and rule with him a thousand years* Such joyful ex-
pectations were deeply rooted v/ith many Christians. John ex-
plains this failure of apocalypticism liy dropping the synoptic
idea of a return and ty offering a new interpretation. He
informs his readers that the return of Jesus should never have
"been treated as dramatically as it appears in the synoptic
records. Indeed, John shows that Jesus v;as to return and has
returned, "but in manner entirely different from that suggested
"by apocalypticism. He was to return in the form of a Paraclete
who was to guide them into all truth. Jesus was to return in
1
apirit and not through catastrophic upheavals.
(E) Farther, the kingdom of God was proffered to
the first iDel levers as a very objective reality. It was to
come as an accomplished end, as a gift from heaven, and with
it a tremendous reward for suffering endured and loyalty kept.
But the long anticipation of this event had dulled "both the
hope and faith of believers. John, the wise teacher, by a
1. John 14-17.
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reinterpretation otviates the tejnptation to doubt the whole
promise. He replaces the old idea of an objective kingdom with
a more spiritual promise of eternal life* Tlie significance of
this change comes vividly to the mind vhea the synoptic idea of
an apocalyptic kingdom is compared with John's concept of a
present spiritual life. By eternal life John means a present
experience of the living (rOd, creating a life that shall last
forever. A varied but constant stress on eternal life iMicates
1
the importance John placed in it.
(3) The Christian teachers, John holds, had made
altogetlier too rmich of the hope for escape from this wicked
world and a catastrophic breaking in of the new age. The
realization of the new era shouM correct the evils of this
world and do away v;ith its injustice. Its arrival would mean
the banishment of sorrow and persecution. Peace and joy v/ould
be realized in a hitherto unknown measure. This expectation
had been dimmed into doubt by delay and fail\n*e. Again, John
clarifies this perplexity and alters the idea both by omitting
the concept and by su^esting that the work of redemption and
salvation should be accomplished in a less sensational and less
spectacular manner. It should result in a more quiet and more
spiritual attainment.
(4) The fact of a future dramatic jud^ent was a
E
fixed reality for the earlier Christian church. Men awaited
1. p. 199-202.
2. e.g. Mark, 13.
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the day of ^ppent with anxiety "because justice so long denied
its rightful sway was ultimately to reign. But its promised
comir^ remained unfulfilled, cloudii^ the vision of those who
looked for justice, and giving rise to distrust in the Christian
message. John once again corrects this mistsJce "by shov/ing that
since man is alivays under judgment, his attitude towards the
1
light v/ill either save or condemn him.
(5) Some of the Cliristians had relatives who had
'^.ied in the hope that they would rise in a sensational manner
1
^
and appear "before God. This expectation, was also shared and
enjoyed lay those who lived, "but in time they realized that the
anticipa,ted event was "being constantly postponed. This left
them weaker in the Christian faith. John once more clears up
a difficult stituation by stressing the fact that in this life
3
a resurrection, a coming to life in the spirit takes place.
(6) T[ie "believers who had endured extreme suffer-
ings and died as martyrs were to have the privilege of reigning
4
with the Messiah in an intermediate kingdom. With this pro-
mise clearly "before them, many went cheerfully to their death.
But the delay, hov/ever, of the coming of this advent had a de-
moralizing effect on the diurch itself. Again in his thought-
ful and sympathio manner John explains that one ma^ reign now
with the Messiah in his kingdom "by doing his v/ill.
1. p. 228-29.
2. I. Thessalonians, 4:13-18.
3. p. 224.-2b.
4. p. 107.
5. p. 217.
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(7) The neeessity for counteracting extreme apocalyp-
i
tic teachings called for intelligent procediare. John Imev;
;
that an open clach would defeat hi£ purpose. The circurastances
i required a ca.reful and vds e handling of the situation. Had not
many of the Christians a fiim faith in the literal fulfillment
of apocalyptic promises? To take away this trust v/ould have
resulted in the possilDle loss of converts. Instead of a
straight-forward attack, John resisted and corrected "by offer-
ing another interpretation. He did not suggest that the words
and teachings of Jesus should never have had such extreme
apocalyptic interpretations, for this might too readily have
invited unnecessary resentment. He v/as forced to move with
great skill to avoid giving offense cr causing displeasm-^e.
The fascinating promises of catastrophic action had demonstra-
ted their emptiness and caused "believers to falter in their
faith; consequently John omitted the most extravagant claim
of an earlier day. In the place of a crude "belief in catas-
trophic convulsions he put another set of ideas and teachings,
end there "by corrected the mistakes of the past. With the
esta"blishment of his interpretation John effected a much needed
im.provement . It waa a most difficult task, "because the most
o"b ^ ctiona"ble concepts in apocalypticism v/ere very likely
those that had "been giving the deepest hope. But the realiza-
1
tion of eternal life and a personal knowledge of God more than
1. p. 199-202.
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counteracted the apocalyptic enpliasis, largely because eternal
life in the mind of John carried v>d.th it a reasonalDle ass-orance
of immortality.
(8) Another problem confronting John existed in the
local coramiinity. That apocalypticism was s ti'oiig in the Asian
territory is su^c^^ested by the fact that the Apocalypse of ^ohn
probably originated here. In the same region and probably under
similar circumstances John the v-riter of the Fo-urth G-ospel
endeavoured to counteract apocal^t icism by offering v^at he
regarded as a truer interpretation c£ Jesus' teachings. Thus
one used apocalyptician , and the other resisted certain apoc-
alyptic teachings.
(9) The gradaally rising tide of iMifference in the
Christian community v/as probably due in part to the disappear-
ance of the first apostles and the crystalization of the early
spontaneous fervor of Christianity. But in large measure it
v/as caiosed by the failure of apocalyptic hopes to materialize.
This failure of apocalypticism deserves the fullest recognitioa
As the apocalyptic hope v;as gjpadiaally replaced by an iMiffer-
ent attitude on the part of many, some teachers tried to stem
1
the tide of indifference by reiterating the old promisea, John,
hov/ever sought a new interpretation; first, by combating tlriis
deadening influence on the Ciiristian life, second, by dismiss-
ing the rude conceptions of apocalypticism, and third, hy
replacing them vdth the finer elements of a v/arm spiritual life.
1. II, Peter, 3:7-18.

This lukewarm attitude of iMifferenee caused dissension "be-
tween those who rested in it and others who were all the more
fervent in the promotion of the primitive organization of the
chuT'ch. Over against such strife and contention John stressed
the unity of the Clxristiaji life, illustrating it iDy the meta-
1
phor of the "branch and vine©
(10) Two generations of Christian Id el ievers had made
great progress in the realization of the Christian faith and
its t cachings • At the same time Christianity had loosened its
"bonds with Palestine. It had slipped from under the wing of
Jxidaism and faced a nev; wrld in Asia. The nev; community
called for further interpretation of the Christian teachings.
It is entirely'- possi"ble that the Asiatic Christians had come
into contact with Creek thought. The very employment of a term
like logos suggests at least that Christian teachers v/ere
compelled to rethink their faith and put its content into new
categories. If the ordinary Christian teachings needed to "be
readjusted to the Creek mind, how much more would that have
been true of apocalyptic teachings* In view of such a situa-
tion John corrected apocalyptic mistakes and reinterpreted
Christian teachings so as to make them more acceptable to
Asiatic and Creek minds in particular. Tliis
,
however, was not
possible without getting into conflict vdth apocalypticism.
III. Cn the basis of the preceding exhibits and findings
we are ^stif ied in drawing a number of deductions*
1. John, 15.
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A. The follov/ing speoific deductions will farther ill-um-
inate the relationship of the two areas of religious thought.
(1) It is clear that John was in vital contact with
apocalypticism. For many years apocalyptic thought had in-
fluenced Christian leaders, some of whom assimilated many of
the apocalyptic concepts. Others attempted to write complete
Christian apocalypses, even in Asia, promising that GrOd would
act cat as trophically. John, hov/ever, was not minded to write
another apocalypse, even though he was in the midst of a
religious current that threatened to dominate his thinking. All
this indicates that John was more actively alive to apocalyptic
thought than majiy of his contemporaries who ahsorhed apocalyp-
ticism without much questioning. John dealt critcally with it.
(2) The evidence "before us iMicates v/ithout douht
that John was in positive relationship with apocalypticism. He
appears sympathetically receptive towards apocalyptic thought
in many places. In that attitude of mind he uses apocalyptic
concepts for his own purposes. Many elements common to hoth
have "been presented here. As a matter of fact, the currents
of conmon elements flow so stror^ly and so persistently throu^
"both apocalypticism and John that it is clear that a strong
"bond of kinship exists hetv/een these tv/o.
(3) Even though there is an indisputable affinity "be-
tween apocalypticism and John, it is not to he assumed that
Johannine thought is dominated hy apocalypticism. This disser-
tation shows no eviience to regard Johannine thinking as in
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aulD Section to apocalyptic thought. If that had "been the case,
John would have lost his identity, or to say the least it would
have "been reduced to a miniimim. On the contrary this study
makes it clear that John's was a mind of independent character.
Strong as apocalypticism appears to have iDeen, it v/as unahle to
subdue John into a position of absolute dependence. Again,
John was sensitive and friendly towards apocalypticism, but
he was unv/illing to be sabmerged in it»
(4) The facts at hand demonstrate that John maintained
a negative or neutral attitude* On account of this position
some of the apocalyptic concepts simply fall to the ground. He
did not even so much as mention them, simply because they were
not usable in his scheme of concepts* Thus, for instance, ideas
like that of the destruction of the present age are omitted
without an explanation or accoutn. This neutral attitude,
however, does not mean in the least that John was unaware of
apocalyptic thought. On the contrary, in the very act of
setting aside definite concepts he revealed an intimate
acquaintance with apocalypticism. His knotf/leftge of apocalyptic
thought gaided him to asaime a position of neutrality.
(5) It has been furttier clearly established that John
frequently departed from apocalyptic teachings. He did this
without doubt beca-ase he v/as in conflict v/ith apocalypticism.
Some of the extreme claims of apocalyptic teachers irritated
him. They aroas ed his disapproval to the extent that he dis-
missed certain concepts like catastrophe, and substituted the
Li ~ -
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idea of a present process* Farther evidence for the Johannine
ap ocal^j'p tic conflict may "be seen In. his attitude of refuting
some apocal^tie assertions* On still other occasions John
established coionter claims and thereby became even more hostile
to apocalyp t icism»
(6) Finally, there v/as an unquestionable effort on
the part of Joiin to correct some of the excessive apocalyptic
teaehirgs by definitely combating iiiem. The fact that he
departed can not be construed as shov>ring that he was ignorant
of apocalyptic errors. It was because of these mistakes that
John sought their correction. Tiius, for instance, promises of
catastrophic violence, concepts like a dramatic appearance of
the Messiah, a future judgment, a future resurrection are
corrected by stressing the spii'itual presence of the Ciirist, a
present judgment, and an immediate resurrection. Without
question John v;as at work to eliminate some of the apocalyptic
claims and thus to prevent disappointing experiences of the
believers*
Further considerations in support of the preceding deduc-
tions may be added:
(1) The relationship between John and apocalypticism
is unique. Here is not an apocalyptic cause and a singular
sequence, but apocalyptic influence and a variety of effects,
exhibiting a relationship that extends all the way from a
positive affinity, to a negative or neutral position, ajid
finally to a conibatirg or corrective attitude. All of these
1
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various contacts lDet\veen the tvio fie Us of thought are definite-
ly conditioned "by the Johannine idea of the Christian message.
This concept determined for John which parts of apocaliTpticism
were valid and which v/ ere not. It further determines the degree
ajrid natvjre of the relationship iDetween these tv/o fields of
religious thought. That fact further explains why this peculiai
r elatioiiship in its major outline is not accidental, "but deli^)e2
ately planned and worked "by a creative mind into a nev; inter-
pretation of the Christian Gospel for a day in v*iich apocalyp-
ticism was still a vital issue.
(S) The validity of the foregoing deductions is
strengthened hy pointing out that one or the other of the seven
out s tandiJTg- concepts cxf apocalypticism may appear in Jewish,
Greek, or Mandean thought. But apocalyptic and Johannine
thought are the only tv/o areas cf religious thought that have
all of the seven outstandirig concepts in common. It is the suc-
cessive appearance of the same concepts in toth schools that
gives further proof of the peculiar relationship which is not
to be found between John and any other religion, or between
any other bodies of religious literature*
(3) Another point of undeniable proof is the following
fact: if on the basis of our study we were to drop the hypoth-
esis of Jewish influence, the Johannine-apocalyptic relation-
ship as demonstrated above woald not be effected materially.
0^ if v/e should dismiss the Hellenistic touch or discount
Mandean influence, John wuld not suffer seriously from their
1
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Idisappearance. As a matter of fact v;e may dismiss them and not
seriously harm the Johannine-apocalyp tic relationship. However,
if we were to apply the same test again and drop the apocalyptic
element from the mind of "Qie Fourth Evangelist, it is certain
that a good deal v/hich is now Johannine and is indispensable
to the mind of John would be lost.
Even the positions takren by previous students give still
further support to the deductions arrived at in this study.
(1) The group of scholars which believes that John
is dominated by apocalypticism apparently takes no account of
the Johannine divergences from apocalyptic thought and through
this neglect is led to believe that apocalypticism dominates
the thinking of John. It is clear 1iiat apo cal^-pticism is a
real factor in John; however, it does not appear as a dominating
element, but 8.s has been amply demonstrated, apooal^rpticism
and John have much in common.
(2) The assertion that there is no apocalypticism in
John is hardly tenable in view of the kinship that exists be-
tween these fields of thought. Moreover, a straightforv/ard
denial meets v;ith the hard facts of a coherent text. For
instance, John 5:E2,28,29 cannot be eliminated v/ith out doing
harm to the body of the document. This apparent denial of
apocalypticism is in reality another name for John^s neutral
or negative attitude.
(3) That apocalypticism in Joiin is spiritualized, is
a thesis of v;ide acceptance. A closer examination, however.
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reveals that apocal^ ticism is iincompromis ing and intolerant
towards any spiritualization. Here is not so much a spiritual-
izing of apocalypticism, "but rather a Johannine reaction
against empty apocal^v'p tic claims. As a result Jolin stresses
the reality of a present spiritual life,
(4) To hold that apocalypticism appears in a re-
interpreted form is true, "but it is really only a half truth.
For this assertion does not i/iclude the fact of an apocalyptic-
Johannine affinity, nor does it take account of John's negative
attitude. And these features are cardinal elements in the
relationship under consideration.
(5) The same answer applies to the claim that apoc-
alypticism is su^bordinated. The references to apocal^ipticism
in John and its comparison v the synoptic records pro"bably
stiggest this thesis. But the present investigation reveals
iDeyond doubt that there is more than apparent subordination.
For instance when JoIiq is in conflict v.ith apocal^'p ticism he
not only su"bordii]ates , Tmt he even omits and refutes apocalyptio
teach irigs*
(6) The hypothesis Hiat apocalypticism appears a
:cent process is an important element in the relationship
"before us. The corrective efforts on the part of John lay
necessity stress the present elements, "but as is clear now
it is only a partial statement of a peculiar relation of tv;o
fields of thought.
Thus every one of these positions, especially the last
c
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I four, touches on one phase or the other of the Johannine-
apocaljrptic relationship. They are in j-L.rtial agreement v/ith
one or the other erf" the deductions arrived at in this study,
;
ana. each in its ov/n way clearly supports the conclusions of
I
!
this dissertation.
I
I
In conclusioni, it may appear that the task of John was
^ oorapleted v;hen he \vrote a G-ospel that met the needs of dis-
appointed and new readers, hut as long as apocalyptic teachings
are promoted the Johannine manner of dealing v/ith apocalyp ticisi;
will he a guide to many teachers who may find themselves in
similar circumstances.
<r
Chapt er IZ
.
A Stimmary of the Dissertation.
The introduction of this docurnent served to show how
the study of apocalypticism in general had thrown much light
on the apocalyptic element in the Nev/ Testament , and in tui^n
it was stated how the thesis of this dissertation arose. In
order to avoid confusion in tlie use of terms the follov/ing were
"briefly defined: prophecy, eschatology, and apocalypticism.
In a statement of the problem it v/as pointed out that the
apocalyptic element runs distinctly tlirou^iout the Few Testament
,
iDut this characteristic is apparently lost in the G-ospel of
John. At least there is no clearly defined element of apoc-
alypticism. This situation naturally led to an inquiry as to
what happens to apocalypticism at the hand of John? The answer
implied a comparative study of apocalypticism and John with a
consideration of other religious influences.
For the preliminary v/ork it v/as decided to use the
descriptive and selective methods* The major instrument, hovi-
ever, was the method of comparison and a statement of the re-
sultant f indirigs. The procedure was (1) to give an historical
statement of past research, (£) to study the place and sig-
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nificance of apocalypticism, (3) to investigate primary sources
and select seven outstanding elements, (4} to state the
approach to the "body of this writing, (5) to examine the Fourth
Grotpel and compare the firtLings with apocalypt icisai, (6) to
1
give a statement of conclusions, and (7) to give a summary.
It was of interest to find that many scholars of various
lands had worked on this problem at one time or another for
almost a century. lEheir positions varied cons iderahly . The
line of treatment moved forv/arci. "by curves. From the extreme
position of a denial of apocal^-pt icisra the pendulum swung to
the other extreme of a positive apocalyptic v/orld picture in
John. In addition to these positions four mediating interpre-
tations appeared. The apocalyptic element in John is (1)
spiritualized, (2) reinterpreted, (3) subordinated, and (4) a
present process. Such a diversity of interpretations aiid the
majiner of treating the apocal^.'pt ic element in John were further
justifications to examine the problsm anew.
In a study of the place and significance of apocalypti-
cism its origin and occasion received first consideration.
After the examination of the nature and value of apocalyptic isn\
a survey of all available apocalyptic books took place pro-
viding the opportunity to trace the apocalyptic development,
according to its greater teachings such as the kingdom, the
Messiah, the judgment, and the resurrection, covering the
period from the second century before Christ to the first
century after Christ.
i

In the first major resecrch a distinction v/as drawn
between apocal^tic method ajid outstanding features in apoc-
alyptic thought* The seven elements selected as characteristic
of apocalypticism are: (1) dualism, (2) the conception of
Crod and. intermediaries, (3) the idea of two ages, (4) the
conception of salvation, (5) The Messiah, (6) the resurrection,
and the judgment* Thus fvom the primary sources of apocalyp-
ticism, a valid starrlard of comparison was created.
The various approaches that had "been taken towards John
were (1) the Hellenistic, (2) the Jewish, (3) the Mandeati,
(4) the linguistic, (5) the polemical, and (6) the religious*
Since these approaches were unsatisfactory for the purpose of
this dissertation, it was decided to examine the G-ospel anew
and search for the same or similar elements that were found
in apocalyptic literature*
As a preliminary measure to the study of John the textual
questions that arose in connection with 7:53; 8:11; and
chapter £1 were disposed of* In line with the design of this
dissertation the same or similar elements v/ere selected from
John that had "been found previously in apocalypticism. By
comparing the two fields of thought on seven different occasion^
agreements and differences, omissions and conflicts were noted*
At the same time claims of other religions were examined and
given due consideration*
The various findings were listed and grouped under tliree
headings: (1) elements that John and apocalypticism have in

common, (2) conoejts that are essential in apocalyptic thought
"but are omitted John, (3) elements of conflict t)etv/een
apocalypticism and John. Having presented these concepts
graphically an account v/as given as to why these three groups
of findings appear as they do. The study calminated in drawi
specific deductions which v;ere supported from four different
angles
•
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